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Abstract
Ferroelectric materials are of technological importance for many applications and a thor-
ough understanding of the origins of their high piezoelectric and dielectric properties is
needed to optimise materials performance. One of the most widely used ferroelectrics is
Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3 (PZT), which shows excellent piezoelectric response near its morphotropic
phase boundary (MPB). To study PZT in large scale molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions, I have developed a shell model force field that reproduces the details of the phase
diagram of the PZT solid solution. The developed force field supports the temperature in-
duced phase transitions from cubic to low symmetry phases over the whole composition
range and additionally reproduces the composition driven phase transitions. This force field
was subsequently used to study a variety of different effects in PZT. First, the polarisation
switching in near morphotropic PZT at different temperatures was investigated, where I re-
port a reduction of the saturation polarisation, accompanied by an exponential increase of
the coercive field, as the temperature decreased. The simulations further demonstrated that
the switching mechanism is fundamentally different at low temperatures, where it occurs via
polarisation rotation, than at high temperatures, where domain nucleation dominates. Sec-
ond, a set of simulations on near morphotropic PZT showed that the response of the local
structure to electric fields highly depends on the local B-cation environment. Furthermore,
I find that B-cation clustering largely influences the piezoelectric properties of the material.
In a third MD study the electrocaloric effect (ECE) in the PZT compound was calculated,
finding that PbTiO3 outperforms other compositions with its giant temperature change of 16
K. Lastly, density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed to study defects and
domain walls in the PZT end member PbTiO3, where we show that the presence of a couple
donor-acceptor defect pair stabilises charged head-to-head and tail-to-tail 90◦ domain walls
in PbTiO3.
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Ferroelectric materials have been intensively studied in the past 70 years due to their use
in numerous applications, such as sensors, micro actuators, high frequency transducers and
many more [3]. The key to the functionality of ferroelectric materials lies in the fact that
these materials can adopt two or more polarisation states, which can be switched between
by applying electric fields. Since all ferroelectric materials are also piezoelectric, a change
in the polarisation will result in a change of strain, thereby coupling an external electric
field to the mechanical state of the material. It is this electro-mechanical coupling that is
exploited in most of the applications of piezoelectrics.
A prominent and widely used ferroelectric with a large piezoelectric response is lead
zirconate titanate, Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3 (PZT). This perovskite material is a solid solution of
PbTiO3 (PTO) and PbZrO3 (PZO), which shows the best performance near the 48% Ti and
52% Zr mixture. Besides the composition in PZT, defects, such as vacancies and domain
walls, are known to play a large role in the piezoelectric response of ferroelectrics. Even
though PZT has been studied extensively [4], many open questions remain regarding its
phase diagram, its B-cation arrangement and the interplay of defects with the polarisation
switching. Of course, behind the motivation to study the underlying physics of PZT, and
ferroelectrics in general, lies the urge to improve the material’s properties for their use in
devices and to incorporate their functionality into novel applications.
Accurate quantum mechanical calculations, particularly density functional theory
(DFT), have been very successful in adding insight to the understanding of ferroelectrics
over the past three decades. However, modelling disordered systems, such as PZT, or simu-
lating features like domain walls or grain boundaries, requires large systems with thousands
of atoms in order to replicate the details on a atomistic level. These large system sizes
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make DFT calculations, that generally scale with O(n3) with the number of atoms (n), com-
putationally very expensive. To overcome this size issue, classical simulations based on
interatomic potentials can be used, since their demand of computational power are several
orders of magnitudes lower. Unfortunately, this increase in efficiency comes at the cost of
reduced accuracy and the loss of all electronic information. Nevertheless, deriving these
potentials parameters from first-principles calculations, as for example from DFT, tends to
produce potentials which replicate the important characteristics of the materials with an
acceptable trade-off in precision.
Atomistic simulations, either classical or quantum mechanical, can shed light into the
fundamental physics of materials by reaching beyond what’s normally accessible by exper-
imental procedures. This means that extreme or experimentally impossible conditions, such
as high pressures, high temperatures or complex strain states, can be tested. Besides prob-
ing materials in different ways than in a laboratory setting, atomistic simulations provide a
great amount of physical quantities that are usually not directly available from experiments.
These can be atomic positions, atomic velocities, ionic charges, electronic density, pressure
and the energy of the system. From these standard quantities many more material’s proper-
ties can be derived. Last but not least, simulations offer an inexpensive and straight forward
way to test theoretical models and compare them to experiments.
In this thesis, I built upon the advantages that atomistic simulation grants, and applied
first-principles calculations and classical MD simulations to study different compositions
of PZT, including PZO and PTO. The chosen methodology offers a great variety of topics
to study in ferroelectric PZT, but I selected a few specific issues to investigate: The effect
of the electric field on the polarisation and on the temperature in PZT. The influence of the
B-cation arrangement on the piezoelectric properties and the effect of domain walls on the
electronic properties in PTO.
The thesis is organised as follows: Chapter 2 summarises the important theory of fer-
roelectrics and gives a brief overview of the relevant materials. Chapter 3 describes the
simulation and calculation methods with which the results of this work were obtained. The
following five chapters then present results and detailed analysis of different research into
ferroelectric PZT and PTO, with Chapter 4 describing the fitting and the characterisation of
a shell model force field for PZT. This potential, which can be used in MD simulations, is
an important outcome of this thesis and most results in the following chapters are based on
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it. Chapter 4 further demonstrates the applicability of the force field to study domain walls
and strain effects in PZT by utilizing MD simulations of up to half a million atoms. In chap-
ter 5, the force field is then applied to study PZT in MD simulations with applied electric
fields. Ferroelectric hysteresis loops of PZT are replicated and the effect of the B-cation,
the temperature and the electric field on the switching dynamics are investigated. Chapter 6
offers a deeper analysis of the role of the B-cation arrangement in PZT and its effect on the
piezoelectric properties. Different degrees of clustering and ordering of the B-site ions were
studied with MD simulations. Chapter 7 discusses the electrocaloric effect, calculated from
MD simulations, across the full compositional range of PZT, including PTO and PZO. This
electrocaloric effect, which is particularly strong in PZT, can be used for solid state cooling.
Lastly, Chapter 8 is a DFT study of charged head-to-head and tail-to-tail domain walls in
PTO. Different point defects in PTO were analysed and it is shown how such defects can
stabilise charged domain walls, which display great potential in improving piezoelectric de-
vices. The cited references of all chapters can be found in the bibliography at the end of the
thesis and the lists of figures and tables are available at the beginning.
The work presented in this thesis was completed between 2013 and 2016 in the Con-
densed Matter and Materials Physics (CMMP) group at University College London (UCL)
and in the functional materials group at the National Physical Laboratory (NPL). All the
simulations and the processing of the data have been performed using the computational
facilities of UCL, NPL and the national supercomputer service ARCHER, for which CPU




Theory of Ferroelectric Materials
A ferroelectric material satisfies two conditions: It has two or more stable states with non-
zero spontaneous electric polarisation in absence of an electric field and it has to be possible
to switch between those two states. In most cases this switching relates to a reversal of the
polarisation and it’s the mechanism at the core of many of the applications of ferroelectrics.
For a spontaneous polarisation to occur in a crystal it has to be non-centrosymmetric.
Crystals are grouped into seven systems according to the structure of their unit cells: tri-
clinic, monoclinic, orthorhombic, tetragonal, rhombohedral (or trigonal), hexagonal, and
cubic. Further, those 7 crystal systems consist of 32 point groups that reflect the symmetry
of the crystal. Out of all the 32 crystallographic point groups, 21 are non-centrosymmetric
and do not contain an inversion centre. Among these non-centrosymmetric groups 20 ex-
hibit piezoelectricity, whereas one of these point groups contains symmetry elements which
rule this effect out. The piezoelectricity occurring in materials without inversion symmetry
is understood as a coupling of the electrical polarisation in a material to the mechanical
strain. This effect leads to an accumulation of electrical charge when a mechanical stress is
applied, which is called the direct piezoelectric effect. However, this response is reversible
and a mechanical strain can be generated in a material with an applied electric field (indirect
piezoelectric effect). Of those 20 groups that have no inversion centre and are, therefore,
piezoelectric, 10 are pyroelectric, and they possess a unique polar axis. The pyroelectric
effect in these materials generates an electric charge through change of temperature and is
also reversible: the inverse response is called the electrocaloric effect. The produced charge
in these materials appears on opposite faces of the crystal, specified by the polar axis. This
direction is usually constant but in some materials the direction can be changed by an ex-
ternal electric field. Such materials are called ferroelectrics. By symmetry, all ferroelectric
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materials are pyroelectric and all pyroelectrics are piezoelectric, but the reverse is not true.
For example, ZnO is piezoelectric and pyroelectric but not ferroelectric, which means its
spontaneous polarisation can not be reversed by an electric field [5].
Ferroelectric materials exhibit their spontaneous polarisation below a certain temper-
ature called the Curie temperature. Above the Curie temperature, the material adopts a
higher symmetry state with an inversion centre, therefore losing its ferroelectricity. Some
materials, such as BaTiO3, exhibit multiple phase transitions with temperature, which each
change the crystal’s point group [6]. The phases occurring in BaTiO3, with increasing
temperature, are as follows: rhombohedral, orthorhombic, tetragonal and cubic [6]. In
the cubic phase, above the Curie temperature, no ferroelectricity is observed and the state
is called paraelectric. The phases at lower temperature all have different symmetries and
different directions of their polar axis, but they are all ferroelectric.
In this chapter we will have a brief look at the century long history of ferroelectrics
and then explain the core concepts of the underlying theory of ferroelectricity. I will discuss
the most prominent ferroelectric materials, especially PZT, which is the main subject of
this thesis. This chapter should serve as introduction to all the concepts discussed in the
following chapters, where more detailed information will be presented for each topic.
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2.1 History of Ferroelectrics
Ferroelectricity and the materials in which this effect occurs have been studied for
almost a century [3]. The first confirmed ferroelectric material was Rochelle salt
(KNaC4H4O64H2O), which was first synthesised in 1655 by Seignette [3]. It was not
until 1824, however, when pyroelectricity was discovered in Rochelle salt, amongst other
materials, by Brewster [3]. At the end of the 19th century the Curie brothers then studied the
pyroelectric effect in this salt in more detail [7]. It took another 40 years until Valasek took
on his fundamental work on Rochelle salt, where he found an analogy between its dielectric
properties and ferromagnetism [8]. Valasek’s studies later led to the term ferroelectricity,
which came from his comparison to the magnetic phenomena. Furthermore, Valasek was
the first to measure the hysteretic behaviour of the polarisation in a ferroelectric, which is
now known as a polarization vs. electric field (P-E) loop. In the following years, another
potassium containing ferroelectric compound (KDP) was found by Bush and Sherrer and a
first theoretical description of the phenomena was produced by Kurchatov [4]. After those
first rather calm decades of ferroelectricity, interest sparked in 1940 with the discovery of
BaTiO3 (BTO), the classical ferroelectric perovskite, by Wainer and Salomon [3]. Soon,
Ginsburg extended Landau’s work on phase transitions to explain the phase transitions in
BTO [4]. The discovery and the characterization of BTO marked the beginning of the
ceramic transducer era and by the 1950s BTO transducers were well established. In this
decade, further ferroelectrics, such as KnBaO3, PbTiO3, PbZrO3 and sulphate containing
compounds [3] were found. Those materials were all perovskites and after the success of
BTO in various applications, scientists turned towards the lead containing ceramics. In
particular, the solid solution of PbTiO3 and PbZrO3, abbreviated PZT, showed exceptional
properties and a high Curie temperature [9] and consequently PZT replaced BTO in stan-
dard piezoelectric devices. In the 1960’s and 1970’s, many experimental studies using a
variety of techniques, such as Raman, neutron, Brillouin, and Rayleigh scattering, were
performed on the perovskite family. In this period the soft-mode theory of ferroelectrics
was firmly established and during the subsequent decades more phenomena, such as relax-
ors and improper ferroelectrics, were discovered. Advances in synthesis of single crystals
and thin films further expanded the knowledge in the growing field, as did the success of
ab initio calculations on ferroelectric oxides [5]. On top of that, many more ferroelectrics,
even organic ones, have been found in the last 30 years. As of today about 1000 of these
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materials are known [4].
2.2 Perovskite Ferroelectrics and the Ferroelectric Phase Tran-
sition
The origin of ferroelectricity lies in the atomic arrangement of the ions in the crystal struc-
ture. In order to have a spontaneous polarisation a crystal has to be non-centrosymmetric
(polar). However, there exist polar crystals with non switchable polarisation (for example
wurtzite), therefore they are not considered ferroelectric [5]. The polarisation emerges as a
dipole moment in the perovskite unit cell. Such a dipole moment is created through small
displacements of the ions from the cubic perovskite structure. As seen for a classic per-
ovskite ferroelectric in Fig. 2.1, the oxygen ions displace relative to the B-cations, leaving
a non-zero dipole moment in the unit cell. Depending on which way the positively and
negatively charged ions displace, the polarisation vector points up or down. In this simple
picture the macroscopic polarisation is the sum over all unit cell dipole moments. Such a
definition based on unit cell dipoles is, however, ill defined. This will be further explained
in section 3.4.1.
In the perovskite family, ferroelectricity therefore exists through the symmetry lower-
ing via a polar mode from a high symmetry (cubic, space group Pm3¯m) structure. Often this
polar mode is coupled to non-polar lattice modes and to the lattice strain. This is the reason
for the large electromechanically coupling in ferroelectrics and it results in the very rich
temperature-pressure phase diagrams of the perovskite oxides [5]. The symmetry break-
ing from the cubic phase to the lower symmetry polar phase (often tetragonal, space group
P4mm as in Fig. 2.1) can also be described by Landau theory with the polarisation as the
primary order parameter.
A defining property of a ferroelectric is the ability to switch between its discrete polar-
isation states. Since all ferroelectrics are also piezoelectric, this switching can be done with
an electric field or with stress (strain). This coupling of strain and electric field (polarisation)
is at the core of virtually all applications of piezoelectrics. Understanding the polarisation
switching is important in order to improve piezoelectric devices. An established key mea-
sure that displays and quantifies the switching of a ferroelectric is the polarisation-electric
field loop (P-E loop) and is very well documented for all conventional ferroelectrics. In
contrast to a linear dielectric where polarisation vs. electric field would just produce a lin-
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Figure 2.1: Structure of an ABO3 perovskite in its paraelectric (cubic) and ferroelectric (tetragonal)
phase. Reproduced from [10] with permission of the copyright owner under CC BY-NC-SA 3.0
license [11].
ear dependence, the P-E measurement results in a hysteresis (loop) as seen in Fig. 2.2.
There are several experimental techniques to measure such a P-E diagram, all with subtle
difficulties since leaky samples and bad contacting can produce misleading results. From
the hysteresis curve one sees that the two polarisation states are stable within a certain range
of electric field. At zero field one finds the remanent polarisation and the coercive field is
also readily available from such a diagram as the zero polarisation value.
Figure 2.2: Characteristic polarisation vs. electric field (P-E) hysteresis of a ferroelectric. Repro-
duced from [4] with permission of the copyright owner.
2.3 Domains in Ferroelectrics
Going through the phase transition from the high symmetry state to the low symmetry phase
a ferroelectric usually breaks up into parts of uniform electric polarisation: the ferroelectric
domains. Such domains are energetically degenerate and separated by a region called a
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domain wall. The driving force to create domain structures is the minimization of elastic
and electrostatic energy in the material, including the energy associated with the creation
of a domain wall. This means, the domain structure is strongly affected by factors that
influence those energies, such as strain and electric field and it is, therefore, dependent on
the processing [12] and the physical load. Domain walls are defined by the relative angle
between the polarisation axis of the adjacent domains. In tetragonal ferroelectrics 180◦ and
90◦ domain walls (see Fig. 2.3) are encountered and they form in order to minimize the
depolarizing energy or the strain energy, respectively [13]. In rhombohedral crystals 109◦
and 71◦ domain walls also occur. The 180◦ is distinct from most non-180◦ walls in that it
does not respond to strain, only electric fields [14].
More generally, domain walls can be viewed as topological defects within the crys-
tal structure of the ferroelectric [15]. They usually have very small widths of only a few
nanometres and form a sharp structural interface between the domains. As mentioned
above, strain and electrical boundary conditions play an important role in the formation
of domain patterns. In thin films, for example, the domain patterns are dominated by the
mechanical boundary conditions imposed by the substrate and the electrical boundary con-
ditions of the free surface (or electrode). This will generally lead to different domain pat-
terns than those present in bulk ferroelectrics [13].
Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of (a) 180◦ and (b) 90◦ domain walls in a tetragonal ferroelec-
tric crystal. The arrows designate the local polarisation. Reproduced from [16] with permission of
the copyright owner under the CC BY-NC-SA 3.0 license [11].
Besides those boundary conditions, point defects in the vicinity of domain walls can
also have a large influence on the domain structure and the mobility of the walls [15].
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Such defects, for example oxygen vacancies, can lower the domain wall energy, effectively
pinning the wall within the material [17]. This pinning of the domain walls lowers their
mobility and therefore changes the response of the material to electric fields [17]. There are
more ways in which domain walls can impact the properties of the whole ferroelectric, such
as the finding by Seidel et al. [18], that domain walls act as conductive channels in insulating
BiFeO3 and the occurrence of charged domain walls in classical and improper ferroelectrics
[19, 20], which influence the material’s conductance and piezoelectric properties [21].
Figure 2.4: Sketch of charged 90◦ domain walls and their band structure. (a) Electroded BaTiO3
plate. (b) 90◦ domain walls, where the black arrows designate the domain polarisation (P0), which
face head-to-head and tail-to-tail at the domain walls. The red arrow indicates the depolarizing field
(Edep). (c) Calculated band-structure [21] which shows the band bending induced by the Edep. Free
carriers are generated where the valence band or the conduction band crosses the Fermi energy.
Reproduced from [21] with permission of the copyright owner under the CC BY-NC-SA 3.0 license
[11].
Charged domain walls have only recently been confirmed experimentally [21], but pro-
pose great potential for enhancing ferroelectric properties or for usage in electronic devices
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[19]. Originally, it was thought that charged domain walls, e.g. walls that carry a bound
charge, are electrostatically “forbidden”. However, Sluka et al. [21] proposed a model that
explains the stability of charged domain walls and even suggests that they might enhance
the electromechanical response in BaTiO3. Fig. 2.4 shows the schematics of charged 90◦
domain walls, where the polarisation directions meet either head-to-head or tail-to-tail at the
walls. This orientation leads to a build up of bound polarisation charge at the walls which
has to be compensated by either defects or free charge carriers. If the bound charge is not
fully compensated, a depolarising field will emerge which will in turn induce band bend-
ing. If the band bending is large enough, so that either the valence and or the conduction
band crosses the Fermi energy, then free carriers (holes or electrons) are generated which
will compensate the bound charge and increase the conductance at the domain walls [21].
The depolarising field might be strong enough to destabilise the ferroelectric state locally,
which effectively removes the domain wall, or it could facilitate polarisation rotation in the
domains. This polarisation rotation is believed to be the reason for an increased dielectric
permittivity in BTO with a high density of charged domain walls [21].
We see that domain structure and domain walls largely influence piezoelectric per-
formance, polarisation switching [22] and electronic properties of ferroelectric materials
and more understanding of their effects is needed in order to fabricate improved or novel
devices.
2.4 Electrocaloric Effect in Ferroelectrics
The electrocaloric effect (ECE) describes the cooling of a material by an applied electric
field. It can be regarded as the inverse of the pyroelectric effect in ferro- or pyroelectrics,
but more generally, it will appear in all dielectric materials [23]. The key concept behind
the ECE is that the entropy (S) of a material changes as a function of the temperature (T )
and applied electric field (E). This relationship can be used to construct cooling cycles via
adiabatic, isothermal and constant E field steps. Such a cooling process is shown in Fig. 2.5
in a schematic diagram and starts with applying an electric field to a material. If this is done
fast enough, so no heat transfer to a heat bath occurs, the step is adiabatic. The applied field
orders the material’s dipolar state, which in turn increases the temperature in the material.
This temperature is then reduced by heat flow to a heat sink, also decreasing the material’s
entropy. Removing the field in a third step will result in adiabatic depolarisation, where the
dipole moments disorder and the temperature is further reduced. This leaves the material in
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a state with a lower temperature than the starting temperature and allows heat to be absorbed
from a load.
Figure 2.5: Electrocaloric cooling cycle. An applied electric field E heats the material from (a) to
(b). The heat is ejected which reduces the entropy S in the material. Removing the field from (c) to
(d) causes the material to cool further. Absorption of heat from a source allows the material to return
to its original state (a). Reproduced from [24] with permission of the copyright owner.
This cooling cycle shows how the ECE can be used in solid state refrigeration and
in novel miniaturised cooling devices which has resulted in a recent surge in interest [24]
in this effect. Historically, the ECE has been known for many years and it was first de-
scribed by Kobenko and Kurtschatov [25] as a small temperature change in Rochelle salt.
The change in temperature in Rochelle salt was studied more accurately in later years and
was found to be just a few mK [23]. Many dielectrics and ferroelectrics have been stud-
ied since, but mostly minute changes in temperatures were reported [23]. It was not until
2006, when the first so-called giant electrocaloric effect was reported by Mischenko [26]
in PbZr0.95Ti0.05O3. Many more publications on various materials followed and even sur-
passed Mischenko’s seminal paper [23]. Fig. 2.6 shows the change in temperature vs. elec-
tric field for a few promising materials. With these recently found changes in temperature
of few tens of K, actual solid state cooling devices based on the ECE might become a reality
soon. The change in temperature (∆T) reported in Fig. 2.6 requires rather large fields, but
by using thin films instead of bulk ferroelectrics, such fields are accessible experimentally.
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Figure 2.6: Change in temperature (ECE) with applied electric field for various materials. For the
references please follow the original publication by Geng et al. [27]. Reproduced from [27] with
permission of the copyright owner.
After all these years of research there is still no satisfying microscopic theory that
explains the ECE [23]. Phenomenologically however, the ECE can be described by the
Maxwell relations, which expresses the change in entropy (S) with electric field (E) at con-













where i is the component of the field or polarisation. From this equation the change in












with ρ is the density and CE is the specific heat capacity at constant electric field.
The ECE is therefore related to the change in polarisation with temperature, which can
be calculated from simulations or measured in experiments, known as the indirect method.
Typically, ( ∂P∂T ) is obtained from P-E hysteresis loops at different temperatures. Calculating
the derivative of the polarisation in the vicinity of the phase transition can be difficult and
the indirect method should therefore be applied with care [23]. The direct method, on the
other hand, measures the actual change in temperature as a function of time, when the field
is applied or removed. Several experimental techniques exist to measure the ECE with
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the direct method such as Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) or far infrared (IR)
photometry. DSC measures the heat flow with time, while IR photometry measures the
infrared intensity over time. Both methods are sensitive enough to detect the changes in
temperature down to the mK range when an electric field is applied.
Until now, no commercial EC cooling device has been built, yet many patents have
been filed and a few promising designs have been published [23]. Most noteworthy, a
prototype of an electrocaloric oscillatory refrigeration (ECOR) chip, which is based on two
EC devices, has been realized [28]. The ECOR chip with P(VDF-TrFE) as ECE material
produced a temperature difference of 6 K between its hot and cold end [28].
2.5 Ferroelectric Materials
2.5.1 BaTiO3
Barium titanate BaTiO3 (BTO) is a simple ferroelectric perovskite with a 5 atom primitive
unit cell (see Fig. 2.7). Its use from the 1950s onwards as a transducer and capacitor
material made it a well established material to study ferroelectricity and phase transitions.
Above 393 K BTO is in its paraelectric cubic state (Pm3¯m) (see Fig. 2.7a) [6]. When
cooled down BTO goes through a series of phase transitions, the first one being the cubic
to tetragonal (P4mm, see Fig. 2.7b) transition at 393 K [6]. Below 278 K the orthorhombic
phase (Amm2, see Fig. 2.7c) becomes stable until 183 K. Finally, the low temperature
structure is rhombohedral (R3m, see Fig. 2.7d) [6].
All the phase transitions in BTO are accompanied by the displacements of Ti against
the O octahedron, which happen along the polar axis respective for their phase. The po-
larisation of the ferroelectric phases are moderate with 27 µC/cm2 for the tetragonal, 25
µC/cm2 for the orthorhombic and 19 µC/cm2 for the rhombohedral phases [6]. Compared
to the more conventional lead containing ferroelectrics the polarisation and the piezoelectric
coupling are rather low [29] in BTO. However, since BTO is a lead-free compound, a lot of
research focusses on improving its piezoelectric performance for its use as an environmen-
tally friendly alternative to PZT [29].
2.5.2 Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3 (PZT)
Lead zirconite titanate Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3 (PZT) is the solid solution of PbTiO3 and PbZrO3
(see Fig. 2.9), which makes up around 98 % of the total actuator market [30]. Its end
member PbZrO3 (PZO) is an antiferroelectric in the Pbam space group (see Fig. 2.8b)






Figure 2.7: Crystal structures of the different phases of BaTiO3. (a) cubic Pm3¯m (paraelectric, zero
polarisation), (b) tetragonal P4mm (polarisation along [001]), (c) orthorhombic Amm2 (polarisation
along [011]) and rhombohedral R3m (polarisation along [111]).
at low temperatures. Its antiferrolectricity can also be described with the softening of a
lattice mode, as in perovskite ferroelectrics. However, flexoelectric coupling transforms this
phase into a missed incommensurate antiferroelectric one, where dipole moments within
the unit cells cancel each other out [31]. The lattice parameters of PZO are a = 5.886 Å,
b = 11.749 Å and c = 8.248 Å [32] in its 40 atoms unit cell. With small amounts of Ti,
the system forms one of two rhombohedral phases (R3c and R3m) [33]. Figure 2.8c shows
a small representation of this Zr rich part of the PZT solid solution in the R3c space group
(polarisation direction along [111]). The right side of the phase diagram is dominated by
the tetragonal ferroelectric PbTiO3 (PTO) and the solid solution maintains the P4mm phase
(see Fig. 2.8a) and the [001] polarisation direction of its right end member. The lattice
parameters of PTO are a= 3.899 Å and c= 4.153 [34], while the oxygen octahedra in PTO
(10.3 Å3) are significantly smaller than the octahedra in PZO (11.8 Å3).
The range between x=47% and x=52% Ti is called the morphotropic phase boundary
(MPB) and has caught a lot of interest in research and applications in the last decades. The
MPB is associated with the most favourable properties within the solid solution since the
electromechanical coupling peaks at this composition range. This is explained by the com-
petition between the tetragonal and rhombohedral phases at this composition. An applied
electric field can therefore easily induce a transition between these phases and rotate the
polarisation along 8+ 6 = 14 directions. Newer studies on the MPB [35, 36] also show







Figure 2.8: Crystal structure of (a) PbTiO3 P4mm (polarisation along [001]), (b) PbZrO3 Pbam (anti-
ferroelectric) and (c) a representation of Zr-rich Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3 in the R3c space group (polarisation
along [111]).
monoclinic phases in vicinity of the MPB that facilitate this transition. Such a low sym-
metry phase is now believed to be responsible for the high piezoelectric response near the
MPB. It is, however, still not clear whether such a phase is needed for enhanced properties
and whether it exists in other lead based perovskites with an MPB [37]. Furthermore, novel
research shows that these monoclinic phases coexists with a long-range average rhombohe-
dral phase, that consists of low-symmetry structures at the local scale PZT [30]. Many open
questions remain concerning the MPB and it is still a very active field of research expanding
to other perovskite solutions.
Recently, some studies suggested that, in addition to the polarisation rotation, elastic
softening of the lattice could be responsible for the large increase in piezoelectric response
near the MPB [38]. Although in solid solutions with an MPB, the piezoelectric properties
are greatly enhanced near the phase boundary, the existence of an MPB is not necessary
for giant piezoelectric response. So called relaxor ferroelectrics (PbZn1/3Nb2/3O3-PbTiO3
and PbMg1/3Nb2/3O3-PbTiO3) show excellent piezoelectric behaviour without having an
MPB [39]. Their piezoelectric coefficients can be an order of magnitude higher than in
conventional ferroelectrics, so they are briefly discussed in the next section (2.5.3).
Since the Zr and Ti atoms have the same oxidation state (4+) they are randomly dis-
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Figure 2.9: Phase diagram of Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3. Reproduced from [33] with permission of the copy-
right owner.
tributed in the material, and no order is to be expected, due to electrostatic interactions [40].
However, a number of theoretical and experimental studies of PZT indicate that B-cations
preserve a certain degree of order and clustering. In particular, a favourable ordering of
B-cations along [100] and [111] directions was reported in [41] using ab-initio calculations.
A long-range B-cation arrangement was found in PZT thin films grown on a SrTiO3 sub-
strate [42] and the existence of nanometre sized clusters of B-cations was shown in PZT
bulk ceramics [43]. Recent results based on a multiphase description of the structure of
PZT with composition in the vicinity of MPB (x=0.4) demonstrate that the permutation of
B-site cations leads to the stabilisation of a variety of local phases, reflecting a relatively flat
energy landscape of PZT in vicinity of the MPB. The specific clustering of B-cations and
their arrangement into a preferred local phase significantly affects the ferro- and piezoelec-
tric response of PZT. This provides pathways to control the properties of ceramic samples,
especially in thin films where the chemical order is driven by film-substrate interactions.
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2.5.3 Relaxor Ferroelectrics
A different class of ferroelectrics are the so-called relaxor ferroelectrics or relaxors. These
materials display a characteristic frequency dependence of the dielectric constant (real and
imaginary parts). In contrast to ordinary ferroelectrics, the peak of the dielectric constant
around TC is diffuse and strongly frequency dependent [44]. At high temperatures, relax-
ors are in a non-polar paraelectric phase similar to normal ferroelectrics. Cooling below
the Burns temperature (TB) induces a peculiar phase transition through which the material
transforms into the ergodic relaxor state [44]. In this phase polar nanometre sized regions
or polar nanoregions (PNRs) appear with random polarisation directions. Around TB these
PNRs are mobile, but upon further cooling, they will be frozen into a nonergodic state, sim-
ilar to a dipole glass [44]. By applying a large electric field this nonergodic state can be
transformed into a conventional ferroelectric phase, allowing for polarisation switching and
its applications. One complexity of studying relaxors comes from the compositional disor-
der these materials usually exhibit [44]. As in PZT, the B-cations are randomly distributed,
but in most cases the B-cations are not homovalent, leading to a random electric field within
the material, which is believed to be the origin of their unusual dipolar behaviour [44].
Relaxor materials are widely used in industrial applications, because of their high di-
electric and piezoelectric constants [45]. Moreover, their dielectric properties are stable
over a rather wide range of temperatures, making these materials good candidates for ce-
ramic capacitors [46]. One of the most prominent relaxor materials is the solid solution of
PbMg1/3Nb2/3O3 (PMN) and PbTiO3 (PTO), often referred to as PMN-PT. PMN-PT single
crystals are known for their high achievable strains (1.7 %) [47] and their excellent piezo-
electric coefficient (d33 > 2500 pC/N) [45] , surpassing even PZT by almost an order of
magnitude. Although, PMN-PT and other relaxor materials have already been implemented
in many devices, further experimental and theoretical work is needed to fully understand
these challenging but useful materials [45].
2.6 Applications of Ferroelectric Materials
Since all ferroelectrics show the piezoelectric and the pyroelectric effects [6] they are used
in a variety of different applications, such as piezoelectric and pyroelectric sensors, gen-
erators, high frequency transducers, microactuators and infrared (IR) detectors [4]. More
recently, interest in those materials comes from their potential use as non-volatile random
access memories (NVRAM) [6]. Such memory devices would not require power to keep
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stored data in memory, and bits written as polarized ferroelectric domains could be used
for memory storage. To date, issues with this technology are fatigue of ferroelectric mate-
rials and the fact that generally a bit is destroyed during read out. Another possible route
to ferroelectric memory cells are ferroelectric field effect transistors (FeFET). In those de-
vices the dielectric gate is replaced by a ferroelectric gate (also dielectric) and the screening
charge of the ferroelectric film is used to switch the semiconductor channel. Recent IBM
research goes even further in implementing piezoelectrics into transistor technology. They
designed a Piezoelectronic Transistor (PET) that uses a piezoelectric material coupled to a
piezoresistive film [48]. An applied voltage on the piezo element can change the resistance
in the piezoresistive layer and therefore act as a switchable conducting channel.
2.7 Motivation and Open Questions
The importance of ferroelectric and piezoelectric materials is clearly given by their numer-
ous existing applications and the large potential for novel technologies these materials might
support. Yet there is still a lot left to understand when it comes to the fundamental aspects
of morphotropic solid solution perovskites like PZT or the contribution of domains to the
material response. Atomistic simulations can help tackle these questions, since they allow
the modelling of such materials at the relevant length and time scales. In this thesis molecu-
lar dynamics simulations and density functional theory calculations are used to gain further
insight into a few areas of active PZT research: In chapter 4 a potential is developed to study
PZT in large scale molecular dynamics simulations. This force field is then used in chapter
5 to study morphotropic PZT under applied electric fields, in chapter 6 to investigate the
effect of B-cation disorder in PZT and in chapter 7 to quantify the electrocaloric effect in
PZT. Chapter 8 concludes this work with density functional theory calculations on charged




Computer simulations have become an important element in all of modern science, includ-
ing materials science. This success can be attributed to the striking increase of computa-
tional processing power, roughly following Moore’s Law, and to the development of effi-
cient algorithms. Nowadays, numerous material properties can be calculated from atomistic
simulations, providing insight into the underlying physics of materials. This chapter intro-
duces molecular dynamics simulations, an approach based on classical potentials, and den-
sity functional theory, a quantum mechanical method. Both methods are used in this thesis
to study ferroelectric oxides in different conditions and configurations. The full details of
each simulation are described in the relevant results sections.
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3.1 Simulation Approaches to Study Ferroelectric Oxides
Atomistic simulations aim to reproduce the physics of materials, or molecular systems and
can be divided into two categories: classical calculations based on potentials and quantum
mechanical calculations. In the classical atomistic simulations the interactions between the
atoms (particles) are approximated by potential parameters (force field), which are derived
empirically or from quantum mechanical calculations. The functional form of these po-
tentials is generally simple so that many particles can be simulated with a relatively low
computational effort. This efficient approach can be useful to simulate large collections
of atoms, such as in dense materials or in biological systems. Of course, results will de-
pend heavily on the potential parameters which makes deriving appropriate parameters for
classical simulations a challenging task (see section 3.2.3).
On top of the positions and velocities of the atoms, quantum mechanical simulations
include the interactions between the electrons. This is done by solving Schrödingers equa-
tion which gives information about the electronic structure of the studied material. Since
this method includes the electronic interactions that form the chemical bonds explicitly in-
stead of approximating it by a potential, quantum mechanical methods are, generally, more
accurate than their classical counter part. Furthermore, they can be used to study effects
that depend on the electronic structure such as spectral properties.
Both varieties of atomistic simulations can be used to study the same physical systems,
but there is a trade off in computational cost and accuracy between those methods. There
are further techniques to simulate materials that don’t rely on atomistic degrees of freedom.
The effective Hamiltonian method for example, is a powerful method to investigate ferro-
electrics based on the soft-mode theory [49]. Following a Landau type energy expansion,
a simplified Hamiltonian is constructed that includes the relevant ferroelectric degrees of
freedom. The parameters of the Hamiltonian are usually fitted to first-principles simula-
tions and are derived independently. This is an advantage over force field methods where
all the parameters are optimized simultaneously. Further methods like Monte-Carlo sim-
ulations and phase-field models have also been successfully applied to study ferroelectric
oxides [49].
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3.2 Classical Molecular Dynamics
3.2.1 Interatomic Potentials
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations solve the classical equations of motion step by step
using defined interactions between the particles and aim to model the relevant properties
of the material as accurately as possible. These interactions can be bonded or non-bonded.
Non-bonded interactions include, for example, pair potentials, Coulomb or higher order po-
tentials. Bonding interactions model intramolecular bonds by including bond-lengths, bond
angles and molecular torsion angles. For simulations of molecular systems and polymers,
bonding terms are needed to accurately describe the covalent bond. In oxide materials, non-
bonding interactions are generally sufficient due to the strongly ionic character of the bonds
in these materials. Forms often used for these non-bonded pair potentials in oxide materials
include Lennard-Jones or Buckingham potentials (see Fig. 3.1). The Buckingham potential
consists of an attractive and a repulsive part and has the following form:














Figure 3.1: Buckingham pair potential.







where Ai j, ρi j and Ci j are parameters and ri j is the separation between the particles i
and j. To reduce the computational effort of calculating such short-range interactions, the
potential is usually truncated at a certain distance (cut-off). Since this might lead to drifts in
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energy when the potential is not close to zero at the truncation, the function is often shifted
(smoothly or sharply) to approach zero at the cut-off.
In materials with charged particles, such as oxide (ionic) materials, the dominant force
is the Coulomb interaction:






with qi being the charge on particle i, ri j the separation between particles i and j and
ε0 the vacuum permittivity. Since the Coulomb force is long-range, it is not as easy to treat
as other potentials. A truncation analogous to the short-range interactions would lead to
charged spheres that badly converge with the cut-off radius. This problem was addressed by
Ewald [50] in the 1920s and nowadays several ways to calculate electrostatic interactions in
MD simulations are available. For periodic solids the Ewald sum is still the best technique
[51] to calculate the Coulomb sum and with the smoothed particle mesh Ewald (SPME)
method it has a very efficient implementation. The SPME decomposes the electrostatic
interaction into a short-range part consisting of Gaussian screening charges. A second set
of charges is superimposed in order to nullify the Gaussian charges, but this time on a
grid in reciprocal space. This reciprocal part can be efficiently calculated via a fast fourier
transformation (FFT). This way, the originally infinite Coulomb sum is replaced by two
finite sums, one in real space and one in reciprocal space. Additionally, a self interaction
energy corresponding to the Gaussians acting on themselves has to be included.
3.2.2 Shell Model
The so-called shell model adds another interaction to a force field that helps to stabilise
the polar ferroelectric phases. In the shell model, each atom is composed of two charged,
virtual particles: a positive core and a negative shell (see Fig. 3.2). Through this separation
of charge, each atomic species becomes polarisable with a dipole moment specified by the
displacement between core and shell. In the shell model applied in this thesis the core has
a higher mass, the shell has a lower mass and the sum of the charges correspond to the total
ion charge. The core and the shell interact via a spring potential of the form







that keeps them from separating. Here ri j denotes the core and shell separation, while
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k2 and k4 are the spring constants. The shell model has been successfully applied to ferro-
electric oxides since it was proposed by Dick and Overhauser [52]. Covalency effects are
included through the atomic polarisability and can be extended for anisotropic behaviour
(for example of oxygen) and anharmonic spring terms that further stabilize the tetragonal
phase.
Figure 3.2: Diagram of the shell model. The atom is split into a core with charge qc and shell with
charge qs that are connected by a spring (eq. 3.3).
3.2.3 Force Field Fitting
Once the functional form of the force field is chosen and it includes all the interactions
needed to describe a material or molecule, the parameters of each interatomic potential
have to be derived. There are two ways in which the parameters of the force field can be
obtained: the force field can either be fitted to experimental data or data from ab initio
calculations.
To perform a fit, a quantity that measures the quality of the fit is defined. Usually the





wi( f calci − f obsi )2. (3.4)
Here wi is a weighting factor, f calci is the calculated value, while f
obs
i is the value of
the observable. Whatever quantities are chosen as observables, F has to be minimized. The
minimization can be done numerically with efficient algorithms like the Broyden-Fletcher-
Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) [53] optimiser, which is also often used in geometry optimisa-
tions. Depending on the system and the number of variables this optimisation problem is
not guaranteed to converge to a minimum. A successive approach of fitting a few parameters
at a time while keeping others constrained might increase the chance of finding a satisfac-
tory solution. Unfortunately, there is no general recipe on how to fit a force field and since
the weight factors can be chosen freely there are infinite solutions to the problem. Addi-
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tionally, systems with polarisable ions are very sensitive to parameters of the force field,
so dynamic tolerances of the weight factors should be implemented. Careful testing of the
force field is necessary, even if F has converged to a minimum.
3.2.4 Molecular Dynamics Algorithms
Besides static ground-state calculations like geometry optimisations, one can use inter-
atomic potentials to perform dynamical simulations following Newton’s equations. From
the interatomic potentials U(r) the atomic forces (fi) are calculated as derivatives with re-
spect to the position of the ith particle (ri):
fi =− ∂∂riU(r
N). (3.5)





p˙i = fi, (3.7)
where pi is the momentum and mi the mass of particle i. There exist many ways to
integrate these coupled differential equations numerically in order to get the trajectory of all
the particles with time. The Verlet-Algorithm in all of its forms is one of the most suitable
[54] and most used MD algorithms. One of its forms, the Velocity Verlet (VV) algorithm is


















δ tfi(t+δ t) (3.10)
The VV algorithm conserves the volume in phase space, is time-reversible and is low-
order, therefore allowing large timesteps. It also requires only one force calculation per
timestep (forces are calculated after step from eq. 3.9), which makes it computationally
efficient. The RATTLE [55] scheme can be incorporated within the VV code to include
constrains on bond-lengths or angles, which is useful when the molecules exhibit high fre-
quency vibrations.
In small bulk materials the use of periodic boundary conditions is essential. Even for
a system with thousands of atoms, a significant number of atoms would be at the surface.
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To realistically treat bulk materials, the system is replicated along the three cell vectors,
eliminating all surfaces. The periodic box size should always be bigger than twice the
cut-off to avoid particles interacting with themselves. With the introduction of the cut-off
for the non-bonded potentials, the effort on the computation of the forces reduces greatly.
However, there still needs to be a check performed for every particle to see if they are
within the cut-off distance or not. This is very expensive for large numbers of atoms, so
Verlet [56] proposed a technique to only consider atom pairs that will in fact lie within the
truncation. So called neighbour lists are constructed for all neighbours that lie within the
cut-off. Then for each particle the algorithm only loops through those lists (spheres around
the particle) and calculates the forces. Obviously, particles will move out and into different
lists with time, so careful checking and updating is necessary. Since neighbour list updates
do not have to be performed at every timestep, this methods speeds up MD simulations
significantly. An alternative approach, generally used in large systems, decomposes the box
into cells (domains). Then the interaction partner of each particle is found within its own
cell or the neighbouring cells. The decomposition in this so called linked-cell [57] algorithm
can also be used to parallelise the code, treating each cell (plus neighbours) simultaneously,
since they only slightly interact.
If all interatomic potentials relate to the potential energy of the system, then the to-
tal energy (Etot = Ekin +Epot) is conserved. In a system with fixed volume (V ) and fixed
number of particles (N) an MD calculation is then performed in the microcanonical ensem-
ble (NVE). The temperature in an NVE ensemble should be relatively constant with small
fluctuations. To simulate systems close to experiments or in order to explore phase stability
controlling the temperature might be of interest. This can be done in several ways and will
simulate a NVT ensemble. A straightforward way is to scale the velocities of all particles
according to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. This does not produce a canonical en-
semble, it is however used to equilibrate systems from a different configuration or from a
starting configuration far away from the equilibrium. Further approaches couple the system
to a heat bath. This coupling can be weak as for the Berendsen [58] thermostat or strong as
for the Nosé-Hoover thermostat [59, 60], which actually produces a canonical ensemble.
To directly simulate experimental conditions, one has to study systems with constant
pressure (P) instead of constant volume. Such NPT ensembles further connect the system to
a barostat, regulating the volume. Berendsen and Nosé-Hoover barostats are easily imple-
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mented and work together with the thermostats. Other ensembles include the NST ensemble
with constant stress (S) that allows relaxations of the cell parameters independently and the
NPAT ensemble that keeps a constant area and relaxes the cell in one direction, are useful
to study surfaces and 2D-like systems.
With simulations in those ensembles one can calculate all relevant properties (for ex-
ample potential energy, volume, temperature, bond-lengths and more) as averages over time.
Usually these averages are taken over a certain number of timesteps after the system has
been equilibrated sufficiently long.
3.3 Density Functional Theory
For any given system the quantum mechanical wavefunction contains all the ground-state
information about the system. To obtain this wavefunction (ψ) the Schroedinger’s equation
has to be solved which is in general a complex N-body problem. Density functional the-
ory (DFT) maps this problem onto a much simpler one-electron problem, making it readily
solvable using few approximations. The first simplification is the Born-Oppenheimer ap-
proximation, in which the electronic ground state is found within a configuration where the
nuclei are frozen in space. This is justified through the largely different masses of elec-
trons and nuclei which allows nuclei and electrons to be treated separately. This simplifies
the problem of finding the wavefunctions of a given system but there is still the electron-
electron interaction to be solved. Hohenberg and Kohn [61] made a first step to tackle this
problem of electron-electron interaction by proving that the total energy of an electron gas
is a unique functional of the electron density n(r). Instead of finding the wavefunctions,
one can, therefore, use the electron density as the relevant quantity of the system. The mini-
mum of this functional of n(r) is the ground-state energy of the system corresponding to the
ground-state electron density. Kohn and Sham [62] went on to describe how to find such
a functional by mapping the interacting electron system onto a system of non-interacting
electrons in an external potential. This external potential has the same ground-state as the
interacting electron potential so the exact ground-state can be defined with one-body elec-
tron wave functions ψi. The exact form of this external potential is unknown but can be
approximated with great success for real systems. The framework that Hohenberg, Kohn
and Sham provided is known as DFT and allows one to find the ground-state of any system
by minimizing the density functional. This Kohn-Sham functional in natural units for the
electronic energy (Eel) in a potential of fixed ions has the following form:














where Rk is the position of ion k, ψi are the one-body wavefuntions and n(r) is the
electronic density at the position r. The terms in eq. 3.3 correspond to kinetic energy, the
electron-nuclei interaction through the electron-ion potential vext , the electron self interac-
tion term and the exchange correlation energy Exc[n]. The wavefunctions are orthonormal






In periodic solids the wavefunctions are usually expanded into Bloch functions (eq.
3.13 which is further explained in section 3.3.1). The exchange correlation (Exc[n]) is un-
known, but there are several functionals that approximate this term. The simplest one is
the local density approximation (LDA) [63] which describes the exchange correlation as a
functional of the electron density. Despite its simple and efficient approach LDA leads to
good results, with one down side being that lattice constants are underestimated. Since the
ferroelectric instability is very sensitive to pressure, inaccurate lattice constants can limit the
use of LDA functionals. An improvement on LDA was to include gradient terms into the
exchange correlation, a method known as generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [64].
Further approaches include meta-GGA and hybrid functionals which mix exact Hartree-
Fock exhange into the exchange-correlations.
3.3.1 Basis Sets
In order to calculate the total energy via the Kohn-Sham equations (eq. 3.3) numerically
the wavefunctions are expanded in some finite basis set [65]. In principle many types of
functions could be used for the expansion and some of the most popular basis sets are
Slater type orbitals (STO), Gaussian type orbitals (GTO) or plane waves (PW). For solids
an expansion in plane waves is often used, since this basis set reflects the periodicity of the
crystal. Together with a supercell approach the plane wave basis set can also be employed
for finite sized, non-periodic systems. The plane wave expansion of a wavefunction (ψn)
has the following form [65]:
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ψn,k(r) =∑
G
cn,k+Gei(k+G)r = eikrun,k(r). (3.13)
where G = ∑i nibi, with ni being integer and bi being the lattice space vectors, r is a
real-space vector, cn the expansion coefficient and un,k has the periodicity of the lattice. For
a complete representation of the wavefunctions a complete set of basis functions is needed
which can require a large amount of plane waves (Fourier components). In practice, a finite
basis set is used to restrict the number of plane waves, which reduces both the memory and
the CPU demand. The size of the basis set (number of plane waves) is then determined by
an energy cut-off (Ecut) which only includes plane waves with a kinetic energy below Ecut
[65].
3.3.2 Pseudopotentials
The plane wave (PW) basis set described in the previous section (3.3.1) is not very practical
to represent a solid with all its electrons: Because the inner wavefunctions close to the
nucleis oscillate quickly, a very large number of plane waves is required to describe them
accurately [65]. Fortunately, these inner wavefunctions are generally not involved in the
formation of chemical bonds and the Coulomb potential around the core can be replaced
by a weaker potential. This weaker potential is called a pesudopotential and it is much
smoother around the core while it reproduces the valence region of the real atomic potential
[65]. By removing the oscillations of the wavefunctions in the core region, the pseudo
potential greatly reduces the number of plane waves needed which makes the PW basis set
very practical to use.
3.4 Calculation of Ferroelectric Properties in Simulations
3.4.1 Calculation of Polarisation
A spontaneous, switchable polarisation is the defining characteristic of ferroelectric mate-
rials. The magnitude of the polarisation is routinely measured in experiments and reported,
as it is a meaningful quantity for applications. It is therefore important to have efficient and
accurate ways to calculate the polarisation, e.g. the macroscopic dipole moment in atomistic
simulations. In the following paragraphs several possible routes to obtain the polarisation
from simulations are briefly explained.
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3.4.1.1 Calculation of Polarisation in DFT
The polarisation in atomistic or DFT simulations can be calculated via the Born effective
charges (Z∗i j) and the displacement of atom i from the centrosymmetric position (u j) in each
unit cell. The Born effective charge of an ion in a material with unit cell volume Ω is




δu j , with e being the elementary charge, is a measure of polarisation (P)
in a ferroelectric. Further, it is a tensor that describes the amount each ion contributes to the
spontaneous polarisation. Obtaining Z∗i j in practice is straightforward since many available
DFT and classical codes can calculate Born effective charges. The atomic displacements u j
can be extracted by subtracting a centrosymmetric reference cell from the simulated atomic
structure. The polarisation is then retrieved through Pi = Z∗i ju j.
In DFT calculations such a unit cell based approach is ill-defined since the choice of
unit cell is arbitrary and the electron density is delocalized. This can lead to wrong values
of the polarisation and a different definition for polarisation on an atomic scale is needed.
The framework of the modern theory of polarisation developed by King-Smith, Vanderbilt
and Resta [66, 67] successfully defined not the polarisation but changes in polarisation as
the intrinsic quantity. This change in polarisation can be calculated as a Berry phase or from
maximally localized Wannier functions and is implemented in most DFT codes.
In practice, the route via Born effective charges is still often used, since it gives rea-
sonable values for perovskite based ferroelectrics (see 8.1.2) and is easy to compute. In
addition, by using Pi = Z∗i ju j, one can calculate a local polarisation, which is defined on a
single unit cell. In a supercell simulation approach this can be used to obtain the polarisation
locally and therefore determine its spatial variation in the whole system.
3.4.1.2 Calculation of Polarisation in MD
In classical simulations without electrons, the polarisation can still be accessed via Born
effective charges or alternatively the ionic charges. Here, supercells are often used, allowing
a better choice of reference and there are no delocalized electrons to be dealt with.
To calculate the polarisation of a periodic cell in MD simulations one can follow the
approach of Sepliarsky et al. [68] and define a local polarisation for each B-cation centred
unit cell. Such a cell consists of the B-cation in its oxygen octahedron and includes the 8
nearest A-site neighbours (compare with Fig. 2.1 for PTO). Taking the B-cation core as the
reference point, all the contributions of all surrounding particles are added up according to
eq. 3.14. Here, qi and ri are the charge and position of the particle i, while wi corresponds
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to a site specific weight to correct for shared atoms between cells. This sum is taken over all
29 particles and for each cell the polarisation is normalized by its volume Ω. This approach
only minimally deviates from calculating the polarisation with atomic displacements and the
Born-effective charges. For the PZT P4mm cell the difference between the two approaches







3.4.2 Calculation of the Piezoelectric Tensor
Dielectric and piezoelectric properties are further key quantities in studying ferroelectric
materials and in judging their performance. Efficient and accurate routes to calculate these
properties are therefore needed in order to characterize these materials using simulation
methods. Two methods for obtaining these tensor properties in MD simulations are ex-
plained in the next paragraphs.
3.4.2.1 Derivative Based Calculation
One method to calculate the piezoelectric tensor stems directly from its definition: The
piezoelectric tensor (diν ) describes the linear coupling of the strain with the electric field,
or alternatively the linear coupling of the polarisation with the stress, which both can be














where ην is the strain, Ei the electric field, Pi the polarisation, σν and the stress. The
piezoelectric tensor is a third rank tensor. However, we can write it out in a convenient ma-
trix form since the strain (ην ) and the stress tensors ( σν ) are symmetric, which reduces the
number of independent components in the tensor from 27 to 18 in a triclinic crystal [70]. If
the crystal has higher symmetry, the number of independent components is further reduced,
as for example for the tetragonal P4mm point group which has only 3 independent com-
ponents. Many important ferroelectrics exist in this tetragonal state and their piezoelectric
coefficients are often written in the following matrix form:
diν =

0 0 0 0 d15 0
0 0 0 d15 0 0
d31 d31 d33 0 0 0
 (3.16)
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Using eq. 3.15 to calculate diν is straight forward: Varying the electric field, while
calculating the strain in a set of calculations will produce the ην versus Ei behaviour which






, obtained through a
linear fit is then the desired coefficient. To calculate the complete tensor the electric field
has to be applied along all the relevant spatial directions.
3.4.2.2 Covariance Based Calculation
The second method for calculating the piezoelectric tensor (diν ) is based on the covariance






where Pi the polarisation along direction i, ην is the strain, T the temperature, kB the
Boltzmann constant, ∆X = X−〈X〉 and the averages are time averages.
This calculation can be performed on the fly in a molecular dynamics simulation but
it generally requires very long run times [71] (for further information see section 6.1.1).
One advantage of this approach over the derivative based method is that the whole tensor is
obtained from a single simulation run. Furthermore, this approach can be used to calculate
the piezoeletric tensor locally in small sections of the simulation cell.
Besides the piezoelectric coefficients, the electric susceptibility (χiν ) can be calculated
in a similar fashion as [71]:




where Ω is the volume of the simulation cell, ε0 the vacuum permittivity, T the tem-
perature, kB the Boltzmann constant and Pi the polarisation along i. Generally, the high
frequency susceptibility is (χ∞,iν ) is small (5.7 for BaTiO3) compared to the second term in
eq. 3.18 and can be neglected [71]. From the susceptibility the dielectric constant (εr) is
then calculated as εr = 1+ χ . Again, very long simulation times are need to get accurate
values of εr (and χiν ) .
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3.5 Software Used to Calculate Properties of Ferroelectric Ox-
ides
The following presents a short description of the main software packages used in this work.
All packages are suitable for large scale parallel calculations and are still under active de-
velopment. Several further scripts have been used to create input files or to post-process the
simulation output. Some of these scripts can be found under reference [72].
3.5.1 GULP
GULP the general utility lattice program [73] is a versatile package for symmetry adapted
atomistic simulations. It can calculate a wide range of material properties, perform energy
minimisation, geometry optimisations and MD simulations. In this thesis it was mostly used
for force field fitting, geometry optimisations on small cells and force field testing.
3.5.2 DL_POLY_4
DL_POLY_4 [74] is a highly parallelised MD package that allows for simulations with up
to 109 particles. It relies on the domain decomposition strategy to distribute particles over
processors which makes it very efficient for simulations using large numbers of particles
on a large processor count. DL_POLY_4 incorporates all standard potentials and bound-
ary conditions to study molecules, biological systems and ionic compounds. The software
package comes with a GUI and several useful utilities to build input files and analyse data.
All MD results in this work were produced using DL_POLY_4.
3.5.3 CASTEP
CASTEP [75] is a DFT code based on plane-waves and pseudopotentials. It can calculate
atomic structure, total energies and a wide range of properties like phonon dispersion curves
and electrical response. Additionally, it can calculate IR, Raman, NMR and core level
spectra. In this thesis CASTEP was used to calculate atomic structure and total energies.
3.5.4 CP2K
CP2K [76] is a code used to simulate atomistic or molecular systems. It incorporates clas-
sical potentials, as well as DFT methods based on a mixed Gaussian basis and plane-wave
(GPW) approach. This approach makes the code very efficient for large systems, especially
with the use of linear-scaling DFT methods. CP2K can also be used to perform MD or




Fitting and Validating a Shell Model Force
Field for Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3
Complex perovskite solid solution materials, such as A(BB′)O3 or AA′(BB′)O3, are of great
interest for actual or potential uses, based on their exceptional piezoelectric properties. One
such material, lead zirconate titanate, Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3 (PZT), is a technologically impor-
tant compound due to its excellent piezoelectric properties [4]. PZT is a perovskite alloy
of PbZrO3 and PbTiO3. One end member, PbTiO3 (PTO) is a tetragonal ferroelectric [77],
while PbZrO3 (PZO) is characterized by an antiferroelectric ground state [78]. Neither
compound exhibits particularly high piezoelectric properties, however, the solid solution of
these materials gives rise to an exceptionally high piezoelectric response at a specific com-
position [79]. Further details on PZT can be found in section 2.5.2, including its intriguing
phase diagram.
Understanding the properties of solid solution compounds at an atomistic level is par-
ticularly important for the design of high performance piezoelectrics. Density functional
theory (DFT) calculations provide fundamental insight into the origin of ferroelectricity,
domain wall behavior, grain boundaries and interfacial phenomena [80, 81, 82, 83]. How-
ever, modelling solid solution systems (in particular, PZT) with DFT is challenging: the
disorder of the B-cations creates a statistical gap between small DFT accessible systems
and the system size necessary to fully capture the effects of the disorder. Furthermore,
defects such as vacancies or domain walls, play an important role in the piezoelectric re-
sponse. Inducing such defects in simulations creates the need for even larger systems. To
overcome this system size issue, I use large scale atomistic simulation with interatomic po-
tentials based on the shell model, which has been shown to be a computationally efficient
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method for studying ferroelectrics, while maintaining near DFT accuracy [84, 68].
A previous attempt to parametrise a shell model for the PZT compounds has been
done by Kitamura et al. [85]. However, despite of the success of reproducing the low en-
ergy tetragonal phases of PTO and Pb(Zr0.5Ti0.5)O3, the force field [85] does not reproduce
the antiferroelectric phase of PZO. Moreover, the force field does not predict the tempera-
ture induced phase transitions to high symmetry paraelectric phases of the three modelled
compounds, i.e. PTO, PZO and Pb(Zr0.5Ti0.5)O3.
In this chapter I develop a shell model force field that reproduces the details of the
phase diagram of Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3, including the composition driven phase transitions at the
morphotropic phase boundary (MPB). The force field also supports the temperature induced
phase transition from low symmetry to high temperature cubic phases, as well as accurate
structural properties of both end members of the PZT phase diagram, and represents an
advance over currently published simulations.
The chapter includes two case studies which employ the PZT force field to show its
applicability for molecular dynamics simulation of domains in ferroelectrics. Application 1
(section 4.3) shows the effect of strain on domains in PZT, while Application 2 (section 4.4)
displays a proof of concept to simulate PZT ultra thin films under experimental conditions.
The three following chapters (chapters 5, 6 and 7) further utilize the force field for more
detailed investigations on PZT.
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4.1 Fitting of the Shell Model Force Field
To develop a force field that reproduces the complex phase diagram of PZT, we would
like to include all the possible interactions existing in PZT that we can infer from DFT
calculations. This means different regions of the PZT phase diagram (see Fig. 2.9) with
their different phases have to be analysed and incorporated. In order find stable phases
in PZT for different compositions I used the results of structure searches. The structure
searches were performed using the ab initio random structure searching (AIRSS) technique
[86, 87]. The AIRSS technique generates a large ensemble of randomly generated structures
with a reasonable starting volume and interatomic distances. A DFT code further preforms
the energy optimisation of each of these structures. The CASTEP plane-wave code [75]
with ultrasoft pseudopotentials [88] and the Wu-Cohen generalized gradient approximation
functional [1] were used for further systems relaxation.
In order to probe the energy landscape of perovskite systems the AIRSS algorithm
was strongly biased to preserve the ABO3 topology. The potential energy surface was then
sampled by supercells containing 1 to 8 formula units. Structure searching of the end mem-
bers of the PZT phase diagram, PTO and PZO, demonstrated that PTO exhibits two stable
phases: tetragonal (see Fig. 4.1a) and cubic. Meanwhile, PZO shows a diversity of phases







Figure 4.1: Crystal structure of (a) PbTiO3 P4mm (polarisation along [001]), (b) PbZrO3 Pbam
(antiferroelectric).
The most stable phase was found to be Pbam (see Fig. 4.1b), while the least stable was
the paraelectric Pm3¯m one. Sampling of the energy landscape of Pb(Zr0.5Ti0.5)O3 gave a
large diversity of structures, in which stability strongly depends on the local arrangement of
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B-cations. The most stable phase of PZT was found to be the ferroelectric P4mm structure.
P4mm PZT is characterized by a checkerboard type order of Ti and Zr atoms within the ab-
plane (Fig. 4.2a) and columns of B cations along c (Fig. 4.2b). For the force field fitting the
most stable tetragonal phase of PZT, tetragonal and cubic phases of PTO and the most stable
antiferroelectric and cubic phases of PZO were used. To consider the possible diversity in
the Zr-O interactions the R3c, Amm2, and P4mm phases of PZO were also included, despite
the fact that they are not found experimentally. Using these structures helped to incorporate






Figure 4.2: Crystal structure of PZT P4mm. a) view along c showing checkerboard ordering, b) view
along a showing B-cation columns.
The PZT force field is based on the shell model and contains the Coulomb (eq. 3.2),
Buckingham (eq. 3.1) and core-shell (eq. 3.3) interactions with a total of 28 parameters. To
obtain the parameters for the force field I used a sequential approach, starting with a well
tested parameter set for PbTiO3 [84]. This force field reproduces PTO very accurately, in-
cluding the tetragonal to cubic phase transition with temperature, lattice parameters, elastic
constants and phonon frequencies. Taking this force field as an initial guess I used GULP
[73] to fit the parameters to the ab initio results.
In a first step, the potential was fitted to PbZrO3 structural data obtained from DFT cal-
culations. Here, the parameters were optimised for the Pm3¯m, P4mm, Amm2, Pbam space
groups, leaving the Pb-O, O-O Buckingham and core-shell interactions from the previous
force field unchanged. The Zr-O Buckingham parameters were then manually scanned on a
grid search to find a set that gives the correct bond length and includes the rotations of the
Zr-O octahedra in the Amm2 and Pbam phases.
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Table 4.1: Shell-model parameters for Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3
short-range A (eV) ρ (Å) C (eV6)
Pb - O 25223.874 0.229821 2.5658784
Ti - O 1419.0969 0.312696 32.849274
Zr - O 1479.9957 0.327618 39.359589
O - O 13728.834 0.241404 100.71785
species qc(e) qs(e) k2 (eV−2) k4 (eV−4)
Pb 11.697324 -10.223899 274.07860 1023162.3
Zr 11.228644 -8.279064 43803.694 127868.48
Ti 7.996850 -5.047270 36926.634 132998.80
O 2.466594 -3.940929 221.30147 67027.923
As a final step the two force fields were merged and reparametrised for the follow-
ing phases: P4mm PbTiO3, Pm3¯m PbTiO3, Pm3¯m PbZrO3, R3c PbZrO3, Pbam PbZrO3,
P4mm PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3. Here, all force field parameters were fitted to DFT structural data
including atomic positions and lattice parameters. The ordered PZT tetragonal P4mm
Pb(Zr0.5Ti0.5)O3 phase is the WC DFT ground state and was chosen as a representative
phase at the 50/50 solid solution. To include relevant piezoelectric properties, the force
field was also fitted to elastic constants [84], Born effective charges [89] and piezoelectric
coefficients [89]. Additionally, energy differences between tetragonal and cubic phases for
PTO and PZO were used as observables in order to match their Curie temperatures (Tc)
[90].
4.1.1 Potential Problems in Fitting of Shell Model Force Fields
As mentioned in section 3.2.3, the fitting of a force field is generally not a straight forward
procedure. Adding core-shell interaction further complicates the process, since the shell po-
sitions are not specified from either ab initio or empirical data. It is only the core positions,
which are equal to the nuclei positions, that can be inferred directly from the observables.
This issue can be overcome by simultaneously relaxing the shell during the fitting, which is
implemented in GULP. In this approach, the shell forces are treated as observables, while
the shell positions are then variables to be optimised. Although the core-shell parameters
can be fitted to DFT data such as structure and Born-effective charges, the results can often
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be poor.
In the case of developing a potential for PZT this meant that the k2 and the k4 terms
of the core-shell interactions would get extremely large or nearly zero. These extreme
values would occur even when all the observables are reproduced well. However, testing
the fitted potential in geometry optimisations or MD simulation quickly reveals the main
issue with extreme k values: large core-shell separations that will abort the simulation. This
means the core-shell interactions are not stable and the shells are easily stripped of their
cores, separating several Angstroms or more. GULP and DL_POLY_4 report these large,
erroneous core-shell displacements and usually terminate. Paying extra attention to the
core-shell parameters is therefore necessary in fitting a shell model potential.
However, even if a force field seems to behave well during testing, core-shell separa-
tion issues are common for the shell-models in ferroelectrics and will appear occasionally,
mostly at higher temperatures. One way to prevent such errors that can abort a whole sim-
ulation, is to keep the core-shell from separating too far. This can be done by modifying
the core-shell interaction as proposed by Chen et al. [91]. Here, the k2 term includes a
distance (ri j) dependent 5th order term, k2 = 0.99+1000r5i j, which restores the shell to its
core for large separations. This core-shell interaction modification was only made for the
MD simulations once a satisfactory force field was already obtained. For the obtained PZT
force field I added this extra term to the core-shell interaction in DL_POLY_4, which helps
to stabilise high temperature simulations. Note, when setting up simulations cells far from
equilibrium positions, the core-separations errors still occur regularly.
All other parameters in the shell model force field are less sensitive and can be op-
timised straightforwardly. Nevertheless, thorough testing in supercell geometry optimisa-
tions or ideally with MD simulations is needed, even if the initial fitting results report great
agreement with the observables.
4.2 Characterisation of the Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3 Force Field
4.2.1 Structural Properties
In the previous section I successfully developed a shell model force field for PZT. To gauge
how well it performs, the force field was characterised through geometry optimisation and
with MD simulations for different compositions and temperatures.
The obtained force field reproduces the structural parameters of both end materials of
the PZT phase diagram, PZO and PTO, very well. A comparison of structural parameters
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Table 4.2: Structural parameters for different phases of PTO, PZO and PZT reproduced by ab initio
calculations and the developed force field. For PTO and PZO the energy difference (∆E) to the
ground state (P4mm for PTO and Pbam for PZO) is reported.
PTO PZO PZT
P4mm Pm3¯m Pbam Pm3¯m P4mm
DFT FF DFT FF DFT FF DFT FF DFT FF
a (Å) 3.852 3.884 3.920 3.937 5.941 5.850 4.139 4.122 5.627 5.617
b (Å) 3.852 3.884 3.920 3.937 11.802 11.766 4.139 4.122 5.627 5.617
c (Å) 4.041 4.102 3.920 3.937 8.256 8.167 4.139 4.122 4.261 4.210
V (Å3) 59.9 61.9 60.2 61.1 578.9 562.2 70.9 70.1 134.9 132.9
∆E (meV) 0 0 78.8 96.6 0 0 62.6 71.5 - -
for different phases of PTO, PZO and PZT obtained with the force field is shown in table
4.2. In particular, the force field reproduces the cubic phase of both PTO and PZO in a
very good agreement with the DFT calculations. The difference in the lattice parameters,
compared to DFT, is within 0.4%. Although the tetragonal phase of PTO shows a slightly
increased tetragonality ratio compared to DFT results, the errors for the a and c lattice
parameters are only 0.8% and 1.5%, respectively. The antiferroelectric Pbam phase of PZO
is in good agreement with DFT with errors on a, b and c of 1.5%, -0.3% and -1.1%. The
force field also reproduces the structure of the P4mm phase of PZT in very good agreement
with DFT values. Here, errors on a and c are -0.2% and 1.2%, respectively. For both,
PTO and PZO the cubic Pm3¯m phase is the highest energy phase. The energy difference
(∆E) between the high temperature cubic phase and the tetragonal ground state in PTO
is 96.6 meV and 71.5 meV between the cubic PZO phase and the orthorhombic ground
state of PZO. Both energy differences slightly overestimate their respective DFT values.
The ferroelectric displacements of ions in ordered PZT agree well with DFT. However, the
Born effective charges are underestimated. The latter leads to underestimated values of
polarisation of 43.08 µC/cm2 obtained with the force field, compared to 81.00 µC/cm2
calculated from by Wu et al. [89].
4.2.2 Potential Well of the Polar Mode in P4mm Pb(Zr0.5Ti0.5)O3
The force field reproduces the double well potential of P4mm PZT, as shown in Fig. 4.3,
which describes the difference in energy of the system against the polar mode. For zero
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Table 4.3: Comparison of calculated Born-effective charges and elastic constants with DFT and
force field (FF) for Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3.
Born effective charges elastic constants
DFT[89] FF EXP[92] FF
Z∗(Pb) 3.46 3.42 c11 198.4 263.19
Z∗(Zr) 5.95 3.42 c12 87.1 63.90
Z∗(Ti) 5.99 3.23 c13 92.5 90.37
Z∗(O) -4.28 -2.04 c33 162.4 125.89
PZ (µ C/cm2 ) 81.00 43.08 c44 47.4 57.76
e66 55.4 48.50
amplitude of the polar mode, PZT is in its centrosymmetric state with zero polarisation.
Displacing the atoms along the polar Γ phonon mode lowers the total energy, until the PZT
is in its ferroelectric P4mm ground state. Such a double well potential is characteristic
for all ferroelectrics and can be calculated for PZT from DFT and the force field (Fig. 4.3).
Clearly, the energy lowering is symmetric for positive and negative Γ displacements, leading
to positive and negative polarisation.
The calculated energy lowering is 31% smaller for the force field (211 meV) compared
to the DFT (308 meV) results. Since GGA functionals overestimate the tetragonality and
polarisation in ferroelectrics, the calculated DFT values are likely to show a too large energy
lowering. Indeed, LDA calculations showed a much flatter double well for PZT, with a well
depth of 175 meV [93]. Thus, the predicted energy lowering by the force field reproduces
PZT P4mm very well, considering that the values lie in-between the LDA and GGA results.
From the energy difference the forces can be calculated as the derivative of the energy with
respect to the displacement. The forces show the same underestimation of the GGA results
as the energy, yet seem to be physically sensible for the same arguments as above. Having
reasonable forces allows the force field to be employed in MD simulations. Additionally,
the force field is expected to behave well under externally applied fields.
4.2.3 Temperature Induced Phase Transition
The temperature dependent properties (cell parameters, cell angles and polarisation) have
been calculated with MD simulations in a 12x12x12 unit cell periodic box containing 8640
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Figure 4.3: Energy (solid line) and derived forces (dashed line) of the polar mode of P4mm
Pb(Zr0.5Ti0.5)O3 calculated from the force field and from DFT. The insets show the centrosymmetric
state (top) and the structure with the fully condensed mode (bottom). The force field underestimates
the forces by 31%.
atoms. In the disordered systems (10% - 90% Ti) the B-cations are randomly distributed
over all possible B-cation positions. I used an NST ensemble with Nosé-Hoover thermostat
(0.01 ps) and barostat (0.1 ps) to allow for phase changes and relaxations of the simulation
box. The temperature was subsequently raised in 20 K steps and at each temperature the
system was equilibrated for 4 ps followed by 6 ps production with a timestep of 0.2 fs.
The derived force field successfully reproduces the temperature induced phase tran-
sition from low symmetry to paraelectric phase in PZO, PTO and PZT. The temperature
dependence of the lattice parameters of PZO is shown in Fig. 4.4a. At low temperatures
the PZO systems adopts a structure with a = b > c and α = β = 90◦ while γ > 90◦. The
system exhibits a clear phase transition at around 420 K, where the cell parameters equalize,
resulting in the high temperature cubic phase. As seen in the inset of Fig. 4.4a the lattice
angles are 90◦ above the transition temperature. The force field dynamically reproduces
the low temperature antiferroelectric phase of PZO and phase transition to the paraelectric
cubic phase at TC=420 K.
At low temperatures PTO exhibits tetragonal symmetry with cell parameters satisfying
a = b < c. The tetragonality ratio, a/c, decreases with raising temperature and at around
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Figure 4.4: Temperature dependence of lattice parameters of (a) PZO, (b) PTO, (c) r-PZT and (d)
the magnitude of polarisation for those compounds.
600 K a phase transition to the cubic phase occurs (Fig. 4.4b). The cell angles strictly stay
90◦ over the whole temperature range. The force field therefore dynamically reproduces the
tetragonal and cubic phases of PTO with the TC of 600 K.
Modelling of the thermal behaviour of lattice parameters for the ordered phase of PZT
gives a very high estimate of the Curie temperature (TC). Due to limitations of the core-
shell model parametrisation the MD simulations became unstable above 1300 K, thus I was
unable to find TC for this phase (for more details see section 4.2.4). Introducing B-cation
disorder brings the system out of its very stable, highly polar P4mm state and produces a
phase transition to the paraelectric state at 420 K, about 200 K lower than experiments [94].
Further, the force field was applied to model the properties of PZT with random distri-
bution of B-cations. Henceforth, I will denote the ordered P4mm phase of Pb(Zr0.5Ti0.5)O3
as o-PZT, while the system with random distribution of B-cations as r-PZT for the remainder
of this chapter. I have found that r-PZT adopts monoclinic symmetry at low temperatures
with a 6= b 6= c and α = γ < β . Simulated annealing induces a complex change of lattice
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parameters with increasing temperature (see Fig. 4.4c). At about 200 K the system becomes
rhombohedral a = b = c and α = β = γ 6= 90◦ and then adopts a tetragonal symmetry with
b = c > a and α = β = γ = 90◦ at around 400 K. Due to introduced B-cation disorder, the
rhombohedral to tetragonal transition is smoothed [95]. At 420 K the system undergoes a
clear transition from tetragonal to the paraelectric cubic phase (Fig. 4.4d). The tempera-
ture dependence of polarisation for r-PZT is shown in Fig. 4.4d. One can see that the low
temperature phase develops polarisation along [111] of 39 µC/cm2, which is lower than
that of o-PZT (43 µC/cm2). With increasing temperature the polarisation decreases, and at
350 K where the system develops another phase, the magnitude of polarisation drops to 15
µC/cm2. Finally, at 420 K the polarisation disappears which is indicative of a the transi-
tion to the paraelectric, cubic, phase. Remarkably, introducing randomness in the Ti and Zr
cation ordering leads to the formation of monoclinic and rhombohedral phases.
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Figure 4.5: Radial distribution functions (RDF) for Pb-Pb, Zr-Ti, Ti-O and Zr-O ion pairs in random
PZT at different temperatures.
Radial distribution functions (RDF) for r-PZT have been calculated in a 40x40x40
supercell (NST ensemble, Nosé-Hoover thermostat) at different temperatures (see Fig. 4.5).
At 20 K the Ti-O and Zr-O peaks are asymmetric and the Ti-O peaks consists of several
subpeaks which demonstrate the presence of different Ti-O bond lengths in the monoclinic
phase. With increasing temperature all the peaks broaden and there is no shift or change
in the Pb-Pb peaks. This means the Pb sublattice is unchanged through the several phase
transitions while most differences are visible in the Ti-O. This suggests that at the MPB the
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Ti ions (or Ti-O octahedra) mediate the subtle phase transitions with temperature.
4.2.4 High Temperature Stability of Ordered P4mm Pb(Zr0.5Ti0.5)O3
The previous section reported the phase transition with temperature from the ferroelectric
to the paraelectric cubic phase across the whole composition of PZT. Interestingly, I found
that Pb(Zr0.5Ti0.5)O3 in its P4mm space group does not show a cubic phase in the tested
temperature range up to 1300 K. This is seen in Fig. 4.6, which shows the cell parameters
of ordered P4mm Pb(Zr0.5Ti0.5)O3. Although there seems to be a phase transition at around
600 K, where the slopes of the cell parameters change, the cell parameters do not equalize
for any given temperature. Therefore, no cubic phase and no ferroelectric to paraelectric
phase transition occurs in the reported temperature range. Attempts to perform MD simu-
lations at higher temperatures failed due to core-shell separation errors (see section 4.1.1).
As a result, 1300 K marks the highest usable temperature for the PZT force field in NST
simulations. Since this is at least twice as high as TC for most of the solid solution, this
temperature limit should not be an issue when simulating ferroelectric PZT or the phase
transition.






















Figure 4.6: Cell parameters with temperature for P4mm Pb(Zr0.5Ti0.5)O3. No cubic phase is ob-
served up to 1300 K for this configuration of PZT.
On the other hand, the inherent stability of ordered P4mm Pb(Zr0.5Ti0.5)O3 might
reduce the usability of the force field to study chemically ordered structures and their
phase transitions. The origin of this extraordinary stability lies in the fitting to the P4mm
Pb(Zr0.5Ti0.5)O3 DFT structure. A WC (GGA) parametrisation was used which knowingly
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overestimates the tetragonality and polarisation of ferroelectrics [96]. This large tetrago-
nality probably had the effect of over stabilising the ferroelectric structure compared to the
paraelectric one. In order to treat PZT realistically, e.g. as a disordered solid solution, a ran-
dom distribution of the B-cation is advised which also avoids the problem of the stability of
the peculiar P4mm ordered phase.
4.2.5 Composition Induced Phase Transition
Remarkably, besides the temperature induced phase transitions the force field also repro-
duces the composition driven phase transition of Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3. Indeed, the increase of Ti
content, x, induces a phase change from rhombohedral to tetragonal symmetry mediated by
a monoclinic phase that agrees well with the experimental phase diagram of PZT [35, 94].




































Figure 4.7: (top) The dependence of lattice parameters on the Ti content (blue, orange, red symbols
corresponds to a, b and c lattice parameters, while black dotted line is experimental data by Shirane
[9]). (bottom) The dependence of polarisation of r-PZT on the Ti content (Blue, orange, red and
green symbols are x,y,z components and the magnitude of polarisation, respectively).
I have found that changing the Ti content (x) induces the variation of the averaged
lattice parameters of the 12x12x12 unit cell system as seen in Fig. 4.7a. Indeed, at x < 20%
the system exhibits a = b 6= c, then within 20%< x <45% lattice parameters equalise a =
b = c. At x >60% the system stays with a=b < c with all angles equal to 90 ◦. The system
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exhibits monoclinic symmetry at low Ti content x < 20% (Fig. 4.7 top, where the large
Zr content stabilises the antiferroelectric phase, so overall magnitude of polarisation of the
system is zero (Fig. 4.7 bottom. Further increase of x up to 20% stabilises the ferroelectric
phase with the gradual increase of all components of polarisation so the system maintains
[111] polarisation that reaches the value of 38 µC/cm2 at x=20%. Increase of the Ti content
from 20% to 45% induces the system to adopt rhombohedral symmetry. The polarisation is
oriented along [111] direction and stays at a constant value of around 40 µC/cm2 within the
range of x=20-45%. The interval of compositions with Ti content varying from 45% to 60%
can be denoted as the MPB region, where the system is monoclinic at low temperatures
and accompanied with a gradual increase of c-component of polarisation. The vector of
polarisation increases its c-component and decreases the other components. Finally, at x >
60% the polarisation direction is fully oriented along [001] and the magnitude increases with
x until it reaches values of 49 µC/cm2, characteristic of pure PTO. The system maintains
the tetragonal state at x > 60%, which suggests that the potential overestimates the width of
the MPB region in comparison to experimental data (48-52%).
4.2.6 Domain Walls Energies for Pb(Zr0.5Ti0.5)O3
Domain walls play an important role in ferroelectrics and the developed PZT force field
should represent them correctly. Therefore, the domain wall energies in PZT were compared
between the force field and DFT results. Two kinds of domain walls were studied in PZT
P4mm: Lead centered 180◦ and head-to-tail 90◦ domain walls, since DFT studies [84]
for PTO show that lead centered domain walls are more stable than Ti centred. These
configurations are shown in Fig 4.8 for PZT. In order to find their relative stability the
domain wall energy has been calculated in the following way: EDW = (Edomain−Ebulk)/A.
Here, Ebulk is the energy of the reference bulk, monodomain system and Edomain is the
energy of the system with domain wall. The whole energy is normalised by the domain
wall area (A).
The CP2K package [76] was used to study the stability of domain walls in PZT from
DFT. Since CP2K had no k-point sampling at the time this thesis was written, gamma point
calculations in supercells of 6xNx6 (N = 6,8,10,12) were performed. An energy cut-off of
600 Ry and a relative cut-off of 60 Ry were used together with the PBEsol [97] parameter-
isation, PBE-GTH pseudopotentials [98] and MOLOPT [99] basis sets. CP2K was used in
this case over the previously utilised CASTEP code since domain wall calculations in PZT






Figure 4.8: Schematic lead centred a) 180◦ and b) 90◦ head-to-tail domain walls in PZT.
require large systems with over 100 atoms. For such system sizes a local basis set code per-
forms better than a pure plane-wave code. A comparison with the previously used CASTEP
code on lattice parameters and electronic structure has been performed. The calculated lat-
tice parameters of PZT P4mm from the two codes do match very well. The differences are
all within 1%. Additionally, the electronic density of states agrees very well too.
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Figure 4.9: Energies for 180◦ and 90◦ domain walls in Pb(Zr0.5Ti0.5)O3 P4mm. FF GEO labels the
geometry optimisation with the force field and FF MD denotes MD energies with the force field at
10 K. Note that the MD values correspond to very large separations of 115 Å for 90◦ and 630 Å for
180◦. DFT energies were calculated with CP2K.
The domain wall energies were calculated in two different ways: for small systems
full geometry optimisations were performed in GULP and in CP2K. These systems have
a separation between the domain walls of 6, 8, 10 and 12 unit cells in the 180◦ case. The
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energies of larger separations were calculated with low temperature MD at 10 K in an NPT
ensemble. The domain wall energies with separation between the walls is shown in Fig.
4.9. Here the dashed lines correspond to the MD values at large separations of 115 Å for
90◦ and 630 Å for 180◦.
For 180◦ the MD and DFT energies are very close and in very good correspondence
to literature values of 132 mJ/m2 for PTO calculated by DFT (LDA) [100]. Another DFT
(LDA) study [93] reports a domain wall energy in PZT of about 160 mJ/m2 for a Zr centred
domain wall and of about 330 mJ/m2 for a Ti centred wall in a (100) PZT superlattice. The
force field values obtained by geometry optimisation show a strong dependence on domain
size. This is probably due to convergence problems for large systems during the geometry
optimisation. On the other hand, the DFT values are very stable with increasing separation.
The agreement between calculated domain wall energies for 90◦ is less good, 43 mJ/m2
for the force field and 26 mJ/m2 for DFT and differ much more. Again the DFT results are
comparable to literature DFT (LDA) values [101] for PTO of 29 mJ/m2. As for the PTO
case [84] the 90◦ domain walls are about 5 times more stable than the 180◦ domain walls.
The DFT and force field values are in good agreement for 180◦ domain walls. For 90◦
domain walls the force field overestimates the domain wall energies almost by a factor of
two. This might be a limitation in the shell-model, since Shimada [84] et al. show a similar
overestimation of 90◦ domain wall energies in their PTO force field. Also, the structure
of the PZT supercell seems to influence domain wall energies drastically, since this defines
which atoms (species) are placed at the domain wall. The relative difference in stability of
the two domain walls is, however, consistent with the literature and this will allow us to use
the force field two study those types of domain walls in more realistic systems.
4.3 Application 1: Biaxial Strain
To put the PZT force field into use, I investigated the effect of strain on bulk r-PZT with and
without domain walls. MD simulations were performed in an NPAT ensemble that keeps
a and b cell parameters fixed but relaxes the c direction. First, annealing of the individual
systems was done in 50 K steps from 10 K to 310 K under NST (Berendsen thermostat) for 4
ps each. After that, equilibration at 310 K under NST (Nosé-Hoover thermostat) took place
for 8 ps. Then the cell parameters along a and b were equally stretched or compressed by a
relative amount. This effectively induces strain in the ab-plane. However, the system is kept
in the NPAT ensemble for 8 ps and is therefore able to relax along c, reducing overall stress.
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The systems were strained from -5% to +5%, whereas negative (-) denotes compressive
strain and positive (+) denotes tensile strain.
a b c 
Tensile	  strain	  +1%	  Compressive	  strain	  -­‐1%	   Zero	  strain	  
Figure 4.10: Polarisation profile of r-PZT Bulk systems under biaxial strain shown in the yz plane.
Black arrows correspond to the polarisation direction and magnitude in each unit cell (averaged
along x). Colour represents angle of the polarisation vector. (a) -1% compressive strain, (b) zero
strain, (c) +1% tensile strain.
The unstrained bulk system breaks up into weak domains as seen in Fig. 4.10b. The
overall direction of polarisation is along [111]. Applying compressive biaxial strain rotates
the polarisation smoothly along [001]. On the other hand, tensile strain will rotate the
polarisation along [110]. Fig. 4.10c shows all the dipoles aligning along y, but there is
an equal polarisation contribution along x, making the overall polarisation direction [110],
thus complying with the biaxial strain condition. The polarisation in this system is shown in
Fig. 4.12a and demonstrates the same three regions pictured in Fig. 4.10. For compressive
strains the polarisation is strictly along z. Between -0.5% and +0.5% the polarisation is
along the unstrained r-PZT direction eg. [111]. Then for tensile strain the polarisation
rotates into the xy-plane. There is a linear increase with polarisation in both strain regimes,
once the polarisation states are fully adopted. The configurational energy in Fig. 4.11a also
shows the two regions with a transition zone from -1% to +0.5%. In the monodomain states
the configurational energy has a quadratic dependence on strain.
For 180◦ domain walls the configurational energy (see Fig. 4.11b) again shows two
regions with a crossover at 1% tensile strain. With tensile strain the domain wall broadens,
lowering the configurational energy. After the crossover, the system develops its polarisa-
tion along y ([010]) while still maintaining a very broad domain wall. Only for large tensile
strains of over +3% the domain wall vanishes and the system polarises along [110]. Under
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Figure 4.11: Configurational energy of bulk PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 in different structures with biaxial strain.
(a) r-PZT (b) 180◦ and 90◦ domain walls.
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Figure 4.12: Polarisation of the (a) r-PZT bulk, (b) 180 ◦, (c) 90◦ systems under strain.
compressive strain the domain wall narrows but stays intact even for large strains of up to
-5%. Images of the strained 180◦ domain walls can bee seen in Fig. 4.13. Regarding the
polarisation (see Fig. 4.12b), it can be seen that the polarisation along y develops (rotates)
between +0.5% and +1.7%. After +3% strain the polarisation rotates slowly into the xy
plane, similar to the bulk system. For compressive strains the total polarisation is close to
zero since the two opposed 180◦ domains cancel each other.
For 90◦ domain walls the zero strain state consists of domains polarised along y and
domains polarised along z as shown in Fig. 4.14b. Compressive strain favours the domains
polarised along z ([001]), which then grow at the expense of the perpendicular domains
until a monodomain state is reached. This [001] monodomain is fully developed at -1%
compressive strain (see Fig. 4.14a). For tensile strain the [010] domains will grow until at
0.8% the whole system is polarised along y. Here, the polarisation is only along y and a
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a b c 
Tensile	  strain	  +2%	  Compressive	  strain	  -­‐2%	   Zero	  strain	  
Figure 4.13: Polarisation profile of 180◦ domain walls under biaxial strain shown in the yz plane.
Black arrows correspond to the polarisation direction and magnitude in each unit cell (averaged
along x). Colour represents angle of the polarisation vector. (a) -2% compressive strain, (b) zero
strain, (c) +2% tensile strain.
contribution along x does not build up below +2%. This difference to the bulk case, where
polarisation is fully along [110] for large tensile strain, stems from the way the biaxial
strain was applied. Relative strains were applied after the system was equilibrated. The
bulk system is symmetric in the ab-plane, making relative strains along x and y equal. The
90◦ domain system on the other hand, has a domain wall that changes the dipoles in the yz
plane but not along x. Therefore, a and b are not equal any more after equilibration, in fact
b (along y) is larger because the domain walls are spread out. If now strain is applied by the
same relative factor it will be larger along y than along x. This results in the polarisation
being favoured along y. The energy plot (Fig. 4.11b) shows the two domain states with
a transition corresponding to the multidomain state. Here, tensile strains lower the energy
slightly. The polarisation plot (Fig. 4.12c) is similar to the bulk case. In the multidomain
state (between -1% and 0.8%) the polarisation along y or z changes rapidly with applied
strain.
In all the studied cases, there is a linear increase of polarisation with strain once a
monodomain state is achieved. This strain polarisation coupling is larger in the compres-
sive strain regime than in the tensile one. In the 90◦ domain system this coupling along
certain directions is even larger in the multidomain state. If only specific polarisation di-
rections are concerned such domain states could enhance the electromechanical properties
of piezoelectrics. With large enough tensile strain 180◦ and 90◦ domain walls can be elim-
inated, changing not only the polarisation but also the energetics of the system. Unfortu-
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Tensile	  strain	  +1.5%	  Compressive	  strain	  -­‐1%	   Zero	  strain	  
Figure 4.14: Polarisation profile of 90◦ domain walls under biaxial strain shown in the yz plane.
Black arrows correspond to the polarisation direction and magnitude in each unit cell (averaged
along x). Colour represents angle of the polarisation vector. (a) -1% compressive strain, (b) zero
strain, (c) +1.5% tensile strain.
nately, strains of several % are usually too large to be realised in bulk ceramics, in thin films
however this might be possible and could provide possible ways of domain engineering.
4.4 Application 2: Simulations of PZT Thin Films in Closed Cir-
cuit Conditions
In section 4.3 I showed how one can simulate domain patterns in PZT with the shell model
force field. Such simulations are useful in studying the effect of strain or electric fields
on the domains, but their size and the artificial set-up of the domain structure limits the
comparison with a real material. In this section I show the applicability of the PZT force
field to model domains in ultrathin PZT films under experimental closed circuit conditions.
A transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image (see Fig. 4.15) of such a Pb(Zr0.8Ti0.2)O3
film was taken by our collaborators in the group of Martin Hytch at the Centre National
de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) in Toulouse. The film was epitaxially grown on a
SrTiO3 (STO) substrate and covered with a top electrode of Pt. It clearly shows an a/c
domain pattern, which is often found in ferroelectric thin films. Here, the ’a’ domains are
polarised in-plane (parallel to the substrate), while the ’c’ domains are polarised out of plane
(perpendicular to the substrate). The film is about 100 nm thick and the STO substrate was
n-doped to make it a conductive electrode.
In order to accurately model a thin film in closed circuit conditions, the surface po-
larisation of the ferroelectric has to be screened. If this polarisation is not compensated, a
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Figure 4.15: High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) image of a
Pb(Zr0.8Ti0.2)O3 thin film on SrTiO3 (STO) with a top Pt electrode. The strain profile shows a
clear a/c domain pattern with thin, needle-like ’a’ domains.
ferroelectric slab with a surface will build up a depolarising field in its top layers so that
the polarisation at the surface is zero. Alternatively, a ferroelectric slab could also build
complex domain structures with vortices and closure domains to reduce its out of plane sur-
face polarisation, as seen in work by J. Chapman which was recently submitted to Physical
Chemistry Chemical Physics (PCCP). The sample shown in Fig. 4.15 has large ’a’ domains














Figure 4.16: Schema of the Pt/PZT interface, which models the electrode and introduces screening
in the ferroelectric bulk.
To model the screening at the PZT/electrode interface 6 Pt layers were used, which
exactly cancelled the out of plane surface polarisation of PZT. Importantly, only the inter-
facial Pt layer carried a charge of q = 0.45e on every other atom, while the remaining 5
atomic layers were uncharged. The charged Pt atoms are placed directly above the Pb ions
and the charge was selected to be either positive or negative depending on the polarisation
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of the PZT bulk. The value of the compensating charge on Pt was chosen to reproduce the
bulk polarisation in PTO in all layers, so that no depolarising field occurred. For the Pt-Pt
interaction a classical Finnis-Sinclair type metal potential [102] was used, that accurately
describes bulk fcc Pt. To bond the Pt layer to the PZT I used a simple quadratic potential
between the Pb and Pt atoms.
Further, the STO substrate was modelled with a cubic STO shell model force field
which is compatible with the PZT force field. The coordinates of the first 4 unit cell layers of
STO were kept fixed to model the clamping by the substrate, while 4 additional layers were
allowed to relax. On top of these 8 unit cell layers of STO 90 layers of PZT were added with
6 atomic layers of Pt as the top electrode. The supercell dimensions of the whole system
amounted to 6×160×98 perovskite unit cells (PZT+STO), corresponding to about 2.4 nm
× 63 nm × 40 nm with about 478 000 atoms. This system is about half the size of the 100
nm thick experimental sample and should therefore show a comparable domain pattern. For
the surface termination I used a vacuum layer of 10 nm between the Pt and the STO with
3D periodic boundary conditions (see Fig. 4.16). I then performed an MD simulation in an
NVT ensemble with Nosé-Hoover thermostat (0.01 ps) where the a and b cell vectors were
fixed to match the STO lattice parameters (a=3.905 Å). The Pb(Zr0.8Ti0.2)O3 system was
originally set up with two ’a’ domains and then equilibrated at 300 K for 50 ps, followed
by production of 200 ps. Interestingly, this large scale system took a very long time (about
150 ps) to relax and form a stable, non-moving domain pattern.
The domain pattern in the yz-plane averaged over the last 20 ps of the production run
is shown in Fig. 4.17. Two ’a’ domains (blue) are clearly visible in a background of ’c’
domains (red). The ’a’ domains emerge from the STO substrate and narrow through the
film, where they terminate near the surface. Generally, the simulated domain pattern is very
similar to the TEM image in Fig. 4.15, with both images showing angled ’a’ domains. How-
ever, the ’a’ domains in the simulated PZT are less angled than the experimental domains.
Furthermore, during the MD run the inner part of the domains polarised slightly along the
c axis, forming another small ’c’ domain. This is probably an effect of the strain condition,
which matches the experimental set up, but might have a slightly different manifestation in
the force field simulation. Lastly, the simulated domains terminate near the Pt electrode,
while the experimental ones terminate near the STO. This inversion is most likely due the










































Figure 4.17: Domain structure of a Pb(Zr0.8Ti0.2)O3 thin film on SrTiO3 (STO) with a top Pt elec-
trode simulated with molecular dynamics. The large scale system with dimensions of about 2.4 nm
× 63 nm × 40 nm shows an a/c domain pattern emerging from the substrate and terminating near
the surface. The color denotes the angle of the polarisation (see color bar), where ’a’ domains are
blue and ’c’ domains are red.
dielectric, while the Pt shows much better screening but has no actual metallic (electronic)
properties. In the actual thin film both interfaces have metallic screening, although probably
also imperfectly. The screening conditions of the model seemed to create the asymmetric
domains seen in the thin film, but the interfaces had the exact opposite effect.
Nevertheless, I successfully ran a large scale MD simulation with experimental dimen-
sions with the PZT force field. The polarisation screening of an actual PZT thin film was
approximated, which lead to an a/c domain pattern which is very similar to the experimental
results. Even though the strain and the screening conditions differ from the experiment, the
produced domain structure is promising. Further improvements, especially on the Pt/PZT
interface are needed in order to model a PZT ultra thin film in more detail.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, I have developed a shell-model force field that incorporates the important
features of PZT solid solutions, such as compositional and temperature induced phase tran-
sitions. The potential parameters were fitted to the results of ab initio calculations. The
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force field reproduces the structural parameters and phase stability of both end members of
PZT phase diagram (PZO and PTO) and the low energy P4mm phase of PZT with high ac-
curacy. The force field supports temperature induced phase transitions from low symmetry
(tetragonal) to the cubic phase, together with correct behaviour of polarisation. Remark-
ably, the force field also reproduces the details of the phase diagram of PZT with a good
agreement to the experimental data [35, 9]. Indeed, with the increase of Ti content the sys-
tem undergoes a sequence of phase transitions from rhombohedral to tetragonal symmetry,
mediated by a monoclinic phase that is associated with the MPB.
Furthermore, the force field produces domain wall energies and atomic forces in good
agreement with DFT results. I report that 90◦ domain walls are about 5 times more stable
than the 180◦ in PZT which is in line with findings for PTO [84]. Besides domain walls,
the potential also qualitatively replicates the potential well of the polar mode in P4mm
Pb(Zr0.5Ti0.5)O3 obtained by DFT. These are important characteristics and allow the force
field to be used in large scale MD simulations to study domain patterns and their dynamics
in PZT.
In a first application, the potential was used to study PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 under biaxial
strain, where I found a strong influence of the strain on the domain pattern. Most im-
portantly, 90◦ domain walls enhance the strain polarisation coupling in PZT compared to
a single domain state. Moreover, large tensile strains completely eliminate 180◦ and 90◦
domain walls, by enforcing a mono domain state in the materials.
In a second case study, I demonstrated the applicability of the force field to simulate the
domain pattern in PZT ultrathin films by using large scale MD simulation containing close
to 500,000 atoms. Although I only approximated the polarisation screening in the film, the
simulated domain pattern showed a striking similarity to experimental domain structures. I
conclude that the shell model force field reproduces the main characteristics of ferroelectric





Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3 Under Applied Electric
Fields
High performance piezoelectric materials such as PZT have been widely used in a variety
of electrical applications, such as actuators, sensors or MEMS devices (for more details see
section 2.6). The working principle of many of those applications is based on applying an
electric field to the piezoelectric material in order to generate a mechanical response. It is,
therefore, important to understand the effects of the electric field on the material, especially
in a structurally challenging compound, such as PZT. Polarisation switching induced by
varying electric fields has been previously studied in ferroelectrics [103, 104, 105, 106,
107], but here I use atomistic simulations to investigate PZT, which gives us a different
angle than the experimental studies.
Ferroelectric properties can be studied with molecular dynamics (MD) by applying
an electric field (E) to a simulation cell and calculating the polarisation of each unit cell
from the atomic displacements [68, 108, 109, 71, 110]. Use of this method together with
large scale calculations allows the modelling of bulk ferroelectrics and the evolution of
their domain structure with time. Besides tracing the local polarisation, the macroscopic
polarisation (P) of the material can also be calculated from spatial and temporal averages.
In this chapter this technique was used together with the force field developed in chap-
ter 4, to investigate several different aspects of PZT’s response to an external electric field.
First, I analysed the change of the macroscopic polarisation and the change of the local
atomic structure with static electric fields. In a second study the temperature dependent
behaviour of the P-E loops of PZT has been explored. I especially considered the low tem-
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perature regime, since PZT and other ferroelectrics have been used in aircraft, space and
military engineering for decades [111, 112, 113], where they are used in low temperature
conditions. Although many studies have been performed at room temperature and above,
the low temperature (T<200K) properties of PZT are not well characterised. To overcome
this, I employed MD simulations to calculate hysteresis (P-E) loops for a range of tem-
peratures and noted the variation in the coercive field (EC) and saturation polarisation with
temperature. The calculated temperature variation of the coercive field displayed qualita-
tively similar behaviour to experimentally measured temperature variation.
The third part of the chapter analyses the dynamics of the polarisation reversal in more
detail, where the effects of the temperature, B-cations, and electric fields on the switching
speed are investigated independently. Here MD simulations were used to track the polari-
sation in real time as the sample repoled with an applied electric field.
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5.1 Structure and Polarisation of PZT under Applied Electric
Fields
In piezoelectrics the strain and the polarisation are strongly coupled so that an applied elec-
tric field will certainly induce a change in the material’s structure. In this section I start
quantifying the effects of the electric field by applying external fields to morphotropic PZT,
where tetragonal, monoclinic and rhombohedral phases coexist [30], while monitoring the
changes to the lattice and the symmetry.
5.1.1 Structure and Polarisation
For the MD simulations a 20× 20× 20 supercell of PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 was used, which lies
at the morphotropic composition of the modelled ferroelectric. The system contains 40’000
atoms and the two types of B-cations (Ti and Zr) were randomly distributed over the B-sites,
so that the stoichiometry of PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 was ensured. The simulations were performed
at 200 K which corresponds to room temperature in reduced units of the force field, which
underestimates the Curie temperature of PZT (see section 4.2.3). A relatively small timestep
of 0.2 fs was chosen and the shell particles were treated adiabatically. The Nosé-Hoover
thermostat (0.01 ps) and barostat (0.1 ps) in the NST ensemble was used and the system
was equilibrated for 20 ps, followed by 20 ps production for each value of the electric field.
Uniform electric fields were applied with the external field option in DL_POLY_4, which
adds a constant force to each particle. These calculation details were used for the whole
chapter unless otherwise mentioned.
The MD simulations at zero field produce a rombohedral PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 phase with a
polarisation (P) of 33.5 µC/cm2 and equal lattice parameters (a = b = c = 4.048 Å). This
zero field ground state was taken as the reference to calculate the strain (η) with applied
field, as seen in Fig. 5.1a. The polar axis is along [111], as indicated by the equal amount
of polarisation (Px = Px = Pz) in Fig. 5.1b. As an electric field is applied along the [111] di-
rection, the strain and the polarisation components change depending on the field strength.
For values up to 14 MV/m, ηz increases linearly while nx and ny decrease linearly, which
is shown in Fig. 5.1a. At the critical field of 15 MV/m there is a jump in all strain compo-
nents which further increases the ηz to ηx/ηy splitting. The lattice parameters of PZT at 15
MV/m are a= b= 4.021 Å and c= 4.102 Å, corresponding to a tetragonal symmetry. The
behaviour of the polarisation follows the nature of the strain as shown in Fig. 5.1b. A linear
increase of the Pz values together with a linear decrease of Px and Py is observed up to a field
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Figure 5.1: (a) Strain and (b) polarisation of PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 with applied electric field. For low
fields the strain and the polarisation evolve linearly with the electric field. At 15 MV/m (critical field)
there is a jump for both strain and polarisation due to the change in symmetry from rhombohedral to
tetragonal.
of 14 MV/m, where the the values of the polarisation components are Pz = 27.01 µC/cm2,
Px = 14.21 µC/cm2 and Py = 12.85 µC/cm2. As for the strain, the P values change dis-
continuously at 15 MV/m, with a further increase in Pz to 32.12 µC/cm2, while Px and Py
drop to almost zero. Over the whole range of electric fields the total polarisation (Ptot) stays
almost constant, except at the critical field (15 MV/m) where Ptot decreases by about 1µ
C/cm2. The jump at 15 MV/m signifies the phase transition from rhombohedral to tetrag-
onal with electric field in PZT. Below the critical value, the applied field induces a small
amount of tetragonality as seen by the splitting of the η and P values. However, only above
the critical field the system fully adopts the tetragonal phase, where the contributions of Px
and Py vanish.
Further, the change in volume of the conventional unit cells Vloc defined by eq. 3.14
was analysed across the phase transition. Distinguishing between Zr and Ti based unit cells,
I find that the Zr centred cells increase in volume by about 0.015 % while the Ti centred
cells decrease by about 0.015 % from 14 MV/m to 15 MV/m as seen in Fig. 5.2b. This
marks a difference in the response of the local environment of the two B-cations during the
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Figure 5.2: (a) Change of the RDF peak positions for Ti-O and Zr-O with electric field. The size
of the circles corresponds to the height of the Gaussian function used two fit the peaks (3 Gaussians
were used). The peaks shifts to longer bond lengths for Zr and smaller bond lengths for Ti at the
phase transition at 14MV/m. (b) Change of the Ti (blue) and Zr (green) based unit cells with electric
fields. At the phase transition at 14 MV/m the Ti based unit cells decrease in size, while the Zr based
unit cells increase.
phase transition.
More details of the local structure and the bond lengths are obtained by analysing the
radial distributions functions (RDF) for the Zr-O and the Zr-O pairs. The RDFs have been
calculated for the different electric fields and the 2 Å B-O peaks were fitted with three
Gaussian functions in order to accommodate a threefold peak splitting in the tetragonal
symmetry. The change in the peak positions (Gaussians) relative to the zero field values are
plotted in Fig. 5.2a. Here, I find that the Zr-O bond lengths increase, while the Ti-O decrease
through the change of symmetry at 14 MV/m, which agrees with the volume change in Fig.
5.2b. Additionally, the jump in B-O bond lengths is accompanied by a splitting of the RDF
peak, which is indicative of the transition to the tetragonal symmetry. Both, the Vloc and
the B-O bond lengths are relatively unchanged above and below the phase transition. It
is across the phase transition, however, where the Ti and Zr sublattices display opposite
behaviour and where large changes in bond-lengths are seen. Overall, the macroscopic
and the local parameters are relatively stable within a selected phase. Inducing a phase
transition on the other hand, has a large effect on the bond lengths and strain, resulting in a
large electromechanical coupling.
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5.1.2 Polarisation Distribution
Plotting the distribution of Pz in Fig. 5.3, we see that the applied electric field shifts the
distributions to larger values. This agrees with Fig. 5.3b where Pz increases, which is the
average over the polarisation distribution. At the critical field, the polarisation distribution
splits visibly into two subpeaks, meaning that in the tetragonal state there are two distinct
contributions to Pz (see next paragraph). For electric fields above the critical field, I find only
a small change in the distribution curves for Pz and no significant shift to higher values.

































Figure 5.3: Distributions of the z component of the polarisation values (Pz) calculated for each B-
cation centred unit cell for different electric fields (along [001]). Above a critical field (15 kV/mm)
the polarisation distribution splits into two peaks, which is related to the change in symmetry from
rhombohedral to tetragonal.
Fig. 5.4 shows the distribution Pz for zero field (rhombohedral) and 18 MV/m (tetrag-
onal). The plots additionally show the contribution of the Zr based unit cells in green and
the Ti based unit cells in blue. In both cases, zero field and 18 MV/m, the Ti based unit
cells are more polarisable, as they solely cover the higher Pz values above 30 µC/cm2 and
40 µC/cm2, respectively. This agrees with earlier studies on PZT claiming that Ti is the
ferroelectrically more active ion [30]. Moreover, I find that at zero field, the Zr contribution
is much narrower and more Gaussian shaped than the Ti distribution. At 18 MV/m both,
the Zr and the Ti Pz distribution splits into two subpeaks, with the separation being more
pronounced for Ti. Here, the Ti peak at 32 µC/cm2 overlaps largely with the Zr curve, while
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there is a second peak at 42 µC/cm2 only occupied by Ti. This explains the peak splitting
of the total Pz distributions in Fig. 5.3, which is due to the Ti sublattice being separated into
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Ti: 2.72  Ti: 3.24  Zr: 3.40   Zr: 2.58   Ti: 3.45  
Figure 5.4: Polarisation distributions for the Zr (green) and Ti (blue) contributions at 0 MV/m (left)
and 18 MV/m (right). The number corresponding to the coloured boxes denotes the number of
nearest B-cation neighbours of each species for a given B-cation within the highlighted part of the
distribution. For both, 0 MV/m and 18 MV/m the parts of the polarisation distributions covering the
larger polarisation values are Ti rich (average number of Ti nearest neighbours > 3), while the lower
polarisation values are positioned in a Zr rich environment (average number of Zr nearest neighbours
> 3).
In a further step, I investigated the influence of the local environment on the polari-
sation of the B-cations. For this, I calculated the number of nearest B-cation neighbours
of each species for a given B-cation (see Fig. 5.4). This measure serves as an indicator
of how many Ti or Zr atoms there are in the immediate neighbourhood of a B-cation out
of the total 6 nearest neighbours. I report, that at zero field the higher polarised unit cells
(Pz > 18 µC/cm2) have 3.24 Ti atoms (2.76 Zr) as nearest neighbours on average. This
means that locally, the unit cells occupying high polarisation values are positioned in a Ti
rich environment. The reverse is true for the low polarised unit cells (Pz < 18 µC/cm2),
where I find an average of 2.72 Ti atoms (3.28 Zr) surrounding the unit cells, making the
neighbourhood Zr rich. The amount of P for a unit cell is therefore determined by its local
environment, specifically by the amount of Ti or Zr as its B-cation neighbours. Similar con-
clusions can be drawn from the 18 MV/m results where the large Pz values are occupied by
unit cells surrounded by predominantly Ti. Note, that the B-cations were randomly placed
in the simulation cell. For a system with long range chemical order, as for example PZT
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P4mm, I would therefore expect a very narrow distribution of Pz, since all the unit cells
see the same B-cation neighbourhood. This means, that the B-cation distribution can have
effects not only on the structural, but also on the polarisation homogeneity in PZT, which in
turn could influence its domain arrangement.
5.2 LowTemperature Polarisation Switching in Pb(Zr0.5Ti0.5)O3
To understand the effect of temperature on the performance of PZT, our collaborators car-
ried out a series of experimental measurements of P-E loops in PZT (x∼ 0.47). In addition
to the experiments, the ferroelectric response of PZT was modelled using classical MD sim-
ulations at a wide range of temperatures. MD simulations were employed to calculate hys-
teresis (P-E) loops for a range of temperatures and noted the variation in the coercive field
(EC) and saturation polarisation with temperature. The calculated temperature variation
of the coercive field displayed qualitatively similar behaviour to the measured temperature
variation.
5.2.1 Electrical Measurements of PbZr0.53Ti0.47O3
Our collaborators under the lead of C. Veccini performed electrical measurements of ce-
ramic PZT samples (x=0.47) on the XMaS beam-line at the European Synchrotron Radia-
tion Facility (ESRF). They used a method to measure P-E loops on the beam-line which has
been previously described in ref. [114]. A similar setup has been used recently to measure
P-E loops of PZT in-situ during an X-ray diffraction experiment by Ryding et al. [115].
This section presents the measured polarisation loops of a commercial pressed pel-
let of PZT ceramic PZT-5H (Morgan Electroceramics), with the exact composition being
proprietary information. Earlier reports found the material to be PbZr0.53Ti0.47O3 with a
rhombohedral crystal structure at room temperature [116].
The experimental P-E curves (Fig. 5.5a) display the expected hysteretic behaviour with
low losses. Cooling the sample from room temperature to 250 K shows a slight increase of
EC. Further lowering of the temperature to 200 K is accompanied by a widening of the P-E
loop that results in lower saturation polarisation values PS and the increase of EC. This is typ-
ical for ferroelectric materials, as shown earlier for PZT [117], BiFeO3 [118], SrBi2Ta2O9
[119] and ferroelectric polymers [120]. Although P-E loops in PZT for different temper-
atures have been measured before [117], the temperature dependence of EC and its impli-
cations have not been discussed. Interestingly, I observed that below 160 K the P-E loops
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Figure 5.5: (a) Measured P-E loops of PZT sample at different temperatures. With the temperature
decrease the ferroelectric loops reduce their area demonstrating a dielectric-like response. (b) A
comparison of 150 K and 80 K loops measured high (9kV/m) and low (1.5 kV/m) electric fields.
The higher 9 kV/m fields restore the square shaped hysteresis loop in PZT.
exhibit a very narrow hysteresis and low polarisation, akin to curves of leaky dielectrics.
The low temperature behaviour observed here is similar to the results of an earlier NASA
study on PZT [117]. The narrow loops and low coercive field observed at low temperature
behaviour are a direct result of EC becoming larger than the applied field of 1.5 kV/mm.
This was confirmed by further experiments with an applied field of 9 kV/mm, which dis-
played a large, square hysteresis loop (Fig. 5.5b). The EC values for different temperatures
(T) are fitted well with an exponential function (EC = 0.528∗ exp(−T/60.0)+0.508). The
implication of this exponential increase is that it will be necessary to use high fields to
employ switchable ferroelectric devices at low temperatures.
5.2.2 Modelling of P-E Loops
To gain further insight into the temperature behaviour of the coercive field, MD simulations
of P-E loops in PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3were performed. As in the previous section I used the NST
ensemble and a Nosé-Hoover thermostat (0.01 ps) and barostat (0.1 ps). A time step of
0.2 fs was selected, along with the Ewald sum method to calculate electrostatics. A 20×
20×20 supercell of PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 containing 40’000 atoms was used. The two types of B-
cations (Ti and Zr) were randomly distributed over the B-sites to obtain the stoichiometry of
PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3. The zero field structure was found to be monoclinic below 100 K (a= 4.043
Å, b= 4.044 Å, c= 4.045 Å), rhombohedral at 200 K (a= b= c= 4.047 Å) and tetragonal
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at 300 K (a = b = 4.036 Å, c = 4.078 Å). P-E loop calculations were then performed by
ramping the electric field along [001] in 1 kV/m steps in a range from -30 kV/m to +30
kV/m. The system was equilibrated for 4 ps at each value of the electric field and the
polarisation was calculated during a subsequent production run of 6 ps.


















































Figure 5.6: (a) Temperature dependence of the z-component of polarisation (PZ) with respect to the
applied electric field E (P-E loops) performed with MD for PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3. With the temperature
rise, the shape of P-E loops evolves from square-like to complex shapes due to increased polarisa-
tion fluctuation at high temperatures. (b) Temperature dependence of EC (black dots) and PS (red
squares), both inferred from the P-E loops in (a). The values of EC drop exponentially with temper-
ature (black line).
The MD simulations reproduced the polarisation hysteresis in PZT very well. Indeed,
through the cycling of the electric field in the quasi-static simulations I have calculated P-E
loops (Fig. 5.6a) for PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 that show the characteristic square shaped loops of the
ferroelectric system. As the temperature increased, the P-E loops became narrower and less
square shaped, signifying that the switching process occurs via a series of multiple events.
For the temperatures above 300 K the shape of P-E loops becomes more complex because of
increasing polarisation fluctuations in the system. At high temperatures a small amount of
in-plane polarisation along x and y develops spontaneously, which reduces the z-component
(PZ), as the total polarisation is unchanged. This effect is most prominent around zero
field. The value of EC, the critical switching field, and the saturation polarisation (PS) was
obtained from the modelled P-E loops. The temperature behaviour of PS shows a monotonic
increase, while EC exhibits an exponential decrease with the temperature rise (Fig. 5.6b).
Thus, at low temperatures (< 200 K) the values of EC exceed the fields of several kV/mm
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usually applied in experiments and devices. The EC in Fig. Fig. 5.6b is about an order of
magnitude lower than the EC value calculated from first-principles for switching through
the polar ferroelectric mode in PZT by Beckman et al. [93]. The lower EC found in the
simulations suggests that the actual polarization switching in PZT follows a lower energy
path than the polar mode, such as through polarization rotation or domain wall motion after
domain nucleation, which are two intrinsic mechanisms that could lower the repolarization
barrier [121].
The measurements and the modelling results, therefore, demonstrate a good qualitative
agreement - the temperature dependence of the coercive field exhibits an exponential depen-
dence. Quantitatively, I have found different exponential parameters for the modelled and
experimental dependences. Indeed, the experimental exponential factor is half that found
for the MD curve. The lower EC value measured in the experiments is probably due to the
presence of domain walls in the experimental samples. The walls introduce the possibility
of switching via domain wall motion at lower electric fields. Note, that the simulated bulk
PZT was initially a monodomain where domain wall motion is possible only after domain
nucleation. Nevertheless, the exponential behaviour we find in experiments and simulations
highlights the importance of temperature on measured material properties, where a small
change of temperature affects EC and related quantities.
5.3 Simulations of Polarisation Switching
The dynamic nature of MD simulations allows us to observe the polarisation switching in
PZT in real time, not just as a function of electric field as seen in the two previous sections.
During the simulation one can calculate the polarisation components for each timestep and
therefore investigate the dynamics of the repolarisation process. In the following three
sections I analyse the effect of the temperature, the electric field and the B-cations and to
the polarisation switching in PZT.
5.3.1 Effect of the Temperature
To investigate the origin of the low coercive field reported in section 5.2 compared to the EC
along the polar mode [93] and to provide insight into the switching kinetics, I modelled a
single polarisation switching event using MD. The initial PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 system was poled
along [001] with a PZ of 40 µC/cm2 and negligibly small PX and PY . This first step induces
the tetragonal symmetry with a polar axis along [001], as seen in section 5.1.1. An electric
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field of 30 MV/m was then applied along [001¯] and calculated the polarisation for each unit
cell at each MD timestep until the system completely repoled along [001¯]. I plot the PZ-
component during the switching process in Fig. 5.7a. One can see that, for the considered
temperatures (100 K, 200 K and 300 K), P changes sign, indicating the polarisation reversal.
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Figure 5.7: The change in the polarisation components during the polarisation reversal. (a) The
variation of the z-component (PZ) with time for different temperatures. At 100 K (green) PZ follows
a power-law behaviour compared to a linear curve at 300 K (red). Different switching times were
achieved depending on the temperature. (b) The variation of the x-component (PX ) of the polari-
sation with time for different temperatures. Lower temperatures (green) result in much larger PX
contributions during the switching then higher temperatures (red). (c) The correlation between the
local dipole moment of the unit cells with distance, at the time of polarisation reversal (PZ = 0). At
low temperature (green) the local polarisation remains much more correlated over larger separations
than at higher temperatures (red).
I registered very different switching times for different temperatures. The switching
time for room temperature (T =300 K) is 2 ps and it increases to 8 ps for low temperatures
(T=100 K). This behaviour agrees qualitatively with previous experiments on PZT [107],
where the switching times decrease with increasing temperature. The analysis of polarisa-
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tion dynamics demonstrates that, for the room temperature regime (T=300 K), the values of
PZ drop almost linearly with time during the switching (Fig. 5.7a red line). In contrast, at
lower temperatures P exhibits different dynamics, as it follows a power law (Fig. 5.7a green
and blue lines). This difference is underlined by a large build up of in-plane components
of P (Fig. 5.7b green and blue lines). The latter indicates that the system responds to the
applied [001¯] electric field through the reduction of the PZ component and simultaneously
maintains its in-plane components, PX (see Fig. 5.7b solid red line). As soon as PX (or PY )
is large enough, the polarisation can rotate, which results in the system repoling homoge-
neously. This switching mechanism is similar to that found in MD simulations on PbTiO3
[110].
The local dipole correlation function was calculated as ρ(d) = ∑i, j
<Pi·Pj>
σi,σ j , where i
and j are unit cells separated by d, Pi the dipole vector (polarisation vector) of cell i and
σi its standard deviation. Fig. 5.7c shows the correlation of the polarisation with distance
at the polarisation reversal when PZ = 0. For all temperatures the correlation drops rapidly
with distance, yet at 100 K the system retains some correlation for separations over 60 Å.
This signifies that the PZT forms large domains where the dipole moments are correlated.
At higher temperatures (300 K) the correlation at large distances is small and constant (red
curve), as a result of the system being split up into many nucleated reversed domains that
are not correlated. This nucleation mediated switching at 300 K agrees well with the experi-
mental findings for thin PZT films [122], where the Stolichnov et. al. proposed that at room
temperature PZT re-poles through multiple nucleation events, while at lower temperatures
domain wall motion dominates the switching kinetics. Here I suggest that, in the absence
of domain walls, polarisation rotation governs the low temperature switching.
The difference in switching mechanisms is emphasised in Fig. 5.8, where I present the
mechanisms in a schematic sketch together with snapshots of the simulated PZT system at
100 K and 300 K. The snapshots are plotted as 2D slices in the x-z plane in (b) and (c),
demonstrating the distinct domain structures related to the switching process. The figures
show the local dipole moments, for the system switching from PZ to -PZ at the state where
PZ = 0, e.g halfway through the polarisation reversal. One can see that at 100 K (Fig. 5.8b)
the system consists mostly of one large domain which is polarised along x with PZ ∼ 0. This
agrees with Fig. 5.7, which shows a large contribution of the x-component of polarisation
during the switching. In contrast, the system at 300 K (Fig. 5.8c) exhibits a much denser
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Figure 5.8: (a) Schematic representation of the different polarisation switching mechanisms: polari-
sation rotation at lower temperature (left) and nucleation of reversed domains at higher temperature
(right). The arrows correspond to the local dipole moments. (b) and (c) Snapshots of the local
dipoles in PZT during MD simulated polarisation switching at 100 K and at 300 K. The snapshots
were taken halfway through the polarisation reversal (total PZ = 0) and each arrow corresponds to
the local dipole moment of a conventional unit cell (defined in eq. I). The colour gradient represents
the magnitude of PZ . (b) The low temperature system (T=100 K) exhibits a homogeneous domain
pattern during the switching process with well-defined in-plane contribution where PZ is small and
PX is large. (c) At high temperature (T=300 K) PZT breaks up into multiple reversed domains, as
seen by the many up (blue) and down (red) polarised parts.
domain pattern with small domains polarised along +z or -z and much less in-plane polari-
sation along x. Overall, the 100 K domain structure is more homogeneous than the 300 K
one.
Note, that at zero field the force field supports the multiple phases of PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3:
monoclinic symmetry at 100 K, rhombohedral symmetry at 200 K and tetragonal symmetry
at 300 K (see section 4.2.3). The monoclinic and rhombohedral phases could, therefore, be
the origin of the the observed rotational mode, by facilitating the polarisation rotation. To
rule out the correlation of the rotational switching mode with the low temperature symme-
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tries, I modelled a strictly tetragonal PZT composition. I carried out similar calculations
of polarisation switching events as described above, for tetragonal P4mm PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 at
a field of 80 MV/m. Remarkably, I found that at low temperatures (100K) the tetragonal
PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 also exhibits rotational polarisation switching, while at high temperatures
(300 K) the nucleation mechanism prevails. Thus, the coexistence of the two switching
mechanisms, rotation and nucleation, appears to be a general phenomenon that is generic
for ferroelectric perovskite compounds. However, presence of defects or free surfaces in
ferroelectric materials may significantly affect the polarisation rotation mechanism due to
strain, interfaces or the direction of growth in thin films. On the other side, the presence of



















Figure 5.9: Free energy barrier (∆G∗) vs. electric field for the nucleation (black) and polarisation
rotation (red) mechanisms.
Further, I apply classical nucleation theory to explain the temperature and the field
dependence of the polarisation switching mechanism. Assuming that the energy gain of the
volume term is proportional to E ·P the energy barrier for nucleation (∆G∗) decreases with
the inverse of the electric field squared (∆G∗ ∝ 1E2 ). For the rotational switching I expect the
energy barrier to decrease linearly with field (∆G∗ ∝A−B ·E, where A and B are constants).
For both mechanisms the height of the energy barrier decreases with increasing applied
field, however, the different electric field dependencies of ∆G∗ mean there is a crossover
between the two switching mechanisms, as seen in Fig. 5.9. At high temperatures switching
occurs at low fields where the linear relationship ensures that the barrier for rotation is
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higher than the barrier for nucleation. At low temperatures, on the other hand, high fields
are required for switching and in this regime the barrier for nucleation is lower than the
barrier for rotation. These arguments explain the similar polarisation switching behaviour
found in the structurally different compounds PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 and PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3.
5.3.2 Effect of the Electric Field
The previous section showed differences in the switching behaviour of PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 de-
pending on the temperature. In this section I inspect the switching dynamics further, by
examining different electric field strengths and different compositions of PZT.
The effect of the electric field strength on the switching time has been studied
with MD simulations similar to the previous section (5.3.1). Three different 20× 20×
20 supercells have been considered: rhombohedral PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3, prepoled tetragonal
PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 and tetragonal PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3. The tetragonal PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 was pro-
duced by applying an electric field of 30 MV/m along [001¯] to prepole it along the c-axis.
All systems were equilibrated at 200 K and zero field for 20 ps. To induce the polarisation
reversal, I then applied electric fields of different magnitudes from 10 MV/m to 500 MV/m
along [001].


































Figure 5.10: Change of the z component of the polarisation (∆Pz) for rhombohedral
PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 (left) and tetragonal PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 (right) for different electric fields. The dotted
lines represent the calculated values, while the solid lines are the fit to the KAI model (eq. 5.1).
Fig. 5.10 shows the change in polarisation (∆P) with time for the z component of
rhombohedral PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 (left) and tetragonal PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 (right) as dotted lines.
The switching time is strongly field dependent and follows a power law in both cases, agree-
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ing with the 200 K curve in Fig. 5.7a. An increase in applied field reduces the switching
time, analogous to the temperature behaviour in section 5.3.1. Comparing the two differ-
ent structures, I find that the switching of PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 is significantly faster than for
PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3. Moreover, a much larger field of 75 MV/m has to be applied to success-
fully reverse the polarisation in PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3, compared to 10 MV/m for PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3.
This is likely due to the underlying symmetries of the supercells: At 200 K part of the po-
larisation switching will occur through nucleation and part through polarisation rotation, as
discussed in section 5.3.1. PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 is rhombohedral which will facilitate polarisa-
tion rotation, since it has large (equal to PZ) PX and PY contributions, while PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3
is tetragonal which requires a build up of PX or PY for rotation (see Fig. 5.12). The compo-
sition of PZT and thereby the phase of the material has a large influence on the switching
time. Note, that the structure of the ferroelectric can also be influenced by external electric
fields, as I demonstrated in section 5.1.1.
The time dependence of the polarisation switching can be analytically described by the









where ∆P is the change in polarisation, Ps is the saturation polarisation, t is the time,
t0 is the characteristic switching time and n is the dimension of domain growth. The KAI
model, named after its authors Kolmogorov-Avrami-Ishibashi [125, 107], is a statistical
model based on nucleation and domain growth. It includes the t0 parameter as the switching
time of the sample and the parameter n, describing an effective dimension of domain growth.
The domain growth dimension is usually around 3 for bulk ceramics and close to 2 for thin
films [107], therefore matching the physical dimensions in which the domains grow.
The simulation results can be fitted to the KAI model, as the solid lines in Fig. 5.10
show. The switching time (t0) is captured well by the model, in contrast to the oscillations
after the repoling. These ∆P oscillations around ∆P = 1 are more pronounced for larger
fields and are a result of the small system size and the barostat: After the repoling the
system takes a certain time (depending on the barostat) to relax to its new configuration.
Nevertheless, the KAI model seems to fit the actual process of repoling during the MD
simulations, even though the model is solely based on nucleation. This is further indication,
that nucleation events occur in the MD simulations during switching and that polarisation
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rotation is not dominant at 200 K.


































Figure 5.11: Switching time (black) and KAI domain growth exponent (red) at different electric
fields for rhombohedral PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 (circles), tetragonal PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 (triangles) and tetrago-
nal PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 (squares).
In Fig. 5.11 I compare the switching times (black lines, fitted to a power law) and the
effective dimensions (red) from the KAI model for rhombohedral PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3, tetrag-
onal PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 and tetragonal PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3. I confirm that PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 ex-
hibits shorter switching times than PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3, while the prepoled tetragonal
PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 lies in-between. The phase of PZT seems to be an important factor
to the switching time. The two tetragonal samples switch significantly slower than the
rhombohedral system, for the same applied fields. Nevertheless, the prepoled (induced
tetragonal) PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 still switches faster than the tetragonal PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3, despite
them having the same symmetry at the start of the simulations. This is most likely due
to PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 having a rhombohedral phase as its ground state at 200 K, which will
facilitate the fast polarisation rotation route of switching.
Regarding the dimension of domain growth, I find that for PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 n is close
to 2 for all applied fields. Although, the system represented a 3D bulk material, its effective
dimension of domain growth is reduced. Tetragonal PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 and PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3
show larger n which vary will field strength from over 3 at low fields and approach 2 at
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high fields. Observing the domain nucleation and growth during switching (see Fig. 5.8),
I do not find any preferred direction or any apparent reduced dimensions of domain nu-
cleation and growth. The low and varying values of n might stem from the fact that the
KAI model is not completely applicable in a switching scenario where polarisation rotation
contributes significantly to the P reversal. The n values have to be regarded with caution,
since they may not represent any physical quantity in these MD simulations. However, the
KAI model is still a useful approximation, because the fit gives reasonable switching times.
Moreover, the n parameter still reflects some aspects of the polarisation switching, since
I find different values for the rhombohedral and the tetragonal systems. For rhombohedral
PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 I find consistent values around 2, while the tetragonal systems display larger
numbers. Clearly, the symmetry of PZT influences the switching mechanism greatly, as I
have seen for switching time t0 and as I see in the manifestation of different n for different
PZT phases.
5.3.3 Effect of the B-cations
Extending the investigation of the effect of the B-cations on the polarisation in PZT (section
5.1.1), I looked a the polarisation switching dynamically. For this the change of P during the
poling at 30 MV/m and at 200 K was analysed. A rhombohedral and a prepoled tetragonal
system were used where I applied a field of 30 MV/m along [001¯] before poling the systems
along [001].
Fig. 5.12 shows the change in polarisation (∆P) with time for the z and the x com-
ponent (y component behaves similarly to x). ∆P is plotted separately for the Zr (green)
and the Ti (blue) subsystem. The rhombohedral system switches in about 3 ps and there
is no difference in switching time between Zr or Ti. Both, the Zr and the Ti curve for ∆Px
and ∆Pz follow the same shape, meaning that the two B-cations dynamically respond in a
similar way to an applied electric field. Although the polarisation switching is much slower
for the tetragonal system (8 ps) there is no difference in switching dynamics of Zr and Ti.
Contrary to the static results of section 5.1.1, the Ti and Zr sublattices behave identically
in dynamic simulations, for both the tetragonal and the rhombohedral case. These results,
however cannot rule out that locally some Zr or Ti rich regions have different switching
speeds, e.g. regions where some reversed domains nucleate earlier than others. Averaged
over the whole sample, however, there is a strong coupling between the two B-cation based
unit cells which makes them switch synchronously.
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Figure 5.12: Change of polarisation (∆Px and ∆Pz) during the switching process for a rhombohedral
(left) and prepoled tetragonal (right) system. Green lines denote the contribution from Zr while the
blue lines denote the Ti polarisation. Although overall switching times differ between left and right
the Ti and the Zr sublattices switch synchronously for both systems left and right. Insets show the
absolute polarisation components during the switching.
5.4 Conclusions
In this chapter the effect of electric fields on ferroelectric PZT was studied, where MD
simulations under static electric fields show that the strain and the polarisation components
vary linearly for small electric fields, while the total polarisation is almost independent
of the field. For fields above 14 MV/m, I find that PZT goes through a phase transition
from rhombohedral to tetragonal. Through this change in symmetry, Zr based unit cells
increase in volume while Ti based unit cells decrease. This difference in behaviour of the
B-cation is further seen in the polarisation distributions in PZT where I show that Ti based
unit cells adopt high polarisation values and Zr based unit cells are less polarised. This
confirms that Ti is the ferroelectrically active cation providing most of the contribution to
the total polarisation, which is in excellent agreement with conclusions based on recent
neutron scattering experiments [30]. Furthermore, I report that the local environment of the
unit cell influences its polarisation: A Ti rich neighbourhood results in large polarisation,
while a Zr rich neighbourhood leads to low polarisation values. Overall, I find that response
of the local structure of PZT to an electric field is therefore not uniform throughout the
material and strongly depends on the type of B-cation and its local environment.
Investigating the temperature behaviour, I report P-E loops in ceramic PZT samples,
which display an exponential increase of EC with decreasing temperature, making the use
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of high fields necessary to switch PZT at low temperatures. Additionally, I have performed
classical MD simulations of polarisation switching dynamics in near-morphotropic PZT.
I have successfully reproduced the hysteretic behaviour of the polarisation with applied
electric field for different temperatures. As seen in the experimental results, I have found
that the shape of the P-E loops is temperature dependent and exhibits narrowing towards
high temperatures. The exponential temperature dependence of EC appears to be generic for
ferroelectric materials and independent of the actual switching process, since experiments
on polycrystalline ceramics and simulations on domain wall free single crystals exhibit
similar behaviour. These findings are important for aeronautical and space applications as
they provide guidance on operational temperature/voltage regimes for ferroelectric-based
devices that will be exposed to a wide range of operating temperatures.
Lastly, studying the switching dynamics in PZT, I considered the effect of temperature,
electric field and the B-cations on the polarisation reversal. I find that the nature of the
switching mechanism, observed from simulations at room temperature, was in very good
agreement with earlier experimental studies on PLZT thin films [122], where nucleation was
found to be the dominating switching process. I predict, however, that at low temperatures
nucleation is inhibited and single domain systems will switch through a polarisation rotation
mechanism. This rotation of the polarisation has the effect of reducing the switching barrier
compared to nucleation induced switching at larger fields.
Moreover, the switching time is largely influenced by the applied electric field and by
the phase of the PZT system. I report that rhombohedral PZT, where the polarisation ro-
tation route is facilitated, switches faster than tetragonal PZT. Importantly, even imposing
a tetragonal symmetry by prepoling an originally rhombohedral sample slows down the P
switching. In contrast to the large effects of the temperature, the electric fields and notably
the symmetry, I do not find any influence of the two different B-cations on the switching
speed in PZT. With this exception, the structure of PZT and its dependence on the temper-
ature (especially at the MPB) and electric fields, heavily affects the switching mechanism
and the switching time. Careful manufacturing and deliberately choosing the working con-
ditions can, therefore, add control and performance to PZT based piezoelectric devices.
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Chapter 6
The Effect of B-Cation Disorder in
Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3
Lead zirconate titanate Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3 (PZT), is a technologically important piezoelectric
due to its excellent electromechanical properties, which are highest at the specific composi-
tion of x=0.48 denoted as the Morphotropic Phase Boundary (MPB). Structurally PZT is a
homovalent solid solution perovskite, where the B-cations were conventionally considered
to be randomly distributed [41]. The two B-cations in PZT (Ti and Zr) carry the same ionic
charge of 4+, so there is no apparent driving force for chemical order due to electrostatic ef-
fects. However, over the last two decades, a number of theoretical and experimental studies
of PZT indicate that the B-cations preserve a certain degree of order and clustering:
Saghi-Szabo and Cohen showed in an early LDA DFT paper that PZT exhibits a
favourable long-range [111] (rocksalt) ordering. However, no long-range order of B-cations
in PZT was found experimentally until 2008 [42]. It was Zhang et al’s work, which first
proved the existence of [001] chemical order in epitaxial thin films of PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 on
SrTiO3 via TEM diffraction [42]. Interestingly, the previously mentioned DFT study re-
ports the [111] ordering to be more stable than order along [001], yet an in-plane cation
arrangement was found in the thin-film, which is attributed to the misfit strain between the
film and the substrate. Furthermore, a more recent study found 5-10 nm sized clusters of
segregated B-cations in PZT via atom probe tomography [43]. Notably, these clusters were
only found in ceramics of morphotropic PZT, but not in thin films of the same composition.
This indicates that the clustering is mainly determined by the manufacturing method.
Although the evidence of order and segregation in the B-cation in PZT is scarce, such
structural arrangements could have important effects on the performance and the properties
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of PZT based ceramics [41]. Experimentally, it is very challenging to distinguish between
the two B-cations with standard methods such as AFM, TEM or XRD. Novel techniques
such as the atom probe tomography [43], could help to analyse the B-cation homogeneity
in PZT, as can atomistic simulations with large supercells.
In this chapter the effect of order and clustering of B-cations in PZT at morphotropic
compositions was studied, using large scale molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. In sec-
tions 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 we saw that the B-cation environment influences the local structure and
the polarisation distribution in PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3. Here, I calculated energetics and piezoelec-
tric properties for various types of B-cation order, from which I report a large improvement




Different amounts of B-cation order and clustering were introduced in 40 × 40 × 40
supercells of morphotropic PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3. In all systems the stoichiometry of
PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 was kept and the B-cations were arranged as described in section 6.1.2.
The induced order and the B-cation clusters varied in size since the procedure that gen-
erated the B-cation distributions was based on a random process (see section 6.1.2). This
meant that locally many different configurations of B-cations occurred in the supercell for
each studied system. In order to sample enough of these possible local configurations the
large supersell size with 320,000 atoms (40×40×40) was used for each specific B-cation
distribution. The MD simulations were then performed at 200 K, which corresponds to
room temperature in the reduced units of the force field, which underestimates the Curie
temperature of PZT (see section 4.2.3). A relatively small timestep of 0.2 fs was chosen
and the shell particles were treated adiabatically. The Nosé-Hoover thermostat (0.01 ps)
and barostat (0.1 ps) in the NST ensemble was used and the system was equilibrated for
50 ps, followed by 250 ps production. Note that these simulation details were used for the
whole chapter unless stated otherwise.
6.1.1 Dielectric and Piezoelectric Tensors
Piezoelectric and dielectric tensors can be calculated from MD simulations as described in
section 3.4.2. The differential approach and the covariance approach are two methods to
calculate such tensors and they both require different sets of simulations: For the differen-
tial approach, relatively short simulations (20 ps) have to be performed for several different
values of the electric field, in order to obtain the linear relationship between the strain and
the field, which gives the piezoelectric coefficient. To obtain all tensor components the elec-
tric field has to be applied along all the relevant directions. An advantage of this method is
that all these calculations are independent and can be performed in parallel. The covariance
method, on the other hand, needs very long runtimes [71], but the full tensor is obtained
from just one simulation.
Table 6.1 compares the differential and the covariance approach for 12× 12× 12 su-
percells of PbTiO3 (PTO) and ordered P4mm PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 (PZT) (see Fig. 4.2). As a
reference I used single unit cell calculations done in GULP [73], which readily outputs the
piezoelectric tensor. For PTO, the three methods agree rather well with the biggest discrep-
ancy being the d31 =−17.319 pC/N for the covariance approach and d31 =−14.862 pC/N
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Table 6.1: Comparison of the components of the piezoelectric tensor calculated wth the derivative
and the covariance methods. For further comparison, the single unit cell values calculated with
GULP are given for PbTiO3 (PTO) and ordered P4mm PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 (PZT).
PTO PZT
derivative covariance derivative covariance
approach approach GULP approach approach GULP
d31 (pC/N) -15.07 -17.32 -14.86 -61.06 -12.04 -10.46
d33 (pC/N) 48.56 53.13 52.02 193.48 37.52 37.07
for GULP. On the other hand, the results for PZT demonstrate a large difference between
the derivative method (d31 = −61.059 pC/N) and GULP (d31 = −10.458 pC/N), whereas
the covariance method (d31 =−12.037 pC/N) is in agreement with the GULP result. Here,
I observe an issue with the derivative approach, which is further highlighted in Fig. 6.1.



















Figure 6.1: Strain versus electric field behaviour for PbTiO3 (PTO) and ordered P4mm
PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 (PZT).
In Fig. 6.1 the strain (η) versus electric field (E) behaviour is plotted for PTO and PZT,
from which the piezoelectric tensor components can be derived. The PTO curve displays
a linear behaviour and therefore leads to a good quality linear fit. In contrast, the PZT
behaviour is largely non linear and the derivative of the curve depends on the electric field.
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This is an effect of the coupling of the structure of PZT with the electric field, which was
studied in section 5.1. As a result, the linear strain field relationship is not strictly valid
for large fields in morphotropic PZT and the calculation of the piezoelectric tensor from
a linear fit is, therefore, ambiguous. Interestingly, the covariance approach leads to good
agreement with the GULP values even for PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3. Since no external field is applied
in this method, the structure of PZT is not perturbed by the field. Because of its good
agreement with GULP values, and the fact that a single calculation yields the piezoelectric
and the dielectric tensors simultaneously, I choose the covariance approach to calculate the
piezoelectric properties of PZT in the following sections.
6.1.2 Cluster Factor
The B-cation order and the clustering in the PZT supercells was introduced by selectively
placing the B-cations (Ti and Zr) according to the so-called cluster factor (CF). The cluster
factor is a measure of the order and the clustering simultaneously, that acts as a bias on the
placements of the cations on the B-sites. For a zero CF, no bias on the B-cation placement
was added and both ions were placed randomly in the supercell, e.g. with 50% probability of
finding a Zr or a Ti on the B-site. Applying a non-zero cluster factor then means revisiting
each B-site randomly and update the placement probability according to the CF and the
type of the nearest neighbour (NN) B-cations. This means that for each NN of the same
type as the current B-site ion, the value of the cluster factor is added to the probability of
placing the B-cation. For each NN B-cation of the other type as the current B-site ion the
CF is subtracted from the placement probability of that B-cation. The B-cation type on the
current B-site is then updated according the newly determined probability P:
P = 0.5+nsame type CF−nother type CF, (6.1)
where nsame type is the number of nearest neighbour B-cations of the same type,
nother type is the number of nearest neighbour B-cations of the other type and CF is the
cluster factor. This update of the B-cations, which incorporates the CF, was performed until
every B-site was randomly visited twice.
In other words, a positive cluster factor increases the likelihood of finding an ion next
to an ion of the same species, thereby grouping up ions of the same kind. A positive cluster
factor leads to clusters whose sizes will depend on the cluster factor (larger CF = larger clus-
ters). A negative cluster factor will reduce the chance of finding an ion of the same species
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as a neighbour, thereby introducing short ranged structures with alternating B-cations. Fig.
6.2 shows the effect of the cluster factor on some sample cells. One can see that positive
cluster factors lead to aggregates of the same type of ions, effectively resulting in phase
segregation for large values. On the other side, negative cluster factors introduce chemi-
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Figure 6.2: B-cation distribution for different cluster factors. The cluster factor determines the
amount of order (negative values) or clustering (positive values) of the simulations cells. At a cluster
factor of 0 the atoms are randomly placed. Applying the cluster factor then acts as a bias to place
neighbouring atoms. A positive cluster factor increases the likelihood of finding an ion next to an
ion of the same species, while a negative cluster factor decreases this chance, making it more likely
to find an ion next to an ion of the other species.
6.2 Total Energy for Different Cluster Factors
Fig. 6.3 shows the the total energy per formula unit for different cluster factors with respect
to the completely random sample (cluster factor = 0). For ordered systems with negative
cluster factors the total energy of the morphotropic PZT decreases up to 22 meV per formula
unit. There is a monotonic decrease in total energy with increasing the B-cation order, which
indicates that chemical order is energetically preferred for this solid solution. The rocksalt
type [111] ordering, which is achieved for a cluster factor of -0.5, has the lowest energy and
is therefore most stable for all tested configurations.
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Figure 6.3: Total energy per formula unit with respect to the zero cluster factor value for different
cluster factors.
For positive cluster factors, small agglomerates of the same B-cations tend to increase
the total energy up to 0.07 meV, making these systems less stable. Regarding larger clusters
(cluster factor >= 0.2), the total energy again decreases up to 16 meV for the purely segre-
gated system with a cluster factor of +0.5. Large clusters are therefore energetically more
stable than the randomly mixed systems which agrees with the positive mixing enthalpy
reported by Rane et al. [126]. Note, that I only considered the enthalpy and not the free
energy of the configurations, as these calculations did not include entropic contributions.
However, the entropy of mixing will favour B-cation disorder, e.g. a cluster factor around
zero where the B-cations were placed randomly, and it will be an important contribution at
higher temperatures.
Regarding the enthalpy, I conclude that order, as in alternating B-cation structures,
and large clusters are both favourable in PZT. It is the small clusters and nearly random
B-cation distributions that are unstable, which conflicts which the conventional belief that
there is chemical order found in this solid solution [41].
6.3 Polarisation for Different Cluster Factors
The polarisation behaviour of PZT for different cluster factors is shown in Fig. 6.4, together
with an inset displaying the Curie temperature (TC). To calculate TC I performed step-wise
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annealing of the different PZT configurations, from 300 K to 500 K, in steps of 20 K. At
each temperature step the system was equilibrated for 20 ps followed by 40 ps of production.









































Figure 6.4: Components of polarisation and total magnitude of polarisation for different cluster
factors. The inset shows the dependence of the Curie temperature (TC) with respect to the cluster
factor.
Remarkably, the random system with a cluster factor (CF) of 0 has the highest total
polarisation. With increasing order, the total polarisation drops slightly from 33 µC/cm2
to 28 µC/cm2 (-15%) at a cluster factor of -0.5. However, the polarisation is relatively
stable (-6%) up to a cluster factor of -0.2. The individual components of the polarisation
stay roughly equal for all negative cluster factors, while the rhombohedral symmetry of
PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 at 200 K is preserved.
Introducing small clusters up to a CF of +0.1 does not change any of the polarisation
components. Conversely, higher cluster factors (CF>0.2) decrease the polarisation signifi-
cantly. Here the z-component of the polarisation vanishes with increasing clustering, which
reduces the total polarisation magnitude by about 30%. This coincides with the energy low-
ering above a CF of +0.2 as seen in Fig. 6.3. The decrease of the polarisation is most likely
the result of the emergence of large antiferroelectric PZO agglomerates which decrease
the average total polarisation. Moreover, the antiferroelectric clusters of PZO induce local
strain into the system, because PZO unit cells are larger than PTO unit cells (section 2.5.2).
As a result, the PZO clusters will stretch the lattice locally, forcing the PTO to polarise in
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the xy-plane which reduces PZ to almost zero. For a CF of +0.5 the total segregation of the
two phases, leads to a recovery of the total polarisation of 24 µC/cm2, which is completely
in-plane.
The Curie temperature increases with increasing cluster factor with a small jump at
CF=0, where TC is briefly lowered (see inset of Fig. 6.4) . This shift of the phase transition
temperature is a result of the local PTO clusters that have a higher TC than PZT (see section
4.2.3). Therefore, the Ti rich parts of the system will remain ferroelectric up to higher
temperatures, raising TC for the whole system.
The polarisation and TC behaviour is very distinct for ordered systems and systems
with clusters: The highest polarisation in PZT is achieved for a purely random B-cation
arrangement, while introducing order lowers Ptot slightly. Clustering of B-cations, on the
other hand, is accompanied by a large decrease of the polarisation. The presence of clusters
and phase segregation therefore strongly affects the properties of the material, which is also
evidenced by the increase of TC with increasing cluster factor.
6.4 Dielectric and Piezoelectric Tensors for Different Cluster
Factors
Using the covariance method tested in section 6.1.1 the components of the piezoelectric
and dielectric tensors in PZT were calculated for different cluster factors. The piezoelec-
tric constants are plotted in Fig. 6.5, where the dotted lines represent the values at CF=0.
The initial values at CF=0 of d31 = −210 pC/N and d33 = 429 pC/N agree with the spec-
ifications of a manufacturer of morphotropic PZT ceramics (d31 = −200 pC/N, d33 = 480
pC/N) [127]. Changing the B-cation arrangement we see that a small degree of chemical
order increases the piezoelectric constants in PZT slightly. For cluster factors lower than
-0.1 the piezoelectric coefficients drop below the values for purely random systems and
continue to decrease with further ordering of the B-cations. Interestingly, the piezoelectric
coefficients of random PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 are much larger than the values of ordered P4mm
PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 (see table 6.1). This can be explained by the coexistence of multiple phases
in random PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3, which facilitates polarisation rotation and increases the piezo-
electric response, compared to the single phase P4mm PZT. Furthermore, highly ordered
systems with small cluster factors also display much larger piezoelectric constants than the
ordered P4mm PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3. This suggests that even a small amount of randomness in
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the B-cation ordering increases the electromechanical coupling in PZT and that the specific
ordering in P4mm PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 leads to poor performance.





















Figure 6.5: Magnitude of the piezoelectric tensor components for different cluster factors. Dotted
lines represent the values at 0 cluster factor.
Small values of clustering display an increase in piezoelectric values at a cluster factor
of +0.1, which in fact produces the highest d components of all the configurations with
an increase of 31%. Increasing the cluster factor beyond +0.2 lowers the piezoelectric
tensor to very small values (30 pC/N for d33 at a CF of 0.5), reducing the piezoelectric
performance of PZT dramatically. This is most likely due to the complete phase separation,
where antiferroelectric PZO clusters with almost zero d exist together with PTO clusters
with rather small d components (see table 6.1). The piezoelectric coefficients averaged over
the whole system are then even lower than the pure PTO values.
Fig. 6.6 shows the dielectric constants of PZT for different cluster factors, with the
zero CF values plotted as guidance (dotted lines). The random PZT systems exhibits a
ε33 value of 660 which overestimates the value of 450 found in morphotropic PZT thick
films by experiment [128]. For small positive and negative values of the cluster factor,
the behaviour is very similar to the piezoelectric tensor above, where all the components
increase simultaneously. Lowering the CF below -0.1 results in a drop of the dielectric
response which is recovered for more negative cluster factors (CF<0.25). In contrast to the
d tensor, all dielectric coefficients in PZT with [111] ordering (CF=-0.5) are larger than
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Figure 6.6: Magnitude of the dielectric tensor components for different cluster factors. Dotted lines
represent the values at 0 cluster factor.
PZT with no B-cation ordering. For large positive cluster factors, ε also reproduces the
significant drop in magnitude seen in the polarisation and d values. The reason, again, is
the emergence of large antiferroelectric PZO clusters with a very low dielectric response.
Remarkably, there is a large increase in the dielectric functions for cluster factors of 0.15 and
0.2 where ε33 reaches 2100, effectively tripling in value compared to the random system.
This giant response induced by the small clusters is related to the change in polarisation as
seen in Fig. 6.4, where PZ vanishes and the polarisation is confined in the xy-plane.
6.5 Conclusions
Summarizing, the influence of B-cation ordering and clusters of B-cations on the stability,
polarisation and the piezoelectric tensor in morphotropic PZT has been studied via MD
simulations. The ordering and clustering has been introduced by biasing the placement of
B-cations in MD simulations cells, so that the same ions group up (clusters) or different ions
are placed as direct neighbours (ordered). The so-called cluster factor acts as a measure of
this bias and helps to quantify the amount of order (negative values) and clustering (positive
values).
In terms of stability, I report that both B-cation order and large clusters (segregation of
PTO and PZO phases) are enthalphically favourable in the PZT solid solution. Furthermore,
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B-cation order slightly decreases the magnitude of the polarisation, while large clusters
decrease the polarisation by up to 30%. This structural change, depending on the cluster
factor, is also reflected in the Curie temperature (TC), which increases with increasing cluster
factor, as a result of Ti rich high TC regions.
In order to study the piezoelectric and dielectric tensors via MD simulations I evalu-
ated that the covariance method is a suitable approach to calculate these properties during
runtime. Here, I find that small amounts of B-cation ordering and clustering enhance the
piezoelectric and dielectric properties of PZT. However, for larger clusters the piezo- and
dielectric response drops significantly.
I conclude that avoiding the formation of large Ti and Zr clusters during synthesis of
the materials retains the good overall piezoelectric and ferroelectric properties at the cost of
a slightly lower TC. Moreover, inducing small B-cation clusters or slight chemical ordering
in PZT increases the piezoelectric and dielectric response while maintaining the high polar-
isation. The results show that the formation of clusters in PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 heavily influences
the properties of the material. The control of the B-cation arrangement could therefore pro-
vide new pathways to control the piezoelectric performance of ceramic samples, especially
in thin films, where the chemical order is driven by film- substrate interactions.
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Chapter 7
Electrocaloric Effect in Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3
The electrocaloric effect (ECE) is the change in temperature (∆T ) in a material under adi-
abatic conditions, when an electric field is applied (see section 2.4). Since this effect can
be used to cool materials, the ECE is a promising candidate for solid state refrigeration and
has been studied since the 1960’s [129]. It was not until 2006, however, that Mischenko
et. al [26] discovered a giant ECE in PbZr0.95Ti0.05O3. The large ∆T of 12 K found in Zr
rich Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3 is a significant improvement over the 1-2 K found previously in ferro-
electrics, and it sparked the recent interest in the ECE in ferroelectrics [23]. Subsequently,
giant and moderate ECE’s have been reported in classical ferroelectrics like BaTiO3 [130],
in relaxors [131] (see section 2.5.3) and in ferroelectric polymers [132]. The widely used
Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3 (PZT) remained an active area of research of possible ECE materials, where
bilayer thin films [133] and strained thin films were also studied [134, 135]. The disorder
of the B-cations that is apparent in the PZT system (see chapter 6) could further benefit the
ECE, since it shortens the correlation lengths, which could possibly lead to a larger ECE
[136].
In order to study the ECE from simulations, molecular dynamics (MD) can be used
together with the indirect method of calculating the dependence of the polarisation (P) on
the temperature and the electric field. This method, in combination with a shell model
potential, has been previously applied to LiNbO3 by Rose and Cohen [137], where a giant
∆T of 23 K was reported. Other theoretical methods, such as Monte Carlo simulations
[129] and phenomenological modelling, have also been successfully applied to study the
ECE [138].
In this chapter the shell model force field described in chapter 4 was used to study
the ECE for the full range of PZT compositions with MD simulations. The end members,
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PbTiO3 (PTO) and PbZrO3 (PZO), were included as well as several intermediate compo-
sitions of PZT. The results show that the PZT compound displays a large variance in the
magnitude of the ECE, that depends on the composition and the Curie temperature.
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7.1 Electrocaloric Effect fromMolecular Dynamics Simulations
To model the ECE in PZT I performed MD simulations with the shell model force field de-
scribed in chapter 4. Large 20×20×20 supercells were used for different Ti compositions
of the PZT solid solution. Specifically, I simulated the 0% (PZO), 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%,
80% and 100% (PTO) Ti compositions. For each PZT system the two types of B-cations
were placed randomly over all the B-sites. Each composition was equilibrated at 200 K for
40 ps, before applying an electric field along the polar axis of the individual system. The
direction of the polar axis depends on the composition and was [001] for PZO, [111] for
20% <= x <= 50% and [001] for x >= 60%, where x is the amount of Ti. The strength of
the applied electric field was varied from 0 to 100 MV/m. For each composition and elec-
tric field the temperature was subsequently increased in steps of 50 K to 800 K. I chose an
NST ensemble with Nosé-Hoover thermostat (0.01 ps) and barostat (0.5 ps). The individual
systems were equilibrated for 8 ps followed by 12 ps production over which the polarisation
was calculated.
This set of simulations produces the variation of the polarisation (P) with temperature
(T ) for different electric fields (see Fig. 7.1), from which the differential ∂P∂T can be calcu-
lated. This change of macroscopic polarisation with temperature ( ∂P∂T ) is the key quantity












Here E is the applied electric field, T is the temperature, V is the volume of the sim-
ulation cell and Cp,E is the specific heat capacity under constant electric field and pressure.
Besides ∂P∂T , the other quantities can be calculated straight forwardly from the MD simula-
tions: T and E are input parameters for the simulations and V is obtained as the average cell
volume over the production run. Finally, Cp,E was calculated as the derivative of the total
energy with temperature ( ∂Etot∂T ) for each electric field in the NST simulations. The deriva-
tive was calculated numerically as the slope of the linear fit to the total energy (Etot) versus
T data. In order to calculate the change of temperature (∆T ), equation 7.1 was integrated
numerically via Simpson’s rule.
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7.2 PbTiO3
The temperature behaviour of the polarisation for different electric fields is shown in Fig.
7.1. For zero electric field the curve displays a second order phase transition where P
vanishes at the Curie temperature. The Curie temperature (TC) at zero field is around 650
K. Increasing the electric field shifts TC to higher temperatures as the polarisation in the
material is enhanced. For larger fields no ferroelectric to paraelectric phase transition is
observed in the plotted temperature range, which agrees with theoretical considerations by
Liu et al. [139].





























Figure 7.1: Magnitude of polarisation (P) vs. temperature (T ) for different applied electric fields in
PbTiO3.
From the polarisation data plotted in Fig. 7.1 I calculated the derivative with temper-
ature numerically, obtaining the temperature dependence of ∂P∂T shown in Fig. 7.2. The
dip in the curves, seen at all temperatures, designates the reduction of the polarisation near
TC. With higher electric fields the curve minimum shifts to higher temperatures and signifi-
cantly reduces in magnitude. This corresponds to TC shifting to higher temperatures and the
polarisation curve in Fig. 7.1 becoming flatter with higher electric fields.
The change in temperature (magnitude of the ECE), as calculated by equation 7.1, is
plotted in Fig. 7.3. For all electric fields there is a dominant peak near TC, which shifts
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Figure 7.2: The derivative dPdT of the polarisation (P) with temperature (T ) for different applied
electric fields in PbTiO3.
to higher temperatures for larger electric fields, reminiscent of the behaviour seen in Figs.
7.1 and 7.2. Clearly, applying higher electric fields leads to a larger ∆T , which is largest
for 100 MV/m with a substantial value of 23 K. Even for medium electric fields the ECE
is relatively large, 16 K at 50 MV/m, which is close to the giant ∆T in LiNbO3 (17 K at
50 MV/m), also predicted from MD simulations [137]. Compared to LiNbO3 with a TC of
1480 K [137], the peak in ECE of PTO is at a much more accessible temperature of 650
K. Additionally, the giant ECE of 16 K is in good agreement with the 15 K calculated for
PTO thin films by Landau-Devonshire thermodynamic theory at the same field of 50 MV/m
[140].
7.3 PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3
Using the same methodology as described above for PTO, I calculated the ECE in mor-
photropic PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3. The results are shown in Fig. 7.4, which features very broad
peaks of ∆T for all electric fields, as a result of the B-cation disorder [136] in the simu-
lated supercell. As in PTO, the peaks shift to higher temperatures with increasing electric
fields. Additionally, ∆T increases with electric fields, leading to a maximum of 11 K at 100
MV/m. A medium electric field of 50 MV/m (orange line) gives a ∆T of 6.2 K, significantly
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Figure 7.3: The change of temperature (∆T ) from the electrocaloric effect for different applied
electric fields in PbTiO3.
lower than the 16 K found in PTO. In comparison to PTO and LiNbO3 [137] the ECE peaks
are very broad, covering several hundred K for higher fields. These broad peaks, together
with their maximum being at lower T than in PTO, might enable PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 for ECE
applications where the temperature cannot be tightly controlled.
So far the electric field has been applied in the direction of the polarisation, e.g [001]
for PTO and [111] for PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3. In order to see whether the direction of field influ-
ences the ECE, I applied E along [001] in PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3. For sufficiently large fields this
will induce a phase transition to the tetragonal symmetry as seen in section 5.1. The ∆T of
PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 with the external field along [001] is shown in Fig. 7.5, displaying broad
peaks as in Fig. 7.4.
Remarkably, the magnitude of the ∆T is reduced compared to the [111] electric field
case: At 50 MV/m along [001] I find the maximum ∆T at 5.3 K compared to 6.2 K along
[111], which is a reduction of 15%. Applying the field direction along the polarisation axis
seems to maximise the magnitude of the ECE in PZT. The direction of the electric field
could, therefore, act as a tuning knob for the ECE, at least in the studied mono domain
systems with uniform polarisation direction.
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Figure 7.4: The change of temperature (∆T ) from the electrocaloric effect for different applied
electric fields (along [111]) in PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3.
7.4 PbZr0.7Ti0.3O3
Besides the morphotropic PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3, I investigated the ECE in the Zr rich parts of
the phase diagram of PZT. The ∆T of rhombohedral PbZr0.7Ti0.3O3 is shown in Fig. 7.6,
where we see the familiar peaks of ∆T with increasing magnitude, as the electric fields
get larger. Compared to PTO in section 7.2, ∆T only drops slowly for higher temperatures
above TC and for higher fields. As in PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 the area of the large positive ECE is
very broad and spans hundreds of Kelvin. The peak ECE is significantly reduced compared
to PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 with 3.5 K at 50 MV/m at a TC of about 350 K.
7.5 PbZr0.8Ti0.2O3
Increasing the Zr content further to PbZr0.8Ti0.2O3, leads to narrower ECE peaks compared
to PbZr0.7Ti0.3O3, as seen in Fig. 7.7. Here, the maximum ECE occurs around the TC of
350 K and the ∆T drops slowly for temperatures above the Curie temperature.
Noteworthy, I find a distinct behaviour for small electric fields below 50 MV/m: Below
TC the ∆T is negative for these low electric fields. This produces a negative ECE of -0.7
K at around 220 K for 25 MV/m. With higher temperature the negative ECE transitions to
a positive effect above TC, where it has a maximum of 1.7 K for 25 MV/m. This negative
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Figure 7.5: The change of temperature (∆T ) from the electrocaloric effect for different applied elec-
tric fields in PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3. Here, the electric field is applied along [001], whereas the polarisation
direction of PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 is along [111].
ECE, with its crossover to the conventional positive ∆T , is a result of the antiferroelectric
state, which I find at zero field and low temperatures in PZT with a Zr content over 80%.
Experimentally, the antiferroelectric phase only exists up to 5% Ti in PZT [33], however,
this compositional phase transition is shifted to about 15%-20% Ti in the used shell model
potential. This means that the PbZr0.8Ti0.2O3 composition in the simulations corresponds
to the experimental PbZr0.95Ti0.05O3, for which the giant ECE of 12 K has been reported
[26].
It has been suggested that the reason for the large ∆T was the phase transition with
field and temperature between the ferroelectric and the antiferroelectric phases at this com-
position, leading to a large change in P with those variables (E and T ) [26]. In the MD
simulations, where I sample the same region of phase coexistence at PbZr0.8Ti0.2O3, I re-
port a moderate value of 3.55 K at 50 MV/m. This is significantly lower than the 12 K
at 48 MV/m found in PbZr0.95Ti0.05O3 [26], but only slightly larger than the ECE I find
in PbZr0.7Ti0.3O3. The phase coexistence, therefore, does not seem to enhance the ECE.
Furthermore, the difference in ∆T between the experiments and the simulations might be
overestimated, since the experiments found the maximum response near the TC of 495 K
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Figure 7.6: The change of temperature (∆T ) from the electrocaloric effect for different applied
electric fields in PbZr0.7Ti0.3O3.
[26], while TC for PbZr0.8Ti0.2O3 in the simulations is much lower with 350 K. The negative
change in temperature I report in PbZr0.8Ti0.2O3 at low fields has been recently confirmed
experimentally in antiferroelectric [138, 27], and I will discuss this further with the example
of PZO in the next section (7.6).
7.6 PbZrO3
The antiferroelectric PbZrO3 (PZO) shows a distinct relationship of the polarisation with
temperature (see Fig. 7.8), which contrasts the behaviour seen in ferroelectric PTO and PZT
(section 7.2 and 7.3). We see that for zero field orthorhombic PZO has a polarisation very
close to 0, as expected for an antiferroelectric (AFE). However, the applied electric fields
induce a polarisation in PZO, which peaks around the PZO Curie temperature at 400 K.
Clearly, larger fields induce larger P in the material, but interestingly the polarisation peak
shifts to lower temperatures with increased fields. This is in opposition to the ferroelectric
materials studied above, where larger fields shift TC to higher temperatures. Here, increasing
the field pushes the phase transition to lower temperatures. A second difference to PTO and
PZT is evident from Fig. 7.8, in that the slope of ∂P∂T changes sign with temperature. For
ferroelectrics, P drops monotonically with the temperature, while for PZO the polarisation
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Figure 7.7: The change of temperature (∆T ) from the electrocaloric effect for different applied
electric fields in PbZr0.8Ti0.2O3.
increases up to TC and decreases above. This behaviour is similar to phenomenological
calculations based on the Kittel model that have recently been published [138].
Plotting ∂P∂T in Fig. 7.8 further highlights the difference between AFE PZO and the fer-
roelectric materials. Here we see how the differential changes sign around TC from positive
to negative values. Note, that the positive values are larger than the negative ones and that
∂P
∂T increases with larger applied fields.
The change in temperature (∆T ) for PZO is shown in Fig. 7.10. The ECE for tem-
peratures below TC is negative and peaks at -0.7 K for the 50 MV/m curve. Above TC, ∆T
is positive everywhere with a maximum of 0.6 K for 50 MV/m (orange curve). Remark-
ably, ∆T drops only slowly with higher temperature, similar to what we have seen in the
disordered PZT (section 7.3). The crossover of the ECE from negative to positive values
occurs around TC and the magnitude of the effect seems to be very similar on either side of
the phase transition. The negative ECE reported here, has been modelled and subsequently
measured in PZO ceramics [138]. The MD simulations further confirm the crossover from
negative to positive ∆T around TC, which is attributed to the phase change from the AFE to
the FE state [138].
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Figure 7.8: Magnitude of polarisation (P) vs. temperature (T ) for different applied electric fields in
antiferroelectric PbZrO3.

























Figure 7.9: The derivative dPdT of the polarisation (P) with temperature (T ) for different applied
electric fields in antiferroelectric PbZrO3.
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Figure 7.10: The change of temperature (∆T ) from the electrocaloric effect for different applied
electric fields in antiferroelectric PbZrO3.
7.7 Compositional Dependence of the Electrocaloric Effect in
Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3
Besides the compositions discussed in the previous sections: 0%, 20%, 30%, 50% and 100%
Ti, I also studied the ECE in PZT with 40% and 80% Ti. The 40% Ti composition shows
a very similar behaviour of ∆T than PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 with broad peaks. 80% Ti produces a
similar ECE behaviour as PTO, although with a lower magnitude of ∆T .
To compare the ECE of the different compositions, the maximum ∆T at 50 MV/m
was plotted against the TC in Fig. 7.11. As seen in section 4.2.3, TC increases with Ti
content across the PZT solid solution. This is reflected in Fig. 7.11: The first two dots (near
identical positions) are 20% and 30% Ti. With increasing TC we then have 40%, 50%, 80%
and 100% Ti (PTO), in that order.
Clearly, ∆T increases with increasing TC and reaches its maximum for PTO. This can
be explained with equation 7.1, in which the temperature appears as a linear term. Rose and
Cohen [137] suggest that the ECE is highest around TC, which means that a higher Curie
temperature will lead to a higher maximal ∆T (at that TC). Regarding PZT and Fig. 7.11,
we therefore see the Ti rich part of the phase diagram outperforming the Zr rich part with
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lower TC.
Unfortunately, the benefit of the giant ECE of PTO with its high TC is limited by the
high temperatures required to achieve the maximum ∆T (TC=650 K for the force field and
790 K from experiments [33]). In order to engineer devices using the ECE near room tem-
perature, materials with a lower TC or a large ∆T at reduced T are more suitable. Comparing
the ∆T at a lower temperature of 350 K, I find that PbZr0.8Ti0.2O3 shows the highest mag-
nitude of the ECE for all tested compositions. This is due to ∆T dropping quickly below TC
for all compositions, making the 20/80 composition preferential at lower temperatures with
its TC at 350 K.

















∆T at 50 MV/m
Figure 7.11: The change of temperature (∆T ) from the electrocaloric effect at a field of 50 MV/m
versus the Curie temperature (TC) in Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3.
Note, that the force field underestimates the Curie temperature of PZT and the actual TC
of PbZr0.8Ti0.2O3 is around 520 K [33], therefore far above room temperature. Nevertheless,
PbZr0.8Ti0.2O3 seems to be a good candidate for applications of the ECE with its sizeable
∆T at slightly elevated temperatures and the occurrence of a negative ECE below TC. The
coexistence of the antiferroelectric and the ferroelectric phase I report at the 20/80 compo-
sition in the force field (see section 7.5) is found experimentally around PbZr0.95Ti0.05O3
and is believed to be the reason of the giant ECE found in Zr rich PZT [26]. Tuning of the
composition could, therefore, be beneficial to further increase the ECE in Zr rich PZT and
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to match its ∆T peak to the desired temperature.
7.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, the electrocaloric effect in a broad range of PZT compositions was studied
with MD simulations. MD simulations can be used to indirectly calculate the change of
temperature in the material by an applied electric field. For this I calculated the polarisation
as a function of temperature and electric field, which in combination with equation 7.1
was used to quantify the ECE in the ferroelectric and, in the case of PZO, antiferroelectric
materials.
First, I quantified the ECE in PTO which shows a second order phase transition with
temperature at zero field. Upon application of electric fields along the polar axis, TC shifts to
higher temperatures with increasing fields. Calculating ∆T for different fields, I then found
that PTO exhibits a giant ECE of 16 K at an applied field of 50 MV/m, which surpasses the
∆T found experimentally in PbZr0.95Ti0.05O3 (12 K at 48 MV/m) [26] and is comparable to
the 17 K found LiNbO3 [137] (17 K at 50 MV/m) from MD simulations. Furthermore, this
result also agrees well with the ∆T of 15 K at 50 MV/m calculated by Landau-Devonshire
thermodynamic theory [140], which demonstrates that these two theoretical methods deliver
comparable results regarding the ECE.
Second, the ECE in PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 was calculated where I found a ∆T of 6.2 K at 50
MV/m, which is significantly lower than for PTO or for PbZr0.95Ti0.05O3 thin films [26].
The maximum ∆T appears at around the TC of 450 K, which is 200 K below the highest
electrocaloric response in PTO at 650 K. Interestingly, I find that the ∆T peaks are very
broad in PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 compared to PTO, as they span up to 200 K. This broadening of
the peaks appears most likely due to the B-cation disorder in PZT, which reduces the dipole
correlation length in the material. The fact that the ECE has significant values of several K
for a range of over 200 K in PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 could be exploited in devices that experience
large temperature variations.
The Zr rich part of the phase diagram has been sampled with PbZr0.7Ti0.3O3,
PbZr0.8Ti0.2O3 and PZO. For PbZr0.7Ti0.3O3 I find broad ECE peaks similar to
PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3, albeit with a lower maximum ∆T of 3.5 K at 50 MV/m and 350 K.
PbZr0.8Ti0.2O3, which has comparable properties to experimental PbZr0.95Ti0.05O3 thin
films, as both materials lie at the curve of coexistence between antiferroelectric and ferro-
electric phases, shows only a minute improvement over PbZr0.7Ti0.3O3. This means that
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being at a region of phase coexistence in PZT does not increase the ∆T significantly, as sug-
gested by Mischenko et al. [26]. I further investigated the antiferroelectric state by studying
PZO, where I find a crossover from a negative ECE at low temperatures to a positive ECE
at higher temperatures, which agrees well with recent theoretical and experimental work on
PZO [138].
Regarding all the considered PZT compositions together in the last section, I can con-
firm the findings of Rose et al. [137] that the maximum ∆T is found close to TC in fer-
roelectrics. Furthermore, I report that the magnitude of the ECE increases with TC and
therefore with the Ti content in PZT, where PTO shows the largest ECE of all composi-
tions. If one is after an electrocaloric material that performers well at a lower temperature,
then PbZr0.8Ti0.2O3 shows the largest ∆T at a temperature of 350 K over the whole PZT
solid solution.
To conclude, I find a trade-off in the PZT solid solution, which might be generic for
all ferroelectrics, where a large ECE is accompanied with a large TC and therefore requires
high operating temperatures. Nevertheless, Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3 offers a great variability in
Curie temperatures and in ECE magnitude, which allows for compositional engineering of
materials for electrocaloric applications.
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Chapter 8
Charged Domain Walls and Defects in
PbTiO3
Piezoelectric materials that couple mechanical strain to electrical polarisation are widely
used in transducers, IR-sensors and actuators. Traditionally, efforts to enhance the piezo-
electric properties are focused on increasing the intrinsic piezoelectric effect in such ceram-
ics. However, recent research suggests that not only the bulk response, but also the effect of
charged domain walls, could offer great potential to improve the piezoelectric response of
these materials (see section 2.3). Charged domain walls (DWs) form when two ferroelectric
domains meet ”head-to-head” or ”tail-to-tail”, so that the polarisation charge accumulates
at the domain wall. Although electrostatically unfavourable, the existence of those walls
has been confirmed experimentally [20].
To study charged domain walls with a classical shell model force field is challenging,
since there are no electronic degrees of freedom in that model that would allow the accurate
simulation of the charge compensation through defects or free carriers. Density functional
theory (DFT), on the other hand, has been previously applied to study head-to-head and tail-
to-tail walls in the prototypical ferroelectric material PbTiO3 (PTO). In a first paper, Wu and
Vanderbilt [141] studied a charged 180◦ domain wall, which was stabilised by a Sc3+/Nb5+
defect pair. More recently, Rahmanizadeh et al. [142] studied a similar system of PTO with
DFT+U and included a fluorine impurity. Both studies report that charge compensation via
defects is necessary to prevent the system from being metallic and unstable [141, 142].
In this chapter, I further investigate the defect mediated stabilisation of charged domain
walls in PTO, by studying 90◦ domain walls using DFT. First, defect free bulk PTO is
characterized via DFT. I then analyse the influence of common point defects in the PTO
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ceramic, such as oxygen or lead vacancies, on the structure of bulk PTO. Third, the structure
and the stability of 90◦ and 180◦ domain walls is discussed. In the last section, I then
combine 90◦ domain walls with point defects to finally create charged 90◦ domain walls in
a ferroelectric.
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8.1 Ab initioCalculations of Structure and Electronic Properties
of PbTiO3
As a first step in the analysis of the properties of domain walls and defects in PTO, bulk PTO
was characterised with ab initio calculations. All calculations, were performed in CASTEP
8.0 with the Wu-Cohen (WC) GGA functional [1]. The WC functional is known to give
good structural results for ferroelectrics but it systematically underestimates the band gap
[96]. Too small values of band gaps are a common issue of LDA and GGA functionals
and is often referred to as the band gap problem [143]. More accurate methods exist that
give improved band gap values, such as hybrid functionals, which combine exact Hartree-
Fock exchange with DFT. However, hybrid density functionals are computationally more
expensive by about an order of magnitude, which makes calculations of larger systems with
domain walls infeasible. Therefore, WC GGA was selected for the calculations, since it
provides a good compromise between accuracy and efficiency, as shown by the results in
this section.
In more detail, ultra soft pseudo potentials (USPPs) generated on the fly by CASTEP
[75] were chosen, together with a plane-wave cut-off of 700 eV. The Brillouin zone was
sampled densely with a 8 × 8 × 8 Monkhorst pack k-point grid per conventional unit cell
for the structural relaxations. The calculations of the electronic density of states (DOS) was
performed with an increased k-point grid of 13× 13× 13 k-points per conventional unit cell.
The atomic positions were optimised during the structural relaxations until the Hellmann-
Feynman forces were below 0.005 eV/Å. Unless directly specified in the relevant sections,
full geometry optimisations were performed. This includes relaxations of the cell vectors
until the maximum stress component was below 0.1 GPa.
8.1.1 Cubic PbTiO3
The lattice parameter of cubic PTO (space group Pm3¯m) was calculated to be a = 3.918
Å, with a cell volume of V = 60.15 Å3. This agrees well with previous all-electron WC
calculations on cubic PTO reporting a= 3.923 Å [96] and the experimental lattice parameter
measured at room temperature of a = 3.96 Å [144].
The Born-effective charges (Z∗) were calculated for the optimised cubic structure.
Density functional perturbation theory (DFPT), as implemented in CASTEP, was used to
calculate the linear response of PTO to an electric field and to obtain the Z∗. However,
DFPT is not available for ultra soft pseudo potentials in CASTEP 8.0. In order to employ
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Table 8.1: Born-effective charges of of cubic PbTiO3 calculated with the Wu and Cohen [1] (WC)
functional (this work) and with the PBEsol functional [2].
present work (WC) reference (PBEsol) [2]
Z∗(Pb) 3.92 3.90
Z∗(Ti) 7.10 7.10
Z∗(O ‖) -2.58 -2.58
Z∗(O⊥) -5.85 -5.86
this functionality for PTO, I switched to norm-conserving pseudo potentials, together with
a much higher plane wave cut-off of 1400 eV. The use of the norm-conserving potentials
allowed us to calculate the Z∗, which are reported in table 8.1. Although the Z∗ were calcu-
lated for lattice parameters obtained from different pseudo potentials, they are in excellent
agreement with Z∗ obtained from the PBEsol GGA functional in a recent work [2]. We see
that for each ion the Z∗ exceed their formal charges (Pb: +2, Ti: +4, O: -2) by a significant
amount, which is characteristic of ferroelectric materials.












Figure 8.1: Calculated electronic band structure of cubic Pm3¯m PbTiO3 along the high symmetry
points. The dotted line indicates the Fermi energy (EF ).
Besides the structural parameters of PTO, I calculated the electronic band structure
as seen in Fig. 8.1. The band structure was calculated along the high symmetry points of
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the Brillouin zone for cubic PTO in the Pm3¯m space group. The band structure shows that
PTO has an indirect band gap, where the top of the valence band (VB) is at X, while the
bottom of the conduction band (CB) is at Γ. Overall the dispersion corresponds to the band
structure reported for PBEsol [2]. The electronic band gap is 1.64 eV which is expectedly
smaller than the experimental band gap of 3.4 eV [145].





























Figure 8.2: Density of states (DOS) (upper) and projected DOS (lower) of cubic PbTiO3.
The electronic density of states (DOS) is shown in Fig. 8.2 as total DOS and projected
DOS (PDOS) for a few selected orbitals. The analysis of the electric structure of PTO
(see Fig. 8.2) demonstrates that the top of the conduction band is mostly formed by O
2p states and contains a contribution of the Pb lone pair. This is a well known effect in
Pb-containing perovskites materials, where the high piezo- and ferroelectric response is
believed to originate from the redistribution of the electron density related to the Pb lone
pair [146]. The bottom of the conduction band consists mostly 3d states of Ti.
8.1.2 Tetragonal PbTiO3
The optimised lattice parameters for tetragonal P4mm PbTiO3 are a = 3.867 Å and
c = 4.214 Å with a cell volume of V = 63.00 Å3. This agrees well with all electron
WC calculations [96], but overestimates the c/a ratio of experimental results [77] (1.088
vs. 1.071). This enhanced tetragonality (c/a ratio) is common for GGA calculations on
perovskites [96]. Additionally, the spontaneous polarisation (P) of PTO was calculated via
Pi = Z∗i ju j, with u j being the ferroelectric displacements of atom j and with Z
∗ obtained for
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cubic PTO in table 8.1, which gives a value of 113.2 µC/cm2. This value overestimates
the experimental P that reaches values between 20 µC/cm2 and 100 µC/cm2 [4], depend-
ing on the sample preparation. Again, this overestimation is common for GGA functionals
and stems from the enhanced tetragonality of the tetragonal phase. The energy difference
between the cubic and the tetragonal phase is 78.8 meV, with the tetragonal phase being
lower in energy, which agrees with the 99.7 meV found in previous WC calculations [96].
The DOS of the tetragonal phase shown in Fig. 8.3 shows similar features to that of cubic
PTO. Indeed the top of the VB is formed by the 2p states of O, while bottom of the CB is
predominately formed by the 3d states of Ti. Remarkably, the band gap in tetragonal PTO is
1.74 eV which is 0.1 eV larger than in cubic PTO. This increase of the band gap is probably
due to the splitting of the Ti t2g states in the tetragonal symmetry.





























Figure 8.3: DOS (upper) and projected DOS (lower) of tetragonal PbTiO3.
Overall I find that the structure, the Born-effective charges, the electronic structure and
the energy difference of the two phases of PTO are well reproduced with the WC GGA
functional and the CASTEP USPPs. The shortcomings of the choice of this potential are a
slight overestimation of the tetragonality and the significantly reduced band gap. Since this
chapter does not present a complete analysis of electronic properties, but rather a qualitative
comparison of the effect of point defects and domain walls on the electronic structure and
the polarisation in PTO, I continue to choose the WC functional in the next sections.
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8.2 Defects in Bulk PbTiO3
In order to stabilise charged domain walls in PTO, the polarisation charge at the wall needs
to be compensated [147]. This compensation can be achieved by point defects, either as
vacancies or as substitutions. In this section the structure and DOS of several defects (neu-
tral oxygen vacancy, lead vacancy, niobium substitution, scandium substitution and iron
substitution of titanium) in tetragonal bulk PTO, that might help stabilising charged DWs,
were calculated. The same computational details as described in 8.1 were applied. Both,
the vacancies and the B-cation substitutions were calculated in a 3x3x3 tetragonal super-
cell (135 atoms in the non-defective cell), where atomic positions were optimised until the
forces were below 0.005 eV/Å and the cell vectors were optimised until the pressure was
below 0.1 GPa. All supercells were uncharged, as a single atom was removed without com-
pensating the charge in any form. I approximated the defect formation energy (∆E f ) as
follows:
∆E f = Ede ftot − (Ebulktot −Eatomtot ), (8.1)
where Ede ftot is the total energy of the system with the defect, Ebulktot is the total energy of
the perfect bulk system and Eatomtot is the total energy of the isolated defect atom. In case of
the substitutions of the Ti atom, ETitot was added to eq. 8.1. For Pb, Nb, Sc, Fe and Ti E
atom
tot
was calculated with the single atom in a 22 Å×22 Å×22 Å cell. For O half of the energy
of an O2 dimer (O in triplet state) in a 22 Å×22 Å×22 Å cell was taken as the single atom
energy. The box length of 22 Å was chosen after a series of convergence tests to reduce the
error in total energy below 10−5.
8.2.1 Oxygen Vacancy in PbTiO3
8.2.1.1 Axial Oxygen Vacancy
Two inequivalent O vacancy (VO) positions exist in tetragonal PTO: axial and in-plane. I
first discuss the axial case, where the O atom is removed from the Ti-O-Ti chain along the
polar c axis. Such a neutral VO, also called an F-centre, is one of the most common defects
in oxides [148]. Creating this defect results in the neighbouring Ti atoms moving away from
the vacancy with a displacement of 0.18 Å for the Ti on top and 0.09 Å for the Ti below.
The relaxation of Ti is the largest of all atoms, and followed by a 0.12 Å displacement of
the 4 nearest neighbour Pb atoms, which all displace towards the O defect. Interestingly, the
Pb atoms move towards the defect and against the Coulomb repulsion between their outer
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shell electrons and the electron density at the vacancy site. This is explained by the large
size of the Pb atoms, which makes them fill the empty space generated by the O vacancy
[149]. The neighbouring O atoms only shift about 0.03 Å along the z-axis and do not
contribute much to the total displacement. The displacements of the closest atoms to the
O defect are visualized in Fig. 8.4 and qualitatively agree with a Hartree-Fock (HF) study
on PTO [149]. However, I report an outwards displacement of the bottom Ti atom, which
contrasts the calculation by Stashans et. al. [149]. This difference is probably due to the
different lattice parameters produced by the different methods (GGA vs. HF), which will
allow for different atomic relaxations.
Figure 8.4: Displacement field around the axial oxygen vacancy in top (left), side (middle) and
perspective view (right). Pb atoms are shown in grey, Ti in blue and O in red, with purple arrows
indicating the direction of the displacements.
The total DOS and the PDOS were calculated for the neutral axial oxygen vacancy
and are shown in Fig. 8.5 (left). The defect state at the bottom of the CB is well localised
at the vacancy site and formed by the t2g states of Ti. I find that the defect state is split
from the CB by 0.48 eV, whereas a previous hybrid DFT study reports the defect level to
be split of the CB by 0.97 eV [150]. This a known shortcomming of GGA functionals,
which underestimates the split from the bottom of the conduction band [151]. Nevertheless,
the WC functional shows that the neutral oxygen vacancy introduces a donor level into the
band gap, by leaving two electrons at the vacancy site. The fact that a VO acts as an electron
donor can be used to compensate the polarisation at charged domain walls.
The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), corresponding to the vacancy level,
is shown in Fig. 8.7 left. The defect state is centred on the vacancy and the closest Ti atom,
with the shape of the wavefunction indicating mostly a dz2 character. Recent hybrid DFT
calculations show a similar defect state due to an axial O vacancy in PTO, and the authors
suggest that the dz2 shape stems from the ruptured bond between the Ti 3 dz2 and O 2p
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Figure 8.5: DOS (upper) and projected DOS (lower) of tetragonal PbTiO3 with a single oxygen
vacancy (VO) in axial position (left) and in in-plane position (right).
orbitals [152].
8.2.1.2 In-Plane Oxygen Vacancy
A neutral in-plane oxygen vacancy has been created by removing an oxygen from the Ti-
O-Ti chain along the x-axis. The structural relaxations of the neighbouring atoms of the
vacancy are distinct from the axial VO case and they are visualised in Fig. 8.6. Here, the
largest movement stems from the Pb atoms above the VO, which shift towards the vacancy
by 0.15 Å. The Pb atoms below the vacancy move only slightly towards the defect. For the
Ti atoms only the two closest ions are affected, which move away from the defect with a
displacement of 0.12 Å. As for the axial vacancy, the neighbouring O ion only show small
displacements towards the VO.
Figure 8.6: Displacement field around the in-plane oxygen vacancy in top (left), side (middle) and
perspective view (right). Pb atoms are shown in grey, Ti in blue and O in red, with purple arrows
indicating the direction and magnitude of the displacements.
The total and the projected DOS of the in-plane VO, as seen in Fig. 8.5 right, looks
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very similar to the DOS of the axial VO (Fig. 8.5 left). Here, the defect level of the O
vacancy is split from the bottom of the CB by 0.53 eV. The occupied defect state is plotted
in Fig. 8.7 right. Here, no dz2 character is visible, compared to the axial VO. This is due
to the in-plane vacancy breaking the in-plane bond between Ti and O, where there is no
dz2 contribution. However, the Pb s character of the defect state wavefunction is larger in
this type of oxygen vacancy. Besides the small differences in the shape of the defect state,
both types of VO have donor levels close to the edge of the CB and their defect states are
localised on the vacancy and the nearest Ti atom.
Figure 8.7: Defect states of the axial oxygen vacancy (left) and the in-plane oxygen vacancy (right).
The electronic charge density is shown in yellow, while Pb atoms are grey, Ti blue and O red.
8.2.2 Lead Vacancy in PbTiO3
The displacement field of the neutral lead vacancy is visualised for three different perspec-
tives in Fig. 8.8. The largest displacement compared to the stoichiometric bulk PTO is
given by the 4 O atoms closest to the defect. These ions, placed below the vacancy, move
away from the defect by 0.13 Å. The 4 O atoms situated above the defect display a smaller
displacement of 0.07 Å, also away from the vacancy. The 4 Pb atoms on the same xy-plane
as the missing atom move towards VPb by 0.06 Å, thereby reducing the empty space created
by the vacancy. Similarly, the 4 nearest Ti atoms above VPb move down towards the defect
by 0.02 Å. The 4 Ti atoms situated below the vacancy move away from the defect with a
displacement of 0.06 Å.
The total and the projected DOS of VPb is shown in Fig. 8.9. We see that the Fermi
energy crosses the top of the valence band, leaving the highest of the O 2p states unoccupied.
As for the oxygen vacancies, the defect level is not split from the band edge, giving the
impression that the system is metallic. However, this is an effect of the GGA functional
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Figure 8.8: Displacement field around the lead vacancy in top (left), side (middle) and perspective
view (right). Pb atoms are shown in grey, Ti in blue and O in red, with purple arrows indicating the
direction and magnitude of the displacements.
which underestimates the split from the VB in the VPb [151].































Figure 8.9: DOS (upper) and projected DOS (lower) of the lead vacancy (VPb) in tetragonal PbTiO3.
8.2.3 Niobium Substitution in PbTiO3
The Nb impurity (NbTi) in PTO was created by replacing a Ti atom with a Nb (5+) atom.
The DOS and the PDOS for both spin channels of Nb:PTO are plotted in Fig. 8.10. As for
the oxygen vacancies, the EF crosses the bottom of the CB, indicating that the Nb impurity
acts as an electron donor. This results in two occupied defect states, one spin up, and one
spin down, at the bottom of the CB. Again, these defect states are shallow which might be
an effect of the GGA functional.
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Figure 8.10: DOS (upper) and projected DOS (lower) of the Nb substitution of the Ti atom in
tetragonal PbTiO3.
8.2.4 Scandium Substitution in PbTiO3
A Sc impurity (ScTi) has been created by substituting a Ti atom for a Sc (3+) atom. The
DOS and PDOS of the Sc:PTO system is shown in Fig. 8.11. Similar to the Pb vacancy, the
Sc defect acts as an electron acceptor. Again the EF is crossing at the top of the VB and the
defect level is not split from the band edge as a result of the GGA functional. No Sc states
lie within the VB, but there is a small contribution of Sc 3d states in the CB. The HOMO
and the LUMO are both predominantly made up from O 2p orbitals.
8.2.5 Iron Substitution in PbTiO3
The Fe impurity (FeTi) was created by substituting a Ti atom for a Fe (3+) atom. Fig.
8.12 shows the DOS and PDOS for both spin channels in Fe:PTO. From the DOS one can
identify two defect states in the band gap, a Fe state at the top of the VB and several Fe
states at the bottom of the CB. Interestingly, the two deep lying gap states are both spin
down states. This reduces the band gap of the down spin channel to 0.2 eV, while the band
gap of the spin up channel is 1.4 eV.
The two localised gap states of the Fe impurity are visualised in Fig. 8.13. The HOMO
state is localised on the Fe atoms and the 4 neighbouring O atoms. This defect state has a
strong Fe dxy and O p character and is occupied by the minority spin carrier. The LUMO
state is also centred on the Fe atom but consists of Fe dyz and O p orbitals. However, the
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Figure 8.11: DOS (upper) and projected DOS (lower) of the Sc substitution of the Ti atom in tetrag-
onal PbTiO3.





























Figure 8.12: DOS (upper) and projected DOS (lower) of the Fe substitution of the Ti atom in tetrag-
onal PbTiO3.
unoccupied band gap state is not symmetric, because of the polar displacements along the c
axis in the ferroelectric PTO.
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Figure 8.13: Localised defect states of the Fe impurity in tetragonal PbTiO3. (left) The HOMO state
in top and perspective view. (right) The LUMO state in top and perspective view. The electronic
defect state centred on the Fe atom (orange) is shown in yellow, while Pb atoms are grey, Ti blue
and O red.
8.2.6 Formation Energies
The formation energies (∆E f ) of the defects were approximated according to equation 8.1,
where the chemical potential was not taken into account. The results are shown in table
8.2. The two oxygen vacancies show similar formation energies of 5.78 eV for the axial
and 5.51 eV for the in-plane defect. Thus, I find the in-plane VO to be slightly more stable
in tetragonal PTO, which is in contrast to BaTiO3, where the axial vacancy is more stable
according to recent a DFT study [123]. This is related to the significant Pb contribution
in PTO that stabilises the non-polar vacancy. The substitutions of the Ti atom show much
lower E f for NbTi (0.7 eV) and ScTi (3.16 eV), making those defects more stable in tetrag-
onal PTO than the studied vacancies. The Nb substitution has an especially low formation
energy which facilitates the migration or doping of Nb into the material. On the other hand,
the FeTi demonstrates a large formation energy of 7.33 eV, similar to VPb (8.09 eV).
Table 8.2 also shows the defect type which was determined, as either acceptor or donor,
from the DOS. This property of the defect allows to utilize them in order to compensate the
positive polarisation charge at tail-to-tail or the negative charge at the head-to-head domain
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Table 8.2: Formation energies (∆E f ) calculated with eq. 8.1, of point defects in tetragonal PbTiO3
and the type of defect.
Defect defect type ∆E f (eV)
VO axial donor 5.78





walls, depending on their type. This compensation of charged DWs has been previously
performed in 180◦ domain walls in PTO by Wu and Vanderbilt [141]. The authors used NbTi
as a donor and ScTi as an acceptor which agrees with my results. I have further characterised
the O vacancies as donors with shallow defect levels. The Pb vacancy, on the other hand,
is an acceptor defect with no band gap states. Despite their larger formation energies, these
two types of vacancies are common in PTO [149] and allow for strong charge compensation
due to their doubly charged state. The last defect I investigated, the Fe substitution of Ti, is
another acceptor which can be used to compensate electrons at head-to-head walls.
8.3 Band Gap of Domain Walls
8.3.1 180◦ Domain Wall
To calculate the structure of a 180◦ DW a 1x12x1 periodic system with a domain wall
centred on the PbO layer (see Fig 8.14) was used. The Pb centred 180◦ DW was shown
to be lower energy than the Ti centred wall in PTO from DFT [153], which is why I have
chosen this configuration. Furthermore, a supercell size of 12 has been demonstrated to be
sufficient to converge the 180◦ DW energy with size in PTO [154]. Since the chosen system
is periodic, it contains two equal domain walls, separated by 6 unit cells (∼24Å). To obtain
the ground state structure, the atomic coordinates and the cell vectors were optimised until
the forces and the stress where below 0.005 eV/Å and 0.1 GPa, respectively.
The calculated band gap of the 180◦ DW is 1.66 eV which is slightly below the bulk
value of 1.74 eV. This decrease of the band gap agrees with a recent DFT and Greens-
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Figure 8.14: Structure of the Pb centred 180◦ domain wall containing 12 unit cells (60 atoms). Pb
atoms are shown in grey, Ti in blue and O in red
function study [155], where a reduction of the band gap in PTO including a 180◦ DW is
reported. The authors claim that the reduced band gap results in an enhancement of the
leakage current at the DW, which can explain the higher conductance measured in such
systems. I further calculated the DOS for each atomic layer perpendicular to the y-direction.
All layers are insulating with a DOS which resembles the DOS in bulk PTO. However, at
the DW one notices a slight increase of Ti d and O p density in the TiO2 layers towards the
band edges.
8.3.2 90◦ Domain Wall




2 periodic system (60 atoms) with a domain wall
centred on the O2 layer (see Fig. 8.15) was used. A supercell size of 12 unit cells has
been shown to be sufficient to converge the domain wall energy with size [154]. I choose
a supercell where the c-axis points along [011] or [011¯] depending on the domain, in order
to accommodate the 90◦ DW in a periodic box. As for the 180◦ DW, the atomic coordi-
nates and the cell vectors were optimised until the forces and the stress were below 0.005
eV/Å and 0.1 GPa, respectively.
The band gap was calculated to be 1.70 eV for the 90◦ DW, which is slightly smaller
than the bulk value, yet higher than the 180◦ DW value (1.66 eV). Analysing the layer
resolved DOS, I find a small increase in the DOS at the bottom of the CB of the PbTiO
layers at the domain walls. This small shift of DOS towards the band edges is the reason
for the slightly reduced band gaps of both types of domain walls in PTO. Calculating the
atomic displacements from an ideal, centro-symmetric PTO reference structure for each
unit cell, together with the Born-effective charges as described in section 3.4.1.1, allows for
obtaining the local polarisation. Fig. 8.16 shows the total polarisation and the PZ component
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Figure 8.15: Structure of the neutral (head-to-tail) 90◦ domain wall containing 12 unit cells (60
atoms). Pb atoms are shown in grey, Ti in blue and O in red
across the two domain walls for the 90◦ and 180◦ case. Both systems show relatively narrow
domain walls (centre and edge of the plot) of about 2 unit cell width. The total polarisation
within the domains is constant, while there is a significant decrease of Ptot at the domain
walls, where the PZ component changes sign. Interestingly, there is a large asymmetry for
the 90◦ DW system, where one domain consists of 7 unit cells, while the other domain
consists of only 5. This asymmetry is due to an asymmetric electrostatic potential at the
wall which has been recently found in DFT calculations and was subsequently confirmed
experimentally in PTO [156].
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Figure 8.16: Total polarisation and the z-component of polarisation (PZ) along the y-axis of the 180◦
and 90◦ domain walls (DW) in PbTiO3.
I find that the reduction of the total P at the walls is larger for the 180◦ case than for the
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90◦ case, which is related to their different symmetries at the walls. For the 180◦ DW the
polarisation can only be reduced and reverted along the polar mode, while for the 90◦ DW
the polarisation rotates, which allows for larger Ptot . This difference might explain the lower
band gap in the 180◦ DW system, where the unit cells at the walls approach a tetragonal
paraelectric PTO structure, which has a band gap of 1.50 eV. The 90◦ DW system retains
more of its polarisation across the wall together with a stronger axial Ti-O bond, therefore
showing a band gap closer to the ferroelectric bulk PTO. Nevertheless, both domain walls
show a reduced band gap which can explain the higher conductance found at domain walls
in ferroelectric thin films [18, 157, 158, 159], as recently proposed [155].
8.4 Metallicity in Charged 90◦ Domain Walls
After confirming that the common head-to-tail 90◦ DW is stable in PTO in the previous
section (8.3.2), I went on to investigate the stability of charged head-to-head DWs. For this




2 periodic system with a domain wall centred on the PbTiO layer,
where the domains were oriented along [01¯1¯] and [011¯], respectively. By applying periodic
boundary conditions this creates two domain walls: A head-to-head (HH) wall at the center
of the cell and a tail-to-tail (TT) wall at the cell edge, as seen in Fig. 8.17. Performing
a geometry optimisation on this system results in a mono domain state, where the domain
walls have been eliminated. The polarisation charge located on both walls (positive charge
at the head-to-head wall, negative charge at the tail-to-tail wall) leads to a strong electrostatic
repulsion which forces the domains to rotate and reduce the wall area during the geometry
optimisation.
Figure 8.17: Structure of charged 90◦ domain walls in PbTiO3. The head-to-head wall appears in
the middle of the cell and and the tail-to-tail wall at the cell edge.
Plotting the layer resolved DOS (see Fig. 8.18) of the original charged DW system,
where no optimisation of coordinates was performed (see Fig. 8.17), confirms the picture of
unstable DWs: Although each PbTiO and each O2 layer shows a band gap and is insulating,
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the whole system is metallic. The metallicity occurs as a result of the large band bending
across the the system, where the CB and the VB shift to lower energies from the TT towards
the HH wall. At the walls, the CB and VB edges then cross EF , which generates free
carriers. The free carriers at the HH wall are electrons, while the free carriers generated at
the TT wall are holes. The band bending I report for charged PTO 90◦ DWs, which is large
































Figure 8.18: Layer resolved density of states (DOS) of a charged 90◦ domain wall (DW) in PbTiO3
showing large band bending. Black indicates the DOS from the O2 planes while red indicates the
PbTiO planes. The atomic layers at the domain walls are marked with HH for head-to-head or TT
for tail-to-tail.
8.5 Defect Mediated Stabilisation of Charged Domain Walls
In the previous section (8.4), I confirmed that charged domain walls are metallic and un-
stable against polarisation rotation, as previously shown by theoretical studies [141, 21].
In order to stabilise charged 90◦ DWs, point defects at both the HH and the TT walls
were introduced, following the approach of previous DFT calculations of 180◦ head-to-
head and tail-to-tail domain walls [141, 142]. I chose an acceptor/donor pair to compensate
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the electrons at the HH wall (with an acceptor) and the holes at the TT wall (with a donor).
For this the defects that were previously characterized as donors or acceptors in tetragonal
PTO (see table 8.2) were used. The atomic coordinates of the domain wall systems with
donor/acceptor pairs were then optimised until the forces were below 0.005 eV/Å.
8.5.1 90◦ Domain Wall: VPb/VO




2 periodic system with a Pb vacancy
at the HH and an in-plane O vacancy at the TT wall (see Fig. 8.19) was used. The VPb acts
as an acceptor and the VO as an electron donor, both compensating the bound polarisation
charge at the walls and leaving the system charge neutral. The two domain walls in the
periodic system are centred on the PbTiO layers with the respective vacancy.
HH: VPb TT:VO 
Figure 8.19: Structure of the head-to-head (HH) and tail-to-tail (TT) 90◦ domain wall in PbTiO3
with a Pb vacancy (VPb) and an in-plane O vacancy (VO). The VPb is located at the HH wall and
indicated by a grey square, while the VO is located at the TT wall and denoted with a red square
(appears twice in the displayed cell because of the periodic boundary conditions). Pb atoms are
grey, Ti blue and O red.
The relaxed structure with the two vacancies kept its polarisation state and has two
clearly visible domain walls, as seen in Fig. 8.19. Therefore, the defect pair stabilises the
HH and TT walls in PTO and prevents the elimination of the walls through polarisation
rotation. The layer resolved DOS of this system is plotted in Fig. 8.20. In this plot the
layers consist of alternating PbTiO and O2 planes, which are perpendicular to the b axis and
parallel to the DWs. In contrast to the uncompensated charged 90◦ DW (see Fig. 8.18),
there is no band bending across the cell. All layers, except the TT wall layer with the VO,
are insulating. The layer containing the O vacancy and its two adjacent layers show a large
DOS contribution at the bottom of the CB. This is similar to the effect of the VO in bulk
PTO, which shows defect levels at the bottom of the CB (see section 8.2). Interestingly,
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at the TT domain wall the vacancy results in a closed band gap which makes the system
metallic. The neighbouring layers remain insulating with a slightly reduced band gap, so
that the metallicity is confined to the DW. On the other side, the HH wall layer with the VPb











































Figure 8.20: Layer resolved density of states (DOS) of the head-to-head (HH) and tail-to-tail (TT)
90◦ domain wall in PbTiO3 with a Pb vacancy (VPb) and a O vacancy (VO). Black indicates the
DOS from the O2 planes while red indicates the Pb-Ti-O planes. The atomic layers at the domain
walls are marked with HH for head-to-head or TT for tail-to-tail.
Furthermore, the coordinates of the same DW system were optimised with only one
vacancy, either VPb or VO. I find that a sole O vacancy at the TT wall is not enough to
stabilise the TT and the HH walls in the system. The geometry optimisation rotated both
domains to eliminate the domain walls completely, resulting in a monodomain. Noteworthy,
a single VPb was sufficient to keep the polarisation in the HH and TT configuration in PTO.
The relaxed cell with the Pb defect at the HH wall is shown in Fig. 8.21. Here, the head-
to-head DW is clearly visible and similar to the HH wall in Fig. 8.19. On the other hand,
the regions close to the TT wall are less polarised, due to the lack of charge compensation.
Nevertheless, the single VPb successfully stabilises the charged 90◦ DW configuration in
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HH: VPb 
Figure 8.21: Structure of the head-to-head (HH) and tail-to-tail (TT) 90◦ domain wall in PbTiO3
with a Pb vacancy (VPb). The VPb is located at the HH wall and indicated by a grey square. Pb
atoms are grey, Ti blue and O red.
PTO.
8.5.2 90◦ Domain Wall: ScTi/NbTi





2 system was used, where the defect atoms substitute the Ti atoms at the HH and
the TT DW. In this case the Sc3+ defect acts as an acceptor, while the Nb5+ impurity is
an electron donor. The optimised structure is charge neutral, insulating and has a HH wall
centred on the ScTi and a TT wall centred on NbTi.
HH: ScTi TT:NbTi 
Figure 8.22: Structure of the head-to-head (HH) and tail-to-tail (TT) 90◦ domain wall in PbTiO3
with a Sc impurity (ScTi) and a Nb impurity (NbTi). The ScTi in purple is located at the HH wall,
while the NbTi in green is located at the TT wall. Pb atoms are grey, Ti blue and O red.
Fig. 8.23 shows the layer resolved DOS of the PbTiO and O2 layers parallel to the
DWs. Here, all the layers are insulating, including the domain walls, and the system has a
band gap of 2.08 eV. The PbScO layer at the HH wall has a reduced DOS at the bottom of
the CB because of the missing Ti atom, while the states of the Sc substitution lie higher in
energy. The TT wall with the Nb impurity shows a DOS similar to the NbTi in bulk PTO,
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where the bottom of the CB shows a slightly increased DOS. The band gap, however, is
not closed by defect states in the DW system, in contrast to what is seen in the TT DW
with an O vacancy. Note, that the charge compensation in this system is less complete than
the VPb/VO case. since the actual polarisation charge at the charged 90◦ walls in PTO is
2.2 e (with a PTO polarisation of 113.2 µC/cm2). A doubly charged VO or VPb should,
therefore, compensate the polarisation to a good degree, while the singly charged Sc and
Nb impurities won’t be able to fully compensate the charge. Nevertheless, the ScTi/NbTi
systems stabilises both charged 90◦ DWs in PTO, which means that a near perfect charge











































Figure 8.23: Layer resolved density of states (DOS) of the head-to-head (HH) and tail-to-tail (TT)
90◦ domain wall in PbTiO3 with a Sc impurity (ScTi) and a Nb impurity (NbTi). Black indicates
the DOS from the O2 planes while red indicates the PbTiO planes. The atomic layers at the domain
walls are marked with HH for head-to-head or TT for tail-to-tail.
8.5.3 90◦ Domain Wall: FeTi/NbTi
A FeTi/NbTi 90◦ DW system was optimised in a similar way to the above to cases. Here,
the donor defect is a Nb5+ substitution of Ti at the TT wall and the acceptor defect is a Fe3+
substitution of Ti at the HH wall. The optimised structure is visualised in Fig. 8.24. Again,
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I find that the defect pair stabilises the head-to-head and tail-to-tail facing domains with
their polarisation state. The overall structure looks similar to the ScTi/NbTi DW system and
the the ferroelectric displacements close to the wall are smaller than the VPb/VO case.
HH: FeTi TT:NbTi 
Figure 8.24: Structure of the head-to-head (HH) and tail-to-tail (TT) 90◦ domain wall in PbTiO3
with a Fe impurity (FeTi) and a Nb impurity (NbTi). The FeTi in brown is located at the HH wall,
while the NbTi in green is located at the TT wall. Pb atoms are grey, Ti blue and O red.
Fig. 8.25 shows the layer resolved DOS of the PbTiO and O2 layers parallel to the
DWs. No band bending is found across the system and all layers are insulating except the
HH plane. At the HH wall the Fe defect closes the band gap in one spin channel, while
the other spin shows a small band gap of 0.5 eV. This is in agreement with the FeTi in bulk
PTO, where the deep gap states originates from one spin channel. As for the VPb/VO DW
system the gap closure is confined to the domain wall layer.
The VPb/VO, ScTi/NbTi and FeTi/NbTi defect pairs all stabilise the head-to-head and
tail-to-tail domains in PTO. Interestingly, only the ScTi/NbTi is fully insulating, while the
VPb/VO and FeTi/NbTi cases show metallicity at the defective DWs. This metallicity orig-
inates from the gap states of the defects and not from the charge states, as both Sc and Fe
are in a 3+ oxidation state.
8.5.4 Polarisation in Charged Domain Walls
Besides the structure and the DOS the polarisation across the stable head-to-head and tail-
to-tail domain walls was approximated. The polarisation was calculated as described in
section 3.4.1.1 which approximates P from the Born effective charges and ionic displace-
ments. This approximation of P has the advantage that it gives a unit cell based value and
that its applicable in metallic systems where the polarisation is formally ill-defined. Fur-
ther, the Born effective charges (Z∗) of the substitutions were estimated as: Z∗Ti− 1 for Sc
and Fe as and as Z∗Ti + 1 for Nb, following the approach of Wu and Vanderbilt [141]. In































Figure 8.25: Layer resolved density of states (DOS) of the head-to-head (HH) and tail-to-tail (TT)
90◦ domain wall in PbTiO3 with a Fe impurity (FeTi) and a Nb impurity (NbTi). Black indicates
the DOS from the O2 planes while red indicates the PbTiO planes. The atomic layers at the domain
walls are marked with HH for head-to-head or TT for tail-to-tail.
the case of the O and Pb vacancies, I assumed the vacant atom to be in its average position
in order to calculate the polarisation of the defective unit cells. Fig. 8.26 shows the total
polarisation of the tested DW systems. For all systems, including the head-to-tail case, the
polarisation dips at the domain walls, which are at the PbTiO layer 5 (HH) and 11 (TT).
Overall, the magnitude of the polarisation in the domains is lower in the defective systems
than in the head-to-tail (HT) reference. The VPb/VO shows the highest domain polarisation,
reaching the value of bulk PTO (dotted horizontal line). However, at both domain walls the
polarisation drops drastically to around 60 µC/cm2. Interestingly, there is a large increase
in polarisation and tetragonality at the HH wall with the Pb vacancy, which can be seen in
the atomic structure displayed in Fig. 8.19. Here, the missing Pb atom allows for a larger
displacement of the Ti atoms, which increases the polarisation in the adjacent layers of the
DW to 132 µC/cm2. As expected, the single VPb system shows very similar behaviour to
the VPb/VO cell around the Pb vacancy at the HH wall, including the enhanced polarisation
in the adjacent layers to the wall. The TT wall, on the other side, exhibits the same polari-
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sation as the defect free system. However, the polarisation within the domains is lower than
the defect free head-to-tail reference system and the VPb/VO DW system. This is a result
of the missing charge compensation at the TT wall which reduces the polarisation towards
the wall. The fact that the TT wall is stable and its surrounding domains carry polarisation
is likely due to the charge compensated HH wall being nearby. Increasing the separation
between the two domain walls will probably lead to a further reduction of polarisation in
proximity of the HH wall and eventually eliminate the polarisation and thereby the domain
wall completely.
























Figure 8.26: Polarisation across the two domain walls in PbTiO3 for the head-to-tail and the head-to-
head/tail-to-tail systems with defect pairs. The dotted line denotes the bulk value of the polarisation
for comparison. For the charged domain walls the head-to-head wall is centred on PbTiO layer 5,
while the tail-to-tail wall is centred on PbTiO layer 11.
The polarisation in the domains of the ScTi/NbTi and FeTi/NbTi systems is significantly
reduced compared to the HT reference and the bulk PTO value, due to the incomplete
charge compensation. At the TT wall with the Nb5+ defect, both systems have a similar
polarisation value of around 70 µC/cm2. However, at the HH wall the ScTi has a much
larger polarisation than the FeTi wall, which shows the lowest polarisation of all systems
at 45 µC/cm2. The large reduction of the polarisation around the Fe3+ defect is further
accompanied by a broader HH domain wall. Note, that the polarisation at the HH wall in
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ScTi/NbTi actually increases compared to the domain polarisation and it even surpasses the
DW value of the HT system. Overall, the defects have a large effect on the polarisation, not
just in the vicinity of the domain wall but also within the domains.
8.5.5 Stability of the Charged Domain Walls with Defects
The formation energy of the domain walls including the defects was calculated according
to equation 8.1. For the three investigated systems I find the total formation energies to be
11.00 eV for the VPb/VO DW system, 2.15 eV for the ScTi/NbTi DW system and 7.23 eV
for the FeTi/NbTi DW case. I report that the vacancy formation energy is higher than then
for the B-cation substitution which agrees with ∆E f in bulk PTO. The ScTi/NbTi DW cell
demonstrates the lowest formation energy due to the low individual ∆E f of the defects in
bulk. Remarkably, all DW systems with defect pairs have lower formation energies than
the individual defects in bulk together. This means the defects are more stable at their
respective domain walls than in tetragonal bulk, which agrees with a previous LDA study
reporting that O vacancies in PTO have lower formation energies at 180◦ domain walls than
in bulk [17]. Here, I show that this is true for all the tested defect pairs in 90◦ DWs. The
increased stability at the DW means that the defects will pin the walls at the defect site,
effectively immobilising them. Considering the strong interaction of the defect with the
polarisation of the adjacent domains, selective doping of PTO could, therefore, influence its
domain pattern. However, the pinning of the domain walls would likely alter its switching
behaviour.
Note, that in the examined 90◦ DW systems the planar defect concentration in x-z
plane is very large with one defect per wall area of a x
√
2a, where a is the lattice parame-
ter. Very high impurity or defect concentrations would be necessary to form the investigated
domain structures in real materials. Nevertheless, this could be achieved by modern synthe-
sis methods of thin films, such as pulsed laser deposition (PLD), which could incorporate
such layers of defect atoms in ferroelectric oxides.
8.6 Conclusions
In this chapter the defect mediated stabilisation of charged domain walls in PTO from WC-
DFT calculations was investigated. I found that the WC GGA functional accurately repre-
sents the structure and the Born-effective charges of bulk PTO. The electronic band structure
is well reproduced, although with an expectedly underestimated band gap (1.74 eV) than
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the experimental values (3.4 eV [145]). Analysing a series of defects in bulk PTO, namely
VO, VPb, NbTi, ScTi and FeTi, I found the lowest formation energies for the Nb and Sc
substitutions (0.7 eV and 3.16 eV respectively).
I report that 180◦ and 90◦ DWs in PTO lower the band gap by 0.08 eV and 0.04 eV,
respectively. This reduction of the band gap has recently been seen in DFT study on 180◦
DWs in PTO [155], where the authors claim it to be the reason for increased conductance
at domain walls. Here, I also to confirm a small reduction in band gap for 90◦ DWs which
could lead to increased conductivity at such walls. The increased conductivity might, there-
fore, be an intrinsic phenomenon in ferroelectrics and not originate from common defects
that accumulate at domain walls.
Additionally, the calculations are in agreement with earlier theoretical models [147],
predicting the metallic nature of uncompensated head-to-head and tail-to-tail 90◦ domain
walls, which are unstable against polarisation rotation that eliminates the domain walls. I
further demonstrated how a charged, insulating 90◦ DW can be stabilised with a ScTi/NbTi
defect pair, analogous to what has been found for 180◦ in PTO from DFT [141]. Notewor-
thy, a VPb/VO and a FeTi/NbTi acceptor/donor pair also stabilised the HH and TT polarisa-
tion state in 90◦ DWs, but formed a metallic layer at the TT and the HH walls, respectively.
Interestingly, I find that these metallic layers are confined to the domain wall layers, as they
are induced by the defect states of the dopants. The results thereby confirm that O vacancies
can partially stabilise charged DWs, as recently postulated [147], but they may effect the
conductivity of the system.
I conclude that a defect charge of 1 e is sufficient to stabilise nanometre sized 90◦
head-to-head and tail-to-tail domain walls in PTO, but that the choice of defect can have a
severe effect on the conductivity. The type of defect further influences the polarisation at
and nearby the domain wall, which in return will influence the strain state of the ferroelastic
90◦ walls. The strong interaction between the defects and the polarisation charge that I
observe, could open up novel routes to engineer nanoscale domain patterns with enhanced




In this thesis, I provide theoretical insight into the properties and functionality of the indus-
trially important material Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3. I have developed a robust shell model force field
for Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3 (PZT) based on the results of density functional theory (DFT) calcu-
lations. The force field successfully reproduces the temperature and composition induced
phase transitions of PZT which allows for the modelling of properties and dynamics of PZT
under external stimuli. The efficient shell model further enables simulations of domain wall
dynamics and stability, various types of defects, and the variation of the B-cations to provide
insight into the fundamental physics of solid solution materials.
Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3 is a solid solution of PbTiO3 (PTO) and PbZrO3 (PZO) where the
B-cations are conventionally thought to be randomly distributed. However, my results show
that the two B-cations contribute differently to the polarisation of the material and that their
arrangement crucially effects the piezoelectric properties. This means that coercing the
order of the B-cations could greatly improve the properties of PZT materials. In more detail,
I find that a Ti rich environment adopts high polarisation values and a Zr rich environment
adopts low polarisation states. Furthermore, my simulations demonstrate that the formation
of B-cation clusters in PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 heavily influences the properties of the material,
with small clusters having a positive effect while large clusters deteriorate the material’s
properties. The tuning of the B-cation arrangement, especially reducing the appearance
of large clusters, can therefore add control and performance to PZT based piezoelectric
devices.
Applying the force field to study the effect of electric fields on ferroelectric PZT, I re-
produced experimental P-E loops and their temperature behaviour. The results show that the
coercive field (EC) decreases exponentially with temperature, which seems to be generic for
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ferroelectric materials and independent of the actual switching process. The implication of
this exponential behaviour is that it will be necessary to use high fields to employ switchable
ferroelectric devices at low temperatures. These findings can provide guidance for temper-
ature/voltage regimes of ferroelectric-based devices in aeronautical and space applications,
as they are exposed to a wide range of operating temperatures. Studying the switching
dynamics in PZT in more detail, I found two competing mechanisms that govern the po-
larisation dynamics: at room temperature nucleation and subsequent domain growth is the
dominating switching process. However, at low temperatures, I predict that homogeneous
nucleation is inhibited and single domain systems will switch through a polarisation rota-
tion mechanism. This rotational mode has not been observed experimentally but it could
play an important role in materials where inhomogeneous nucleation from surfaces, defects
or grain boundaries is not prevailing.
Molecular dynamics simulations offer a straight forward way to calculate the elec-
trocaloric effect (ECE) in ferroelectrics. Performing MD simulations on PZT, I studied the
fundamental principles of the ECE in ferroelectrics and antiferroelectrics: My simulations
show a giant ECE in PTO of 16 K and further confirm the negative ECE found in PZO. Most
importantly, I report a trade-off in the ECE across the PZT solid solution, where a large ECE
is accompanied with a large TC and therefore requires high operating temperatures. Nev-
ertheless, PZT offers a great variance in ECE magnitude, which allows for compositional
engineering of materials for electrocaloric applications.
I conclude this thesis with DFT calculations on domain walls in PTO, where I find a
reduction of the band gap in 180◦ an 90◦ domain walls. This reduction, albeit small, can
explain the increased conductivity found in ferroelectric domain walls, making the origin
intrinsic to the material. I further studied charged 90◦ domain walls, which I found to be
unstable and metallic in nature. However, my DFT calculations show how such charged
90◦ domain walls can be successfully stabilised by an acceptor/donor defect pair such as
ScTi/NbTi. This strong interaction between defects and the polarisation state could provide
novel pathways to engineer nanoscale domain patterns with enhanced piezoelectric proper-
ties via the controlled doping of ferroelectrics.
The developed Pb(Zr1−xTix)O3 force field offers great potential for studying ferroelec-
tric materials. By mainly considering the effects of electric fields, the B-cation ordering and
domain patterns in PZT, I only touched a subset of interesting topics in this material and
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many open questions remain. Statistical analysis of the different phases around the mor-
photropic phase boundary (MPB) and in the Zr part of the phase diagram would add to the
understanding of PZT and further characterise the force field and its applicability. Another
natural topic to study with the force field would be the effect of defects and their interactions
with domain walls. Furthermore, the competition between the two switching mechanisms,
polarisation rotation and nucleation, in PZT is not fully explored yet. It would be important
to investigate the difference in switching speed and performance between the two mecha-
nisms and to map out the temperatures and fields in which they are predominant. Although
I have quantified the electrocaloric effect in the PZT solid solution, the methodology offers
further investigations, such as the effect of pressure, strain or defects on the magnitude of
the effect. Studies of these stimuli could help increasing the ECE in the ubiquitous PZT and
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